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ABSTRACT

A Study of Usefulness, Influence and Accurate Perceptions
in Relation to Participant Satisfaction
with Parent-Teacher Conferences

February, 1979
.Carol Williams Rundberg, B.A., Bates College
M.S.Ed., Central Connecticut State College
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts/Amherst

Directed by:

'

Robert J. Miltz

Purpose
The purpose of this study was to determine how certain dimensions
of parent- teacher conferences relate to satisfaction with those conferences.

The dimensions under consideration included conference Usefulness to

participants in their roles as parents or teachers; reciprocal influence;
i.e., Being Influenced by the other person at the conference and Feeling

Influential with him/her; and Accurate Perceptions, or the ability

to

estimate accurately another person’s evaluation of an object or event.

Procedures
Two forms of a questionnaire,

the Parent-Teacher Conference Survey

(PTCS) were prepared for this study.

tvpe scale.

The PTCS used a six-point Likert-

After parents and teachers had participated in a conference,

of the PTCS
they responded to either the parent form or the teacher form

individually and mailed their surveys to the researcher.

There were 83

each responded
pairs of PTCS replies in which a parent and a teacher

to

vi

the same conference.

In addition to their survey responses,
all twelve

teachers in the study and ten of the parents were
interviewed individually

using the Parent-Teacher Conference Interview
Protocol (PTCIP)

.

The

interviews provided extension and elaboration of
information gathered
from the PTCS.

Find ings

Parents and teachers in the sample found their conferences very
satisfying, with parents significantly more satisfied than teachers.

Parents and teachers found conferences about equally useful

to

them.

Parents considered themselves significantly more influenced by teachers,
but about equally as influential as teachers.

The skills of parents

and teachers at accurately perceiving one another's responses to the

conferences were similar.

Significant correlations were found between

parents' expressions of satisfaction with conferences and their perceptions
of conferences as useful to them in their parental roles, their perceptions
of being both influential with and influenced by the teachers, and their

own ability to perceive accurately the teachers' responses

to

the conference.

For teachers, satisfaction with the conference correlated significantly

with perceptions of its usefulness to them as teachers, and with the
teachers' abilities to perceive accurately the parents' responses to the

conferences
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CHAPTER

I

BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM AND FOCUS OF THE
STUDY

Introduction

This chapter begins with a problem statement
(A) which describes

needs relating to parent-teacher relationships the need for individuals
to find support in the roles of parent and
teacher and the need to pro-

tect and further the interests of the children in
their care.

To meet

these needs mutual communication between parents and teachers
must be

established and maintained.

The problem to be addressed in the disser-

tation, then, is what constitutes satisfactory communication to parents

and teachers.

Section B describes the study proposed to address the

problem and includes a list of research questions and hypotheses
investigated, the design of the study, and its significance.

to be

The chap-

ter closes with a chapter outline (C) of the rest of the dissertation.

A.

Statement of the Problem

In contemporary American society the roles of public elementary

teachers and the parents of their students include complex pressures
and responsibilities as the individuals in those roles help children to
learn.

Mutual communication between parents and teachers is essential

in some instances and gratuitous in others.

In many, if not all, situa-

tions, such communication has the potential of reducing the pressures

on each person.

1

2

Some of the pressures individuals experience derive
from the fact
that often parents and teachers fulfill their role commitments
in relative isolation.

The society of school and community surround teachers

and parents, but they often must make decisions and take actions about

various aspects of children's lives alone.
help for them.

There are some sources of

Teachers may look for some support from their colleagues

and from supervisory personnel.

Social and extended family relation-

ships, when available, provide assistance for some parents.

Neither

colleagues nor extra-familial sources of support, however, have the

vested interests and direct responsibilities for the children which are
at the heart of the roles of teachers and parents.

Also, there are few

sources available for either teachers or parents where role responsibilities, outlooks, and needs are considered on as personal a basis and in

as close relationship to the child's needs as the parent-teacher relationship.

Many teachers and parents could use one another's support and

understanding to assist in helping the child to learn.

Mutual communi-

cation between them could be helpful in resolving some of the problems

resulting from isolation.
Parental isolation may be due to several factors.
nature of the family, and particularly, marriage.

One is the changing

The number of parents

who are single and raising children by themselves is growing.

In 1974

one out of six children under 18 came from a single parent family

(Bronfenbrenner, 1976b, p. 14).

Another author cites statistics which

age children
say that twenty percent of all families with school
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are single parent families (Mahoney,
1976, p. 9).

In these situations

child rearing responsibilities, which in
two-parent families are dis-

persed between parents, are carried by one
person who provides both
physical and emotional nurturance.

Whether or not parents are raising

children alone, the contemporary fragmentation of
families leads one
to

believe that many young parents may not have experienced
much nur-

turance themselves (Bronf enbrenner

,

1976b, p. 22).

They are isolated

from recollections of supportive family relationships which
could serve
as models for their roles as parents.

Another factor which may promote parental isolation is mobility.
This affects both single parents and those in partnership.
to

the U.S. Bureau of the Census,

in 1975—1976,

According

17.1 percent of the

population of the United States moved to new living quarters.

The Bureau

has divided the country into various areas for the purpose of describing
the population.

The 17.1 percent who moved broke down into 8.8 percent

who moved out of their general statistical area, and 8.3 percent who

stayed in the same statistical area (Bureau of Census, 1977,

p.

37).

Other factors which are described as related to intensified family
and parent isolation are the increasing number of women in the work

force - 51 percent of mothers of school-age children work out of their

homes (Mahoney, 1976, p.

9)

- and the fact that

there are fewer adults

in homes that used to include extended families as well as peripheral

adults such as boarders (Bronf enbrenner

,

1976, p. 12).

On one hand,

most parents relish the independence of contemporary life; on the other
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hand, the cluster of relatives and friends
upon whom parents rely for

advice, comfort, relief, and sharing may not
be readily available when
the need arises.

People who know and care about the parents' children

may not be accessible.

Even if parents do establish relationships with

such people, the relationships may terminate when someone
moves.

Teachers may enjoy or desire independence in their professional
lives; yet,

teacher isolation is enough of a phenomenon that it has been

described by several writers (Lortie, 1975,
P*

51-52; Warren, 1973, p. 163-164).

p.

96-98; McPherson, 1972,

One author, Marc Roberts, focussed

a book entitled Loneliness in the Schools on it (1974).

He defined pro-*

fessional loneliness, in part, as "the feeling experienced by teachers
that no one cares about them or what they do ... that they are not really

important or influential" (p. 4).

He commented that alienation among

staff members may affect relationships with parents (p. 159).

Loss of

morale, ritualistic teaching, following unexamined procedures, and stereotyped observations of children are some of the hazards which are attributed
to

teacher isolation.

Teachers subject to these hazards are on their own

to make any daily decisions which affect the lives of their students.

As has been previously mentioned, parents and teachers who feel the

need of gaining support as they relate to children have a logical source
of assistance in one another.

Mutual communication is a means of initia-

ting and sustaining a supportive relationship which meets the needs and

purposes of the communicants - parents and teachers alike.

5

Support is not the only reason for mutual
communication between
parents and teachers, nor is it likely to be
considered the most important, since it is more directly oriented
toward adults than toward

children.

The heart of the parents' and teachers'
roles calls for each

to ensure that the child's best interests
are met.

Both the parent role

and teacher role call upon individuals to serve as
spokespersons for

children as they proceed through school.

As spokespersons, parents and

teachers may represent the child to one another (and others) if either
senses the child has a need which may be better met.

As spokespersons

they may attempt to influence one another by reporting their observations
of a particular child, inquiring about the child's welfare and making

suggestions about his/her education. .Sometimes suggestions are put in
the form of demands.

As spokespersons teachers and parents each have a responsibility to
see that a child's needs are met as effectively as possible.

Each parent

or teacher judges what those needs are from his/her own perspective.

Sometimes perspectives mesh, and in their mutual communication there is

agreement between parent and teacher; however, there may be some conflict

between the priorities which parents set for children and those set by
teachers.

These conflicts may arise due to faulty communication in

which parents or teachers fail to understand one another's meanings,

which may result from misunderstandings about roles.

Since their roles

make different demands of parents and teachers, they view the child from
the different perspectives of their roles. The teacher sees a number of

6

children at a similar developmental stage.

He/she considers each indivi-

dually and in reference to an age group in the
context of the school,
balancing the needs of an individual child with those
of the others in
a class.
(p.

He/she holds what MacPherson terms "universalistic"
expectations

121), which were also mentioned by Lightfoot (1975):

Even those teachers who believe in the individualistic
approach to teaching and endeavor to diagnose the special
cognitive and social needs of their children, seem to
have universalistic standards and generalized goals
that they are conscious of working towards (p. 35).

The parent, on the other hand, has "particularistic" expectations
(MacPherson, 1972, p. 121) about the child.

view of that child's total development.

He/she has a longitudinal

The parent, of necessity,

represents the individual child with whom he has long term, more intense,

primary emotional and physical attachments.
Since parents and teachers have varied views of children, they could

conflict in their roles as spokespersons regarding the child.

But con-

flict need not occur, as Lightfoot (1975) pointed out:

These differences in the role behavior and perspective
of parents and teachers in this society are real and
should not inevitably lead to distrust and hostility.
(They have to do with the nature of the social structure
of society and the economic and social slots that people
hold in the system.) It is not beyond reason to imagine
a healthy education system that was both responsive to
the particularistic focus of parents and the universalisIt seems to me that the
tic orientation of teachers.
origin of resentment does not rest entirely with differences in role-behavior but also with the lack of
communication and the modes of exclusion that are
sustained by the institutional arrangements of schools.
It is extremely important, however, to recognize the
potential for creativity and growth in the conflicts
and discontinuities between families and schools (p. 42).
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Lightfoot writes of an ideal situation.

She indicates a goal to be

sought by those who wish to promote good
parent-teacher relationships,

which is to get communication to a point where conflicts
which arise
are recognized as offering potential for the good of
the child and his/
her caretakers.

In this ideal situation, people open themselves to one

another's viewpoints, examine them in the light of the child's interests,
and attempt to find a point at which each can feel those interests are

being addressed.

This means that neither person feels dominated, but

each feels considered by the other.

Each feels the potential is there

for being influential with, and influenced by the other.
To support one another in their roles and to act effectively as

caretakers, teachers and parents should communicate directly and effectively.

This means that they should discuss children - their strengths,

weaknesses, attributes, and needs - in a face-to face situation, (the
nature of the communication process will be more extensively described
in Chapter

2)

.

Waller (1932) commented on the enormous potential of

such communication:
If parents and teachers could meet often enough and

intimately enough to develop primary group attitudes
toward each other, and if both parents and teachers
might have their say unreservedly, such modifications
of school practice and parental upbringing might take
place as would revolutionize the life of children everywhere (p. 69).
Such direct communications, although vital to children's welfare, do
not occur often.

There is likely to be a good deal of indirect communication such

.

.
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as information obtained through
the media, reports from the
school such

as bulletins to parents, rumors, and
common lore.

Indirect communications

from parents to teachers may include notes
from home about general matters

impressions about parents derived from brief
encounters with them, or

comments from other school personnel.

All of these indirect communi-

cations to and from parents or teachers may
provide some background for
the child

s

education, but they lack immediacy and validity.

Often in-

direct communications are incomplete, since teachers and
parents are
unable to refocus the communications in light of ideas and
questions

which emerge.

It is possible to avoid these problems with direct

communications
Various authors theorize as to the possible reasons for infrequent
or ineffective communications.

Blocks to communication, and effective behavior stemming
from this communication
include the intense
feelings, ego involvements, deeply held attitudes and
values, past histories, and current concerns that
parents, teachers and children bring to the communication
and behavior drama.
They also include the "child development knowledge stereotypes" that have been frequently
embraced too readily and simply by many teachers and
some parents.
Furthermore, they include "reality factors"
like community and school pressures as well as little
opportunity for parent-teacher interaction (Chilman,
1971, p. 124-125)
.

.

.

Factors cited as detrimental to communications between teachers and
parents, especially direct, face-to-face communications, include buck

passing and superficial talk which protect the teacher (Dreikurs and
Chernoff, 1971, p. 148); the school as a formal authority structure and
the mandatory tone of its communications (Litwak and Meyer,

1973,

9

p.

200, 197); and lack of training on the part of teachers (Hunter,

p.

27;

p.

7).

1967,

the National Education Association, 1973, p. 29; Safran, 1974,

Another source of conflict is not alluded to in the literature,

namely, the willingness of each party to open him/herself up to the

influence of the other, to consider and possibly

to

adapt the other's

suggestions

When direct communications do occur, it is important

to do every-

thing possible to make them successful, and the measure of success is

often determined by the satisfaction of parents and teachers with the
communications.

The responsibility for making effective communications

possible between parents and teachers currently is placed by those who
address contemporary parent- teachers relationships on school personnel
(Allison, 1971, p. 36; Samuels, 1973, p. 36).

Teachers are the people

who usually carry out the function of initiating and maintaining contact

between home and school.

This is reasonable because teachers are the

school personnel who have the most direct relationships with children,
but, as mentioned previously,

teachers often lack training to carry

out these communications successfully.

Not even their certifications

must indicate that they have competencies in working with parents
(Safran, 1974, p. 20).

Teachers evidently must gather skills as best as they can.

They

communications,
may read articles which provide hints about home-school
their experiences
and they may solicit advice from colleagues, but

only training
day-to-day relations with parents may be the best and

m
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they receive.

That training often is inadequate in light of the
demands

placed upon them.

In some places teachers are being required to work

with parents in rather complex ways.

"Head Start" and its sequel.

Follow Through" are federally funded programs which mandate parent
involvement (Brown, L., 1971, p.2899A).

The California Early Child-

hood laws likewise set a precedent that parents be included in children's
school experiences (Harms and Smith, 1975).

Various school outreach

programs have been implemented that require parent involvement (Berlin
and Berlin, 1973; Dobson and Dobson, 1975; Douglas, 1957; NEA, 1972).

All of these programs require competencies of the teacher to do such
things as train and work with parent volunteers in the classroom, serve

on teacher-parent curriculum committees, and make home visits, as well
as conduct parent-teacher conferences.

Teachers in schools where these

programs are taking place do not wait passively for parents to contact
them.

They are involved in frequent complex communications with parents

for which they may not be prepared.

Even where teachers are only re-

quired to hold parent-teacher conferences and open houses (which are

relatively simple communications events compared

to

parent participation

and community involvement in classrooms as cited above), teachers can
use help in making their contacts with parents satisfying and helpful
to

both teachers and parents.
and
To promote more successful communications between teachers

are
parents, it seems that pre-service and in-service teacher training

needed as part of a teacher preparation program.

The training should
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be based on the needs of both teachers
and parents.

It should take

into account the present state of teacher-parent
communications.

Al-

though many opinions are proffered about that
state, there is little

actual research (Randall, 1969, p. 746).

Lightfoot (1975) also remarks

on the lack of such study:

The literature presents a picture of the family and
scnool as social organisms both engaging in the
socialization, acculturation, and education of
children. But social scientists have not focused
on the dynamics of the intersection and interaction between school and family from the point
of view of the various participants, (p. 40).
The research that is available is usually focused on the viewpoints or

needs of children or parents; e.g., the effect of parent participation

on children’s achievement (Aguirre, 1973; Baker, W., 1971; Niedermeyer,
1970; Strickland, 1968) or what parents gain from such participation

(Anderson, J., 1968; Berlin and Berlin, 1973).

A need for research

exists in reference to parent-teacher communication which focuses on
the needs of both the parent and the teacher.

This dissertation will

address that need by examining the communication event between teachers
and parents which is likely to occur with some regularity: the parentteacher conference.

face-to-face.

This is a meeting of parents and teachers, usually

A number of purposes cited by various authors will be

reported in the literature review, but for this paper, the main purpose
of conferences is seen broadly as assisting children in their learning.

The conference may be used several ways.

One way it may be used

is as a reporting mechanism to supplement or replace the report card.
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In this instance it is generally a one-way
communication in which the

teacher reports and the parent listens.

Such reporting conferences are

often mandated by the school system and initiated
by the teacher at
regular intervals.

p lanning conference

Another type of parent-teacher conference is the
.

Planning conferences should be two-way communi-

cations in which both parents and teachers explain children's
needs as
they see them and consult one another about how to meet those needs.

Sometimes a meeting will be called a planning conference when it is

actually a report to the parent about what the teacher has decided
do.

to

Problem-solving conferences which focus on a particular issue or

a crisis which must be resolved provide parents and teachers with oppor-

tunities for real collaboration, but they can also fall into the trap
of one-way communication if the solutions are pre-arranged by either

party.

The fact that conferences do occur with some regularity (depending

upon the school and its district) and are seen as legitimate occasions
for teachers and parent to talk together about children make them useful events to examine critically the search for ways to improve the

communication between parents and teachers so that it is satisfying
to all participants.

Summary of the problem

.

This introductory chapter began by describing

for
two facets of parent-teacher relationships which have the potential

benefitting children and their parents and teachers - support and influence.

By communicating with one another, each may gain supportive
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assistance with his/her role obligations,
assistance which can include
encouragement, a source of advice, and discussion
of concerns with someone who has an interest in the same child.

Also communication events

provide opportunities for parents and teachers to put
out information
and opinions about the best interests of the child and
to influence or
shape one another’s behavior.

Because parent- teacher communication has

such potential for the good of children, parents, and teachers, it
is

worthwhile to see that the communication is as satisfying and as beneficial as possible.

Thus, an exploration of factors which promote

satisfaction with common communication events, parent- teacher conferences,
including what is perceived as useful and supportive by the participants,
and their sense of mutual influence, will be described in the following

sections of this chapter.

B.

The Proposed Study

The purpose of this study is to determine how certain dimensions
of parent-teacher conferences relate to expressions of satisfaction with
the conferences by their participants.

The specific dimensions to be

investigated are Usefulness, Influence, and Accurate Perceptions.

Usefulness occurs when teachers and/or parents find that a conference

accomplishes some purposes or meets some needs which they as parents
or teachers have in reference to their roles.
of support.

Usefulness is a function

Influence refers to the roles parents and teachers play

as spokespersons.

Their needs to influence are met if they perceive

that what they say or do at a conference has an
effect on the thinking,

feeling, or behaving of the other.

ceived of as being reciprocal.

In this research influence is con-

In a communication transaction such as

a conference, one is both influential and influenced.

Therefore, the

dimension of Influence will be split into two categories. Being Influenced
and Feeling Influential

.

Accurate Perceptions occur when an individual

is able to estimate accurately another’s evaluation of an object or

event (Wilmot, 1975, p. 87).

communication.

It is viewed as an indicator of successful

Satisfaction will be defined on an individual basis: if

a parent or teacher reports that he/she has found a conference satis-

fying,

that will be sufficient evidence.

Specifically this study is designed to address five questions about

parent-teacher conferences:
1.

Do parents and teachers perceive conferences as useful in helping children and helping one another in their roles vis a vis

children?
2.

Do parents and teachers perceive that they are able to influence
one another to help their children and students?

3.

Do parents and teachers perceive themselves as influenced by

one another?
4.

5.

Are parents and teachers able to perceive one another’s reactions
to the conference accurately?

How do Usefulness, Feeling Influential, Being Influenced, and
Accurate Perceptions each relate to satisfaction with the
conference on the parts of both parents and teachers?

These five questions are translated into three categories for research
purposes:

research questions, hypotheses related to each research
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question, and hypotheses per se.

A list of all these follows:

A List of the Questions and Hypotheses under
Investigation
I.

To what degree are parents and teachers satisfied
with their parent-

teacher conferences?

II.

There is no significant difference between the parents'
perceptions
of the conference as satisfying and teachers' perceptions
of the
conference as being satisfying

III. To what degree do parents and teachers find such
conferences useful?
IV.

There is no significant difference between parents' perception of
the conference being useful and teachers' perception of the conference
being useful.

V.

To what degree do parents and teachers consider themselves influenced
by one another during a conference?

VI.

There is no significant difference between parents' perceptions that
they have been influenced by teachers at a conference and teachers'
perceptions that they have been influenced by parents at a conference.

VII. To what degree do parents and teachers perceive themselves as having
influenced one another during a conference?

VIII. There is no significant difference between parents' perceptions
that they have influenced teachers during a conference and teachers'
perceptions that they have influenced parents during a conference.
IX.

To what degree do parents and teachers accurately perceive one
another's reactions to the conference?

X.

There is no significant difference between parent's abilities to
perceive accurately teachers' reactions to a conference and teachers'
abilities to perceive accurately parents' reactions to a conference.

Hypotheses per se
XI.

There is no significant relationship between parent satisfaction
with the conference and the parent's perception that the conference
was useful.
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XII.

There is no significant relationship between teacher
satisfaction with the conference and the teacher's perception
that
the conference was useful.

XIII.

There is no significant relationship between parent satisfaction
with the conference and the parent's perception that he/she
was influenced by what the teacher said at the conference.

XIV.

There is no significant relationship between teacher satisfaction
with the conference and the teacher's perception that he/she
was influenced by what the parent said at the conference.

XV.

There is no significant relationship between parent satisfaction
with the conference and the parent's perception that he/she
was influential in the conference.

XVI.

There is no significant relationship between teacher satisfaction
with the conference and the teacher's perception that he/she
was influential at the conference.

XVII.

There is no significant relationship between the parent's satisfaction with the conference and his/her ability to perceive
accurately the parents' reaction to the conference.

XVIII.

There is no significant relationship between the teacher's
satisfaction with the conference and his/her ability to perceive
accurately the parent's reactions to the conference.

XIX.

There is no significant relationship between the parent's satisfaction with the conference and the teacher's ability to perceive
accurately the parent's reaction to the conference.

XX.

There is no significant relationship between the teacher's satisfaction with the conference and the parent's ability to perceive
accurately the teacher's reactions to the conference.

The foregoing questions and hypotheses will be addressed in a research

study which is described in the next section.
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2.

Design of the Study

Questions related to the research questions
and hypotheses will
be posed to parents and teachers in a survey
questionnaire immediately

after they have had a conference.

The results will be tallied, and

people who respond either very negatively or very positively
about their

conferences will be interviewed.
to

The purpose of the interview will be

obtain detailed information about what caused them to be very satis-

fied or very dissatisfied with the conference.

Questionnaire and inter-

view results will be examined to see whether Usefulness, Being Influenced,
Feeling Influential, and Accurate Perceptions are related to expressions
of Satisfaction with conferences.

3.

The Significance of this Study

This study will attempt to address the need for research on parent-

teacher relationships mentioned previously in a quotation from Lightfoot's

article in which she calls for a focus on "the dynamics of intersections
and interactions between school and family from the point of view of the

various participants" (1975, p. 40).

The study will inquire into several

facets of those intersections and interactions in a direct and immediate
fashion.

People will be asked about their experiences with a specific

person at a specific event,

rather than being polled generally about

conferences and/or parent-teacher relationships.

It is hoped that these

exploratory inquiries will provide direction for further research as well

.
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as a realistic basis for teacher training
in parent-teacher relation-

ships,

including conferencing skills, an area of teacher
education which

has seldom been addressed.

To summarize:

the significance of the study

is its attempt to address the little-researched,
much theorized field of

parent-teacher relationships in a manner which is direct and
immediate
to produce results

which will be informative and useful.

C.

Chapter Outline

*

This dissertation consists of four additional chapters.

Chapter

two reviews three areas of literature central to the study: parent-

teacher relationships, parent-teacher conferences, and communication
and accurate perception.

Chapter three describes the survey and interview methods used in

obtaining the information and the treatment of the findings.
Chapter four reports the data collected relevant to the research

questions and hypotheses.
Chapter five consists of a discussion of the results as well as

recommendations for further study and action based on the results.
The survey instruments and interview protocol are included in the

Appendix

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The review of literature related to this study is presented in
this chapter.

It is divided into three major headings:

A)

Parent

and Teacher Relationships; B) Parent-Teacher Conferences; and

Communication and Accurate Perception.

An outline of the three sections

of the literature review is provided below.
A.

Teacher and Parent Relationships
1.
2.

3.

4.

B.

Introduction
Reasons for Conflict among Parents and Teachers
Definitions of Roles
a.
Intrapsychic Sources of Parent-Teacher Conflicts
b.
Socio-Economic Status
c.
Communications
d.
Power
e.
The Potential for Conflict Resolution
Summary and Comments

Parent-Teacher Conferences
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Introduction
Purposes of Conferences
Information Sharing
a.
Planning
b.
Fostering Parent-Teacher Relationships
c.
Influence
d.
Hindrances to Satisfactory Conferences
Emotions
a.
Teacher and Parent Role Self-Concepts
b.
Use of Language and Other Communication Skills
c.
Socio-economic and Contextual Factors
d.
Schools as Organizations
e.
Conferencing Skills
Attitudes
a.
Listening
b.
Presentation Skills
c.
Perceptions of the Conference
Anticipating the Conference
a.
Reactions to Conferences
b.
Summary and Comments
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C)
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C.

Communication and Accurate Perception
1.
2*

3.

4.
5.

Introduction
The Transactional View of Communication
Person Perception
Studies in Person Perception
Summary and Comments
Section A:

Introduction.

Parent and Teacher Relationships

Those who write about parent and teacher relationships

generally characterize them as adversary in nature.

Waller, writing in

1932, described parents and teachers as natural enemies, a term echoed

by more contemporary writers (Lightfoot, 1975; Macpherson, 1972).

Conant (1971) mentions the "home-school standoff" (p. 114).

Teachers

and parents are fearful and anxious toward one another, and their

relationships are hostile in either vague or focussed ways (Osborne,
1959, p. 1), or uneasy and distrustful (Lightfoot, 1975, p. 96).

None

of the literature examined for this paper is entirely positive about

the nature of home-school relations.

It either frankly comments on

their negative qualities or implies that such relations are difficult,

complex and/or perplexing by discussing problems involved in them.

Part

of their difficulty is due to the fact that conflicts between parents

and teachers may be obscured by a "strain to euphoria" (Warren, 1973,
p.

76).

Distrust and resentment are further complicated because they

are seldom articulated (Lightfoot, 1975, p. 36).
It would seem futile,

given the gloomy descriptions of parent-

teacher relationships, to hope for better.

To end such adversary relation-
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ships on an individual classroom basis is desirable,
although such

would be difficult to accomplish without exacerbating matters
(Feathers tone

,

1976 , p. 183 ).

In spite of the problems inherent in

home-school linkages, they cannot be ignored if children are to receive
the best possible education (Osborne, 1959

,

p.

2)

.

Since they are of

such potential value, they merit closer scrutiny as to the possible
reasons for such antagonism and potential interventions.

The remainder of this section of the literature review is devoted
to a look at what various authors and researchers have said about

teacher and parent relationships.

It is divided into two subsections,

Reasons for Conflict, and The Vision of Conflict Resolution.

Reasons

for Conflict describes five factors which potentially exacerbate relation-

ships between teachers and parents.

The second sub-section on conflict

resolution cites various authors who express the necessity and promise
of positive parent- teacher relations and who suggest some methods for

accomplishing them.

Reasons for conflict

.

Definitions of roles

.

A fundamental source of conflict is inherent

in the nature of the roles parents and teacher fulfill.

described the parent— child relationship as primary.

Waller (1932)

The relationship

so the
of a parent and an individual child is the closest possible,

parental role is one which is pre-eminent.

The teacher

s

relationship

over which the
is secondary since the child is a member of a group

teacher maintains control.

Waller thought that both teachers and parents

.

.
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wish the child well, but teachers work for
intellectual development,
and parents care for the whole child, so conflict
is inevitable (p. 69).

Lightfoot (1975) expands on Waller’s view.

She describes parents as

individualistic protectors of children, and teachers as
rational and

universalistic

,

creating classrooms which provide equalized attention

with some favors.

The universalistic aspects of the teacher's role

intensify as the child moves through the grades (Macpherson, 1972,
p.

122).

How are these qualities of their roles expressed by parents and
teachers in terms of behavior toward one another?

In Warren's ethno-

graphic study of a school on the west coast (1973), parents were most

concerned with how teachers allocate resources - making certain of such
things as that their own children got proper grades or received extra

Teachers, on the other hand, were more involved with intrusion

help.

control - structuring and maintaining an approach-avoidance relationship
(p.

76)

Lortie (1975) also describes the teachers he studied in five

New England towns as depending upon parent support but disliking disruptions to their work and jealous of the time they have with their
students

Both parents and teachers see themselves as advocates for children.
Dreikurs and Chernoff note that parents are often confused about their
roles (1971, p. 149), and there is currently a flurry of literature

advising parents about how to assert themselves in schools.

This

literature affirms child advocacy as a parent's responsibility.

For
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example, Kappelman and Ackerman's book
written in 1977 is intended to

provide parents with a sense of authority in
seeing to the education
of their children; Buskin (.1975),

likewise, affirms the parent's role

as one of getting more and better for the child.

John Coons (1976), in

an illuminating article, "Law and the Sovereigns of
Childhood", affirms
the arguments for parents to assume active roles in
schooling:

By virtue of its size, intimacy, and continuity,
the family is the forum in which the child's voice
on any issue affecting him is most likely to reach
adult ears, informing their decisions with that
combination of objective and affective knowledge
that is unattainable by large-scale institutions.
The family is also the sovereign link likely to
care the most about the child's personal wellbeing and development; whatever its motivation,
it must after all live with him, and therefore
has a stake in his achieving personal autonomy
these qualities make the family a plausible
agent for rescuing the child from serious misassignment within systems of treatment, care, or
education (p 24).
.

.

.

.

Teachers may see themselves as the "salvation for the child against
the world and parents" (Chilman, 1971, p. 22).

from parents,

By maintaining a distance

they feel they protect the interests of the child.

Their

own role definition may exclude parent contacts: they may not believe
it is their job to be concerned about parental sentiments regarding

the school, and the distance between parents and teachers may be exacer-

bated by their training (Cuban, 1969, p. 257).
also may not be clear.

Teacher role definitions

In the school where Macpherson taught and also

observed her colleagues, there were tensions and hostility due to the
lack of defined boundaries of spheres of control.

She observes, "The
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child became Che territory in dispute
and since each (teacher and parent)
.

.

.

had some authority over this territory and
each wished to do some-

thing different with this authority, conflict
arose" (1972, p. 123).

The barriers between teachers and parents serve
useful functions,

according to Waller (1932).

Lightfoot (1975) points out that it is

better for each to maintain his/her role, rather than to
achieve absolute

homogeneity which would reflect a static authoritarian society.

In

other words, both parental and teacher viewpoints are useful, because

having both perspectives prepares the child to be more responsive in a

world which changes (p. 42-43).

Intrapsvchic sources of parent-teacher conference

.

Conflicts between

teachers and parents may also be intrapsvchic in nature; that is, the

person's own emotional experiences in past and present, are seen as

determining the character of his/her relationships.
studied parents' attitudes toward teachers.

Lowery (1969)

He examined private reference

points - personal attitudes and opinions toward teachers.

He considered

it important to understand these private reference points since teachers

are the most immediate focusing point and important determinants for
public attitudes and behaviors about education.

Such private images

also affect interpersonal relationships between parents and teachers.

Parents may interact negatively with a child's teacher due to their own
schooling (Osborne, 1959, p.

6)

which causes them to transfer past resent-

ments onto the teacher of the present or carry out expectations based
on their own schooling.

Sometimes they may react to fantasies about
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the school system which evolved from their own hazy memories
and

impressions of school (Kappelman and Ackerman, 1977, p. 3).

These

same authors also note the sense of loss and deep concern parents may

experience as their children enter school.

Parents may view school as

a place in which they feel they should not interfere since the teachers

of the past were 'always right,' a conviction which was so intensely

held that it is impressed on their subconscious

(p.

2).

A parent

may also see teachers as rivals for his/her child's affections (Chilman,
1971, p. 124; Lortie, 1975, p. 188).

Parents may be afflicted with

apathy and fear (Conant, 1971, p. 114).

Their relationships with teachers

may be strained since teachers are privy to guilty secrets of the family
(Lortie, 1975, p. 188).

Teachers' relationships with parents may also reflect their sub-

conscious emotions and images.

Some of the relationships with their own

parents may be projected onto the parents of their students (Chilman,
1971, p. 2; Osborne, 1959, p. 9).

Teachers may act in anticipation of

criticism, defensively expecting trouble when parents request contacts,

defensively feeling guilty about implied criticism.

Macpherson (1972)

notes this in the school where she taught:

Most of the Adams teachers were convinced that many
parents considered the school and thus the teacher
Although
to blame for any failings of the children.
accusation
this
with
the teacher was rarely challenged
allegaindirect
by a parent, she accepted as true any
tions to this effect (p. 133).
guilty,
It may be logical for teachers to feel

since several authors

.
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have commented on the blame-finding,
scapegoating, and buck-passing

which occur on the parts of both teachers and
parents (Chilman, 1971,
p.

125; Conant,

1971, p. 114; Dreikurs and Chernoff, 1971,
p. 147-148;

Osborne, 1959, p. 3).

Furthermore, Osborne (1959) reminds his readers

that grudges may be instilled or revived as children
play parents or

teachers of one another (p. 3).

Socio-economic status

.

Socio-economic status factors and percep-

tions of those factors affect parent-teacher relations.

A few examples

follow which illustrate various potential dynamics represented in the

literature
Lower class parents may see schools as part of the society which

oppresses them, or they may consider schools and education as the way
out of distressful circumstances.

In the first instance, the parents'

role as individualistic protectors of their children is intensified

when the parents feel vulnerable and powerless.

Although they may not

be well-equipped to negotiate the system, in the second instance, they

may sense keenly the need to provide opportunities for better lives

to

the next generation (Lightfoot, 1975, p. 41-42).

Corwin and Wagenaar (1976) studied teacher-parent relations as
examples of boundary interactions between service organizations and
the public.

They found that disputes between parents and teachers

declined with the poverty level of the school, a correlation which they

considered consistent with the premise that low-income parents tend
accept intimidation by the authority of such organizations.

Despite

to
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the decline in disputes, face-to-face interactions overall did
not

with parental status.

The authors' opinion was that low— income

schools may be problem-ridden, and school personnel in them may expect

more interaction with parents for different reasons than personnel in

middle income schools

(p.

487).

In Lortie's study of schools in New England towns, he found that

parents from lower-status schools often failed

to

respond to invitations

from teachers to come in and discuss the student, but parents in higherstatus schools were likely to appear in the classroom uninvited.

Most

of the teachers (88%) in the lower-status schools wanted more contact

with parents, while only 23% of the teachers in the higher-status schools
wanted more parent contacts (1975, p. 190).
Teachers are also more sensitive to their own positions in the
One of Lortie's teacher respondents mentioned the caste sys-

community.

tem of which he considered himself a part:
the school committee's afraid of the parents,
the parents are afraid of the kids, and the kids
aren't afraid of anything. The teachers are at the
bottom of the ladder. Everybody counts but the
teacher. (1975, p. 180)
.

.

.

Further on, Lortie comments that teachers are vulnerable to parents,
statusespecially if the parents have more than average collective or

based power (p. 189).

One of the mixed messages teachers get from

to help with their
parents, according to Brady (1977) is that they want

paid to teach
children's educations, but after all, teachers are

(p.

insecure about their
Chilman (1971) speculates that teachers who felt

42)
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status may be intimidated and angered by
parents several social rungs

above them (p. 121).

The teachers at Macpherson's school were
not

passive victims of status tensions.

They attempted to reduce the status

gap and their own sense of status inferiority.

They took pleasure in

scoring against upper class parents; for example, while
they were in-

dignant toward lower class parents who drank, they were
contemptuous of

upper-class parents with similar behavior.

Alcoholic parents of the

middle class were pitied (1972, p. 140-141).

In other situations the

same teachers anticipated trouble from lower-class parents, although
if such a parent were humble and obsequious toward the teacher, he/ she

was appreciated.

Macpherson notes that teachers in her study might find

it difficult to be direct with so-called

'good* lower-class parents, and

subsequently might mislead them about their children’s capabilities and

achievement (p. 142).

Parents at Macpherson's school who were also

teachers were a special case:

since social distance was lacking and

such parents were "privy to the secrets of the trade,"

particularly ambivalent about them

(p.

146).

teachers were

It would appear that aware-

ness of status factors pervaded and complicated teacher-parent relationships in that school.

Communications

.

Authors on teacher-parent relationships touch on

two topics which are communications oriented, and which potentially

create or maintain conflicts between home and school.

The first is the

crisis orientation of many communications, the second is perception and

misperceptions of one another's roles and intentions.
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That parents are usually contacted
by teachers when there is a

problem is noted by Lortie (1975,
and Osborne (1959, p.6).

p.

190), Macpherson (1972, p. 128),

Lightfoot (1975) notes that seldom do
teachers

call parents to praise their children, nor do
parents call to praise
the teacher (p. 37).

Since the school is a formal authority structure,

communications from its staff have a mandatory tone (Lipsky,
1973,

p.

197).

These communications may be used to punish parents and
thus may antagonize
them (p. 198), even if the intent of the communication is
to resolve a
problem.

Add on the fact that the child's involvement in school, and

correspondingly the parent's, is involuntary, and the conflict engendered
by crisis calls is potentially very keen.

Mis-perceptions which lead to false assumptions are primarily ascribed to teachers and administrators.

Jackson and Stretch (1976) in-

vestigated the perceptions of parents, teachers, and administrators
about parent involvement in Edmonton early childhood education programs.
They conclude that professional educators' perceptions of parental

involvement (both actual and preferred) "may not be congruent with the

perceptions of the very parents they are trying to involve" (p. 139).

Mis-reading the reactions of parents is an issue in low-income urban
areas, according to Cuban (1969) who said: "We have

...

on the one

hand, parents who are serious about the education of their children,

and on the other hand, schoolmen who believe that parents and community

are hostile to their efforts" (p. 254).

Teachers may assume that

parents are uninterested in their children and schooling, if parents
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stand off or are uncooperative, when
actually the parents may be uneasy

about school involvement for a number of reasons
(Osborne, 1959,

p.

4-7).

Teachers and principals develop negative views of
parents whom they do
not actually know, views which justify excluding
the parents from the

educational process (Lightfoot, 1975, p. 40).

Parents may also share responsibility for mis-perceptions

.

(1975) advises parents about what to do if a teacher is a lemon.

Buskin
His

first recommendation is for the parent to avoid reacting emotionally
or jumping to conclusions, since their views are gained through a "warped

prism" - the reports of their children (p. 100).
Mixed messages between parents and schools may confuse the perceptions of both teachers and parents.

Brady (1977) notes a few such

contradictory messages: teachers may welcome parent support but they
reserve the right as professionals to make final decisions; they may
value volunteers but feel the volunteers must be directed and supervised; parents may claim to respect teachers, but state or imply that,

after all,

'these are our children'; parents may want to assist in the

classroom but feel that tasks the teachers assign are not worthwhile
(p.

42).

Macpherson (1972) counsels that it is too simple to think that
mediating faculty communication, which allegedly may be improved by
clearer perceptions and open communication channels, will automatically
improve parent-teacher relationships.

In her school the people who wei

most likely to have clear perceptions, teachers who were themselves

c

/
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parents, held to their expectations about other
parents even when there
was plenty of evidence that those expectations were
not going to be
met.

The communications gap was functional there, and it was
widened

by teachers' attempts to protect their work from close scrutiny
(p. 149150)

.

Macpherson

'

s

opinion and the attitudes of her teacher population

have not been held universally.

Jenkins and Lippitt (1951) studied

and trained teachers who were almost unanimous in hoping for closer

relationships with parents.

They wanted parents to contact them, to

visit school and discuss their children

(p.

41) but only one fourth of

the parents in their sample recognized that teachers wanted closer

relationships.

Although Jenkins and Lippitt

's

study is somewhat dated,

it is interesting that the teachers in the study were working in junior

high schools, since there is little writing or research on parentteacher relationships in secondary schools
scription of Jenkins and Lippitt

's

.

A more comprehensive de-

work on interpersonal perceptions

will be included in Section C of the Review of Literature.

Power.

Relationships between individual teachers and individual

parents take place in various educational and societal contexts.

An

important pervasive dimension of these contexts which affect individual

relationships is the locus of power, as the individuals see it in the
present moment and as they would prefer to see it.

Whereas they may

and
not be continuously aware of tensions about decision-making

which neither elects
authority, a teacher and a parent in a relationship

.
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may be in a conflict about power
which is fed by a couple of contemporary trends which are difficult to
separate from one another: parent

accountability and teacher militancy.
The contemporary emphasis on parent
accountability, the expectation
that parents have the right and the
responsibility to asssure that schools
do well by their children,

takes place in a broader context of public

desire for responsive institutions.

When the notion of public participa-

tion arose in the near past, according to Joseph
Featherstone (1976), it

struck a general chord with people who were "eager for
human-sized scale,
the possibilities for participation, and decent public
services that were
in some degree responsive to the people they were supposed to
be serving"
(p.

174).

This desire for participation followed the 1960

's

when the stress

on equality and rights reworked the notion of participation. One out-

come was community controlled schools.

The struggles which occurred

as parents and politicians attempted to evaluate schooling and assert

themselves, and teacher organizations, likewise, tried to maintain control and protect their constituents, were bitter and anguished.

are recounted by Mario Fantini, in What

1

s

They

Best for the Children (1975)

Although the school battles occurred in certain geographic areas, the

publicity about them had ripple effects around the nation, reinforcing
what Americans have long believed
schools, belong to the people.

- that

governmental agencies, including

Fantini notes a cause of the public's

assertion of its interest in the schools is a sense of crisis:
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When the educational enterprise is going
smoothly,
the public does not often exercise its
right to
evaluate. However, during crisis periods, the
public assumes its accountant role. (p. 8)

He goes on to say that while parents have rights to
decide what children
need educationally, most of them do not have these decisions
available
to them,

unless they are very wealthy.

The public makes demands for

fiscal responsibility, educational productivity, consumer participation,
and consumer satisfaction (p. 14-23) of which parents are aware and

desirous, to varying degrees.

In some instances,

teachers may value

the idea of community control, but Bernero (1973) found that teachers

were strongly opposed to its reality (p. 1013).

Although teachers may

be skeptical about the appropriateness of parent participation in edu-

cational decision-making (Fantini, 1975, p. 20), PTA Today (1978) views

parents as "in less awe of the schools, and

.

.

.

ever to participate in the education of children."

better prepared than
They are "patient

and persistent" about needed curriculum changes and they want both to
be informed and to inform teachers, about their children.
On a more individual basis,

teachers are more aware that parents

have rights and may lodge complaints against them.

This gives teachers

cause to fear and distrust parents to whom they are vulnerable (Chilman,
1971, p. 22; Lortie, 1975, p. 189).

Lightfoot (1974), looking at three

separate settings, found that teachers trusted some parent sub-groups
but "saw the parent mass as a threatening force" against whom they

banded together "in fear and disdain" (p. 38).
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With increasing public involvement
have come teacher attempts to
assert and protect professional rights
and responsibilities.
These
attempts may be as strenuous as strikes which
cripple great cities and
cause much trouble for all concerned.

They may be as apparently minor

as a teacher, angry about a parent’s intervention,
who complains in the

teachers' room.

In the latter instance, Warren (1973) comments
that,

"The experience of one becomes the experience of all,
and the forces

dividing colleagues pale before the sense of professional
loyalty in
the face of a parental confrontation" (p. 55).

Macpherson’s colleagues

also looked to one another for support when meeting with parental hos-

biUty

(1972, p. 143).

Richard Stone kept notes on what his teacher

colleagues said about teacher quality.

In his book. The Good Teacher

(1970), he observes that teachers believed that

the educational world is divided into two classes:
the teachers and the children who know everything
about it - and the parents and other outsiders who
know nothing, (p. 55)

One of the marks of a good teacher, according to Stone's colleagues,
was that he/she occasionally got into trouble with parents

(p.

59).

Parent and Teacher Relationships: the Potential for Conflict Resolution.

Despite the frequent mention of parent-teacher conflict, a number
of writers emphasize the need for on-going, cooperative relationships,

and some propose methods to achieve them.

The parent handbook at

Warren's school advised that, "Teamwork and cooperative action between
parents and teachers will create a happier, more secure child" (1973,
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p.

Osborne (1959) concluded that home-school cooperation
is

51).

essential for the attainment of the best education for
children. He
remarked, in reference to literature pre-1959, 'Veil-worded
statements
of the desirability of a close working relationship are
common" (p. 2).

Not only would such cooperation permit teachers and parents to
assist
one another, but also it would provide a positive atmosphere in the

community (p. 14).

Dreikurs and Chernoff (1971) also mention the

potential for parents and teachers to help one another in their roles
as an ideal which probably never has been realized (p. 147).

Parents

and teachers coexisted, if not cooperated (this article was published
in 1971 and refers back to the rise of parent militancy)

Breivogel (1976) considered the present to be

a

6)

Gordon and

"time of flux and an

optimum moment for seeking new ways for home and school
(p.

.

to get together"

.

Various methods are proposed as ways to handle parent and teacher
conflicts.

Before describing these methods, it seems sensible

to note

a caveat expressed by Lightfoot (1975):

It is extremely important, however,

to recognize the

potential for creativity and growth in the conflicts
and discontinuities between families and schools, (p. 42)
She argues that differences and dissonances between parents and teachers
can be creative conflicts which lead to "adaptive socialization of

children and
to Lightfoot,

.

.

.

then,

positive social change in society" (p. 43).

According

the way to handle conflicts is to prepare teachers

creative tension.
and parents to "anticipate and tolerate a level of
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differences in perspectives, and opposing value
systems"

(p.

43).

She

qualifies this by saying that such discontinuities are
dysfunctional
if they are based on differences in power and status.

Fantini (1975) is more oriented toward changing the present monolithic structure of schools which seems unable to satisfy a diverse,

pluralistic population.

He proposes providing learning environment

options from which parents, students, and teachers have the right to

choose (p. 139-183).

Although Fantini does not draw out this point,

the type of reform he proposes has the potential for improving teacher

and parent relationships since neither would be so likely to be locked
into situations which are inimical to themselves and their views of what

children need.

Giving people options about schooling improves the

potential for positive home-school cooperation and communication.
Gordon and Breivogel (1976) think that the complexity of the roles
of contemporary schools necessitate new ways of communicating across
the "home-school barrier" (p. 2).

They propose school outreach as a

means to accomplish home-school partnerships.

The home visitors they

describe would serve as liaisons to share information, build bridges,
and serve as ombudsmen-information sources (p. 21-24).
The work of Gordon and Breivogel is representative of parent

involvement literature, from a school point of view.
comes from the school.

The initiative

Kappelman and Ackerman (1977) places responsi-

bility upon the parent to bridge communication gaps

PTA in 1978, which says its units strive

to

(p.

37)

as does the

achieve active cooperation
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between parents and teachers.

Osborne (1959), writing nineteen years

earlier, saw the PTA itself as a mechanism to
strengthen personal and

professional relationships.

He proposed child-study discussion groups

initiated by schools and possibly including teachers as
another means
of assisting people, especially parents,

to get out their concerns.

He

emphasized that the essence of good partnership is personal, however,
and he saw the principal as the indirect facilitator of these relationships by encouraging a "genuinely democratic relationship" among school

personnel (p. 27-42).

Summary and comments on the parent-teacher relationships section of the

Review of Literature

.

Parent-teacher relationships are seen as conflict-

ridden by most of the teachers reviewed here.

Sources of conflicts in-

clude individuals' own definitions of their roles and their definitions
of the others' roles;, intrapsychic responses to past and present experiences

with schools or parents; the sense one has of one's own and other peoples'
status; faulty communications; and imbalances in decision-making about

children and their schooling.

Proposals of means by which parent-

teacher conflicts may be resolved include providing more choices regarding
schools and home-school outreach by teachers and parents.

The total

resolution of conflicts may not be desirable, however, since such conflicts have the potential for creativity and growth.
Two points should be made about this part of the review of literature.

This author sees virtually no recognition in the literature of

situations in which parents and teachers, despite their varying
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definitions and perceptions of the needs of
children, get along amicably
and profitably.
exist,

to

No one seems to study these situations,
which do

discover how they may be generalized.

One may speculate that

many researchers and writers about parent-teacher
relations are bound
by their perceptions.

They are addressing the field from the angle of

its difficulties rather than its successes.

Parent-teacher relation-

ships warrant serious consideration and study from other viewpoints.
The second point the author wishes to make about the literature
is one of support for Lightfoot's notion of the usefulness of conflict

as realistic and promising.

If the parent-teacher relationships are

conflict-ridden, that needs to be acknowledged.

But defining all

conflicts as inevitably deleterious, enervating, or otherwise aversive
sets people up to avoid confrontations which could have positive out-

comes.

The notion of conflict as serving some function is probably not

an easy one for many people.

Working under that premise is likely

to

demand a good deal of determination and self-assurance, as well as

concern for children.

One must be prepared to expect some dynamic

tension and some outcomes which are new and/or previously unconsidered.
It would probably help to redefine what is perceived as conflict and
to learn

how to focus on the child in such a way that his/her good

transcends role definitions, status issues, and the like.
to disagree at times between parents and teachers,

An agreement

to speak openly from

one's own point of view, and to listen with the intention of underoutcomes
standing clearly, would seem to be essential to finding creative
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in conflict situations.

Section

Introduction

.

B:

Parent-Teacher Conferences

Reviewing the literature on parent-teacher conferences

is complicated due to several factors.

The first is that the literature

is limited, particularly in terms of research.

number of reasons.

This may be due to a

First, conferencing between teachers and parents is

not seen to be at the heart of teaching activities.

by most as a secondary task.

It is, in fact, seen

Second, research on the effect of con-

ferences is complicated by the fact that there are many intervening

variables which affect the child's learning so that direct relationships

between parent- teacher conferences and learning are difficult to prove
conclusively.

Also conferencing involves a body of skills which may

be seen as outside of the usual disciplines of education, so educational

researchers and theorists do not have the notion of conferencing as a
focus in their universes of interests.

This body of skills may be viewed

as so common that exploration is unnecessary (what is there to say about

adults conversing with each other?).

Another reason for the lack of

literature may be that what has been written has been either so conclusive
or so uninspiring that it has failed to trigger the imaginations of

researchers and theorists.

Also,

such people may not have had much

demand for help about conferencing.

Finally, much of the research that

is currently done relies on funding from external sources.

The inter-

personal nature of parent-teacher conferences is remote from the macro-

,
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cosmic view of funding agencies.

Without funding, little research is

likely to be done and reported in the
literature.
The limited quantity of literature is one
cause for difficulty in

reviewing it.

Reviewing is further complicated by the
'portmanteau'

nature of many articles and books about parent-teacher
conferences.

Authors tend to include several types of information,
advisements, and
skills together (Bailard and Strang, 1964; Barsch,
1969; Casavis, 1970;
D Evelyn,

1945; Heffernan and Todd, 1969).

is another problem in reviewing it.

Identifying the literature

Often books, articles, and other

materials include portions of varying extent which deal with conferencing.
Materials about home-school relations or communications (Gordon and
Breivogel, 1976; Leonard, Vandeman, and Miles, 1965; Padzensky et al
1975, TIP

,

.

1977) and school public relations (Kindred, 1976) are likely

to include such sections.

The last problem in reviewing the parent-

conference literature which will be mentioned here is that of nomenclature.

In this dissertation, face-to-fact meetings between parents

and teachers for the purpose of assisting children in their learning
are called parent-teacher conferences.

In other sources,

they may be

called interviews (Langdon and Stout, 1954) or home-school sessions
(Gordon and Breivogel, 1976).

This is the most trivial of the various

review problems, but the possibility that yet other terms have been
used of which this author is unaware could limit a thorough review of
the literature.

Having recognized some of the difficulties in a literary survey.
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the next consideration will be the types of literature commonly
seen.

The literature is of two general types.

The first is theoretical and

includes reports of research studies, both controlled and informal.

Kleinfeldt's dissertation, "Expectations for the Parent-Teacher
Conference in the Elementary School" (1975) is an example of formal
research.

She investigated the expectations of participants in parent-

teacher conferences to discover factors which influence the success or

failure of conferences.

Her survey was conducted using a questionnaire

which inquired about how individuals thought conferences ought to be
and how they perceive conferences actually are.

Another example of

formal research which is less extensive than Kleinfeldt's but similar
in its thrust is the report by Crotts and Goeldi, "An investigation of

parent-teacher conferences in the elementary school" (1974), which
assesses the attitudes and preferences of twenty parent- teacher pairs
in regard to conferences.

The research, in addition to controlled studies, is augmented by
less formal reports of 'how we do it* — straightforward descriptions
of local and individual programs.

For example, Feddersen (1972) de.-

communiscribedhis personal rationale for an effective parent-teacher

techniques he
cation system, including conferences, and outlined the
used.

of
DePencier (1954) describes how teachers at the University

parents.
Chicago used conferences to get information from
As well as research,

position
theoretical works include a number of

overtones.
or descriptive papers which have didactic

Madeline Hunter’s
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article, Home-school communication
(1967), is an example of such work.
In it she set out the communication
responsibilities, including con-

ferencing, between parents and schools
(particularly those schools with
a nongraded curriculum)

and discussed the skills teachers need to carry

them out.
The second, more frequently represented type of parent-teacher
con-

ference literature is directed at practical application of some
authors’
theories.

It includes suggestions, cautions, hints, and prescriptions

on such things as how to schedule and prepare for conferences (Bailard
and Strang, 1964; Goetz, 1975; Kahl, 1973; Langdon and Stout, 1954);

what to include in the conference (Langdon and Stout, 1954; National
School Public Relations Association, 1970); communication skills (D’Evelyn,
1945; Grissom, 1972; Kindred, 1976; Langdon and Stout, 1954); and con-

ferencing with special populations (Bailard and Strang, 1964; Padzensky
et al

.

,

1975;

Samuels, 1973).

The remainder of this review of parent-teacher conference literature
is divided into five sections.

Conference Purposes discusses information-

sharing, planning, fostering parent-teacher relations, and influence.

Hindrances to Satisfactory Conferences reports on emotions, role-concepts,
language, socioeconomic factors, and schools as organizations.

Attitudes,

listening, and presentation are described in the Conference Skills section,
and the last section, Perceptions of Conferences includes anticipating
and reacting to the conference.

The review concludes with a Summary and

Commentary on the conference literature.
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Purposes of conferences

The parent-teacher conference has several

.

purposes as cited in the literature.
imparting or sharing of information
reporting.

The predominant purpose is the
(

Information Sharing ), often called

A second purpose has to do with Planning for the student.

This includes recognition and solution of problems, and evaluation of
plans.

Establishment and maintenance of personal relationships between

teachers and parents

(

Parent-Teacher Relationships ), a third purpose,

describes the conference as providing opportunities for social acquaintance and support for one or both parties.

Finally, various authors

recognize the conference as a vehicle for influencing teachers and
parents

(

Influence )

,

sometimes in a direct way with regards to their

involvement with the child, and other times in terms of public opinion

regarding the schools.

In the latter case, conferences are viewed as

serving public relations functions.

The literature on each of these

purposes will be described in the following four sub-sections.

Information sharing

.

The conference is seen as a means of sharing

information by many authors.

Some recognize the information as directed

toward the teacher (Hunter, 1967; Langdon and Stout, 1954, Manch, 197^),
Grisson, 1971;
others see it as directed toward the parent (Curtis, 1977;

Warren, 1973).
Hunter, 1967; Kleinfeldt, 1975; Langdon and Stout, 1954;
Hertel, 1977)
Still other authors (Bailard and Strang, 1964; Goetz, 1975;

sharing of informconsider the conference an opportunity for the mutual

ation,

this way:
Langdon and Stout (1954) see a conference outcome

teachers and parents
"The net result is useful information for both

(p.

11 ).
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The types of information imparted or shared at a
conference include

such things as:

preschool and home experiences, observations,
objectives, and philosophies (Goetz, 1975, p. 13)
the story of the child’s progress in his school
life, the story of his achievements, his interests,
his difficulties, his perplexities, and his enjoyments (Langdon and Stout, 1954, p. 6).

Hunter (1967) notes that since the student informs the parent dailv of
his experiences at school, the conference provides the opportunity to

verify, interpret, and extend the information.

In her summary of other

authors' purposes for conferences, Kleinfeldt (1975) includes parents'

receipt of a broader view of the child, increased understanding of the

instructional program, and realistic expectations about the teacher.

Kindred (1976) also notes that conferences provide a method of interpreting the instructional program to parents, as well as "clearing up
sources of misunderstandings" (p. 127).

The teacher gains information

which aids in more precise and productive planning (Hunter, 1967),
greater understanding of the child (Langdon and Stout, 1954), results
in creating "atmospheres conducive to learning and maturing" (Grissom,

1971)

.

Conferences are recognized as supplementing and/or replacing the
report card (Allison, 1971; Bailard and Strang, 1964; Crofts and Goeldi,
1974; Kindred, 1976; Kleinfeldt, 1975; Osborne, 1959).

Just what

these
distinction is made between conferencing and report cards by

mean by report
authors is unclear, since none of them define what they
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card.

It is assumed,

therefore, that the report card is a written

summary of the child's achievement, primarily
academic, in school.

Conferences which replace or supplement the report
card, therefore,
must be providing information to parents about that
achievement.

Warren

(1973) cites the guide for parents published by an elementary
school:

At the conference you will have an opportunity to
discuss the report cards for the first quarter.
The teacher will want to interpret the card in
terms of the student's progress and potential, as
well as in terms of present standing in his class
(p. 52).

According to Kindred (1976), a reporting conference includes:
a review of his marks, reading, test scores, achievement-test scores, interest inventories, participation
in extra-curricular activities and anecdotal records.
[the teacher's] observations of the student's
work habits, behavior, attitude toward learning, and
relations with others, (p. 127).
.

.

.

In general, the reporting function of conferences is well-recognized.
In 1971 the National Education Association polled teachers and found
that 85 per cent of the pollees responding

believed parent-teacher

conferences should be included in reporting procedures (Hogan, 1975,
p.

311).

Reporting is both explicit in conferences which are termed

reporting conferences and implied by other types of conferences, since
if parents and teachers are to influence,

child,

support, and/or plan for the

they must have some objective grounds for doing so.

is likely to see the child all the time,

Since neither

some reporting or information-

sharing is essential for their communication to meet its purpose.
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Planning
of authors.

The conference was seen as a planning device
bv a number

.

Hunter (1967) mentions that at a conference one may
plan

"ways of enhancing, dealing with, or changing the learner's
present

behavior

(p.

28).

Davis (1977) notes that a developmental conference

may identify student behavior which might interfere with learning
and
plan ways for each participant to help change the situation.

Hymes

(1953), Kindred (1976), and Samuels (1973) also mention mutual planning
as an important outcome of a conference.

At least two authors include the child as a participant in planning
at a conference.

According to Hogan (1975), adults should see the

conference as "an occasion to help the child assess his strengths and

establish reasonable goals" (p. 315).

The research done by Saeli (1974)

confirms that parents, teachers, and children favor including children
in conferences and using the conference primarily for task-setting.

Saeli notes that teachers are least enthused about task-setting, which
forces them to individualize (p. 288).

Focussing on problems is the raison d'etre for some conferences.
This implies that working out solutions includes a type of planning.

Langdon and Stout (1954) and D 'Evelyn (1954) describe and critique

problem-solving conferences.

D 'Evelyn presents guidelines for teachers

about parent counseling which she sees as important enough for teachers
to have both special training and back-up services.

Her view of problem-

teacher
solving seems to be that the parent has the problem, and the

parent's point
assists in the solution (This should be done from the
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of view when possible)

solving conferences.

Kleinfeldt (1975) also mentions problem-

.

She sees them as scheduled on request of either

parent or teacher, placing them in a "demand relationship" (p. 18).
She thinks this type of conference could be avoided by regular con-

ferencing, a procedure which would detect incipient problems.

Davis (1977) outlines three types of conferences - the develop-

mental (elsewhere described in this section), the remedial, "to defuse
a critical situation" (p.

15), and the preventive.

She notes that

parents and educators are likely to find appealing the notion of con-

ferences in which they calmly address a "student's puzzling or upsetting

behavior" and agree to help one another (p. 14).

Fostering parent-teacher relationships

.

Fostering relationships

between teachers and parents is another purpose for conferences.

Kleinfeldt (1975) notes conferences serve to introduce parents and
teachers to one another (p. 18).

They serve to promote friendly home-

school relationships (Bailard and Strang, 1964, p. 33), as well as

mutual appreciation and understanding (p. 104).

Rapport and parent

and
confidence are objects of conferencing, according to Padzensky

his colleagues (1975)

.

is support.
An important aspect of parent- teacher relationships

the parent
Sometimes this is unilateral - the teacher supports

1945; Padzensky, et al

.

,

1975).

(D*

Evelyn

Langdon and Stout (1954) summarize

this way:
the parent support aspect of conferences
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the interview gives a chance to talk about
the child with someone who cares about him but in
a different way than the parent - a more detached
way, yet still warm and close, (p. 9)
•

.

.

Occasionally the teacher is seen as the recipient of support (Grissom,
1971)

.

Most frequently authors mention the conference as providing

mutual support to its participants (Crotts and Goeldi, 1974; David,
1977; Langdon and Stout, 1954; Manch, 1972).

Bailard and Strang (1964)

point out that

Sharing and planning together are good psychologically
for both the parent and the teacher
that
someone else is vitally interested in the child with
a problem helps each one to move along with a little
more confidence and a little more faith, (p. 29-30)
.

.

.

.

.

.

Benjamin Bloom (1978), discussing the implementation of mastery
learning and related concepts, notes that teachers may feel isolated
from support in their teaching positions, especially when they try to

individualize for all of their students.

Among the many allies upon

whom they could rely, he mentions parents, "if teachers wish this
true" (p. 571).

to be

It might involve periodic meetings, reports on progress,

suggestions for parents on how they might help their children, and reminders
to reinforce the children.

Thus support is seen as directed toward both participants in the

conference and is based on the notion that adults in their roles vis a
and
vis children can have their fulfilment of these roles enhanced

complemented by conferring with one another.

Influence.

Influence, the alteration of one's behavior, opinions
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attitudes, or plans due to the actions
of another, is seldom acknowledged
overtly as a purpose of parent-teacher
conferences. It is implicit in
the mutual planning and support goals
of some conferences.

Also the

very selection of information to be shared
tacitly influences the
recipient’s views and attitudes and, possibly, actions.

Some aspects

of influence are briefly mentioned, as when
Grissom says, "Through

conferences parents and teachers are helped to modify
attitudes that

may adversely affect the children" (1971, p. 140).

Bailard and Strang

(1964) also note changes of attitude and gains in insight, but they
are

more conservative about behavior changes.

The teacher cannot, through

the conference

change any parent's deep-seated attitudes or basic
personality structure, but it may help the parents
to change their behavior in minor ways that may
have a major beneficial effect, (p. 122)
The failure of various authors to recognize more fully that influence
is a factor in many parent-teacher conferences is surprising, especially

in light of the attempts by parents and other members of the public to

gain control and/or to change school policies and programs.

It is also

surprising in light of the various trends to individualize, go back to
basics, or make special provisions for such groups as bilingual, gifted,
or handicapped children.

I t

would seem that the parent-teacher con-

ference literature of the past ten years would recognize more fully the

societal context of attempts to change schools and other public institutions

.

Influencing parents as citizen allies or advocates for the schools,
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the public relations functions, is avowed as a conference
purpose.

Langdon and Stout (1954) see conferences as promoting good will

(p.

14).

Hunter (1967) sees conferences as informing the public about the "purpose, policy, program, potential and problems of the local school."

They also are a means of educating the voters about wider education

problems and their solutions (p. 25).

Messing (1974) includes conferencing

as one method of promoting public relations.

In these instances the

flow of influence seems to be in one direction - from teacher to parent.
At the conference the teacher molds, changes, or reinforces the attitudes

and views of the parent, and occasionally his/her own skills as a parent

helping the child to learn.

That the parent deliberately or inevitably

affects the teacher's behavior, attitudes, or plans is seldom acknowledged
or emphasized.

At least two parents object to the school-to-parent direction of

influence.

Joseph and Lois Bird (1972) in Power to the Parents

!

state

emphatically that schools asking parents to cooperate with them reverse
the natural order.

It is parents,

for educating children.

they say, who have the responsibility

"By any reasoning,

the schools should be

attempting to cooperate with parents in working toward the goals which
the parents

...

set forth" (p. 123).

They urge parents to use con-

education,
ferences to get information for planning their children's

information
although the parents might disconcert teachers by expecting

which the teachers did not have ready.

Their chapter on schooling

survival of their
closes with a charge to parents to fight for the
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children, lest the children be delivered up to
"the brainwashers and

braindestroyers of a malignant system" (p. 138).
Hindrances to satis factory conferences

.

Much of the parent-conference

literature is directed at remediating or prevent problems at conferences.
Problems arise from a) the emotions or attitudes parents and teachers
have toward conferences or each other; b) their own concepts of the
roles they are enacting; c) their communication skills, including

language usage;

d)

natures of schools.

socioeconomic factors;

e)

and the organizational

Each of these areas of difficulty will be addressed

in the following sub-sections of the literature review.

Emotions

.

Most frequently mentioned by various authors as factors

which deter satisfactory communications in conferences are emotions of
both teachers and parents.

Anxiety and subsequent defensiveness is one

of these emotions discussed by these authors.

Parents may be anxious

about conferences due to their fears of schools and teachers due

to

their prior experiences (Schmidt and Atlas, 1971; Samuels, 1973).

Samuels points out:

Many other parents have had a history of dehumanizing
and disillusioning experiences with the school. Their
feelings of alienation and powerlessness are reinforced
by society, which also blames the home and parents for
the difficulties children experience, (p. 37)
They may also bring to the conferences their tensions and anxieties
about severe problems within their families (Chilman, 1971)

.

The same

child
author also notes that parents may feel threatened by their

s

,
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affection for the teacher (p. 124).

The purpose of the conference may

rouse their anxiety (Kindred, 1976).
Teachers, likewise, become anxious about their
meetings with parents

They may view parents as invading their professional
domains and con-

sequently become defensive about parental input and involvement
(Schmidt
and Atlas, 1974, p. 347).

The discussion may be kept at a superficial

level so that teachers can protect themselves (Dreikurs and Chernoff,
1971, p. 148).

Chilman (1971) comments that teachers may be concerned

about the effect upon their jobs of parental praise or blame

(p.

121).

Padzensky, Messman and Ward (1975) note teacher defensiveness as one
of a number of factors to be avoided (p. 1.11). Waller (1932) acknow-

ledged the legitimacy of some teacher anxiety, since there are parents
who persist in quarreling.

He termed them "teacher-baiters" or

"bullies" (p. 78).
Anger, resentment, and hostility are also seen as hindering parent-

teacher communications.

Sometimes they are derived by the teacher from

his/her generalization of anger at one parent to all parents; other
times,

teachers displace their hostile feelings toward the child onto

the parent (Padzensky et al

.

1975, p. 1.11).

The conference may be

called because someone is frustrated, dissatisfied, or angry, according
to

Lightfoot (1975) who also says that, due

to

conferences being held

primarily when there is a problem, people become defensive: "Whether
the contact is initiated by teachers or parents, it becomes a highly-

charged defensive interaction" (p. 37).

Both parents and teachers
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feel blamed by one another (Dreikurs and Chernoff,
1970, p. 148).

In-

appropriate conferencing techniques may also cause difficulties,
according
to Casavis

(1970), who says that when the confrontational method is used,

"The person or persons who initiate this approach usually
are so in-

volved in an emotionally dharged situation that a head-on struggle
becomes inevitable" (p

.

23),

Some angry over-reactions on the part of

parents may result from their fantasies about the school systems, "fantasies which are harbored by many whose own memories of school are

hazy and clouded by impressions instead of facts" (Kappelman and
Ackerman, 1977, p.3).

Both Waller and Samuels (1973) placed the respon-

sibility for self-control of emotions upon the teacher.

Waller (1932)

cautioned that the teacher should avoid getting into conflicts:
If the teacher’s own emotions are involved, the
procedure will degenerate into a personal quarrel,
and possibilities for a constructive attitude on
either side will be immeasurably decreased, (p. 75)

Samuels also suggests that hopes for successful conferences may be

shattered if a teacher reacts defensively to a parent

Teacher and parent role self-concepts

.

(p.

37).

The views parents and

teachers have of themselves in their roles sometimes are seen as interfering with communications at conferences.

Parents are portrayed as

being doubtful about their adequacy as parents, and thus vulnerable to
criticism, even when it is constructive.

They may become "casualties"

(Green, 1974, p. 77)
of conferences, experiencing letdowns or depressions

consciousness of
Kappelman and Ackerman (1977) highlight the parent's
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his/her role and its potential effect on parent-teacher
interaction:

Your children are so important to you that an
interview with a teacher about any one of them
will bring into immediate focus many of your
worries and concerns about that specific child
you should recognize too that these feelings
will often color your perceptions of the other
people who deal with him or her (p. 31).
.

.

.

D’Evelyn (1945) cautions teachers about giving advice since it

may put teachers into authoritative positions which destroy the peer
relationships between them and parents (p. 14).

Casavis (1970) notes

that the direct approach to conferencing in which the teacher imparts

information in a highly structured conference is frequently used by
teachers.

This also sets the teacher as an authority figure, and

the parent is a passive participant in the conference (p. 27)

.

Kappel-

man and Ackerman (1977) note the teacher's sense of being the professional
in the relationship as well as the teacher's view of him or herself as

not in need of information are barriers to communication (p. 33).

Teachers may feel defensive about parental input and involvement if
they wish "to protect their professional preeminence" (Schmidt and
Atlas, 1976, p. 347).

ment" stereotypes

- a

Teachers may rely on "scientific child develop-

professional hazard - to make simplistic diagnoses

(Chilman,
and hasty judgments about children which could alienate parents

1971, p. 122).

Use of language and other communications skills.

One way that

use of language and
teachers may protect themselves is through their
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information which obscures or controls parents’ perceptions of what
is going on with the child in school.

Kappelman and Ackerman (1977)

caution parents to be aware of
phrases which will tend to limit your access and
communication with the personnel of the school
which may forecast a slowdown of responsibility
by the school
(p. 254)
.

.

.

.

.

.

Some statements may be used to protect the school, to keep parents

distant from the inner workings of the school, sometimes with good
reason (p. 256).

Some words or phrases are unintentionally confusing

or obscure to parents, according to Barnes (1972).

He did a study of

parents’ understanding of terminology used in schools. Thirteen parents
of middle to low socioeconomic circumstances were asked to indicate

words they did not understand on 106 educational goal statements.

identified 1,265 words and phrases.

They

After the statements were rewritten,

the parents still did not understand 58 terms.

Although this research

was not directed at conferences, it illustrates one of the difficulties

which interfere with clear communication between school personnel and
parents.

The goal statements were intended for parents and teachers,

but the parents found the vocabulary unintelligible.

Intentions to

and used.
communicate were not enough: common terms had to be discovered

National School
Buskin, in his book, Parent Power (1975), and the
Time (Lewis, 1970),
Public Relations Association booklet. Conference
use of professional
seem to be in agreement when both mention the
Lewis,
jargon as undesirable in conferences (Buskin, p. 98;

p.

indicates a list of
In addition to jargon, Conference Time

11-12).
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emotionally charged expressions teachers should avoid and a parallel
list of more suitable alternative expressions (e.g,,

’lazy' becomes

'can do more when he tries' and 'liar' becomes 'doesn't always tell the

truth' - p. 13) which Buskin ironically re-translates so that parents

will be able to recognize what is implied by these "euphemisms" (p. 99100)

Lieben (1958) describes platitudes which teachers use to allay

.

parents' and their own anxiety.

If a teacher were confused by the pre-

vious three authors, Bailard and Strang Q-964) would add to his/her

confusion by warning that teachers may inadvertantly mar their rapport

with parents by the use of words that have emotional connotations for
parents or which have special emotional meanings in a given community
(p. 16)

.

In addition to word usage, lack of other communications skills may

interfere with the conference.

Mumbling, speaking too rapidly, intonation,

and regional accents (Bailard and Strang, 1964, p. 16); failure to

listen well (D’Evelyn, 1945, p. 13); and interrupting (Bailard and
Strang, p. 99; D' Evelyn, p. 95) are some behaviors to be avoided by

teachers.

Use of a perfunctory ritual for a conference may cause

communications problems (Goetz, 1973, p. 13).

Maves

study (1958) of

conferences revealed
high versus low level performance in parent-teacher

was dominated by one of
that discussion in low level conferences often
teacher (p
the participants, most frequently the

.

221).

Maves also

give few specific illusobserves that low level teachers and parents

introductory conversation which
trations (p. 223) and do not engage in

aids in establishing a rapport (p. 220).
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S ocioeconomic

and contextual facto rs.

Heffernan and Todd (1969)

described the socioeconomic factors which cause
social distance between
teachers and parents.

This social distance must be overcome, sometimes

with considerable effort so that people may discuss
issues with one
another (p. 26).

Differences may include social class, ethnic or national

origins (Chilman, 1971, p. 121); poverty and race (Samuels,
1973, p. 37);
and, at least in 1932,

the teacher's limited status (Waller, p. 77).

Disparities in conferees' ages may also be a negative contextual factor
(Casavis, 1970, p. 27, 86; Kappelman and Ackerman, 1977, p. 25).

One

contextual factor which does not seem to be recognized in the literature
is that of conferees' marital statuses.

Schools as organizations

.

The school itself may interfere with

success in face-to-face communications.

Waller (1932) described the

school as an artificial system in which teachers defend their actions
and points by arbitrary means which are especially unsuitable in relationships with adults (p. 76-77).

Litwak and Meyer (1973) discuss the

school as a formal authority structure whose communications may have
an overt and/or implied mandatory tone to them which creates and main-

tains distances between the school and its community (p. 197,200).

Callahan (1962) emphasizes that schools in the present are organized
for efficiency.

The emphasis is on business values rather than human

values, from which one may conclude that if conferences cannot be done

efficiently and show evidence of increasing the productivity of the
school, they are not valuable.

A notion such as this could surel\ be
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a self-fulfilling prophecy.

Lipsky (1976) uses teachers as examples
of street-level bureaucrats,
those who "In their face-to-face encounters
with citizens 'represent'

government to the people" (p. 196).
to threat in order to succeed.

Such bureaucrats must accommodate

To do this they employ mechanisms such

as routines which help them evade
involvement and protect an image of

authority (p. 202-203).

The bureaucratic nature of these routines is

likely to limit and shape communications with parents
when teachers
subscribe to them.

Conferencing skills

.

The literature on conferences is loaded with de-

scriptions of, and advice on, skills which are deemed necessary for
successful conferences.

Most of the advice is directed toward teachers

and other school staff members.

Some of it is derived from position

or theory statements (Chilman, 1971; Hunter, 1967), some from omnibus

books about conferencing (Bailard and Strang, 1964; Casavis, 1970; D'Evelyn,
1945; Langdon and Stout, 1954), some from the occasional article about

specific skills (Grissom, 1971), and some from the often-included lists
of do's and dont's which offer hints and tips about conferences.

Hertel

(1977) notes the lack of literature which relates knowledge about inter-

personal communication with parent-teacher relationships and conferences
This review will concentrate on skills relating to the process of

parent-teacher conferences, as opposed to their content.

organized into three categories: a) attitudes,

b)

The skills are

listening, c) and

(p.

12).
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presentation skills.

Attitude skills are those which set the
emotional

conditions for the teacher's participation in
the conference.
section of listening includes attending behaviors.

The

Presentation skills

are those behaviors and attitudes which relate
to reporting and dis-

cussing

.

Attitudes

.

Teachers are enjoined to a host of virtues which show

them to be receptive and open to the parent.
(Bailard and Strang, 1964, p.
and Atlas, 1976, p. 348).

1;

Respect is one essential

Padzensky et al

.

,

1975, p. 1,2; Schmidt

Grissom (1971) says that teachers should indicate

respect and belief in parents as wanting the best for their children

(p.

Another important characteristic of the teacher is empathy (Chilman,
1971, p. 125; Schmidt and Atlas, 1976, p. 348).

The opening phase of

the conference is the one in which the teacher communicates a sense of

trust and credibility as a helper who cares and is accepting of the

parent (Schmidt and Atlas, 1976, p. 348).

Parents who feel accepted

by the teacher, as well as genuinely liked, will reveal "sparks of

dignity, self-awareness,

(and) real determination to become part of the

larger community," even if they may be somewhat removed from it due to

economic or other circumstances (Grissom, 1971, p. 140, 142).
The teacher is urged to indicate acceptance and show that he/she

understands the parent's attitudes and suggestions, even when the
parent is angry, although hearing them in an accepting fashion does
not mean necessarily that the teacher agrees with the parent

(D'

Evelyn,

141).
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3,945,

p.

95;

Gaines, 1976, p. 112; Waller, 1932, p. 75,78).

is thus undesirable in conferences

Arguing

(D'Evelyn, 1945, p. 96), as is

showing shock, surprise, or disapproval (Langdon and Stout,
1954,
Samuels, 1973, p. 37).

p.

295;

The teacher should remain poised, cool, and

friendly (Kindred, et al

.

,

1976, p. 127; Weidig, 1974, p. 78).

Without

surrendering his/her own point of view, the teacher should hear complaints
"with the utmost poise and balance" (Waller, 1932, p. 75) and "meet

disgruntled patrons with a poised and friendly air that effectively

discourages their definition of the situation as a personal quarrel"
(p.

74).

He/ she should avoid being authoritative (Langdon and Stout,

1954, p. 295) and should be relaxed, patient and gracious (Chilman, 1971,
p.

125; Hymes, 1953, p. 149; Padzensky et al

.

,

1975, p. 1.10).

Chilman's

comments touch on both the nature and purpose of the teacher's attitude
and serve as a summary of the advice of many authors:
a bit more
recognition of the many complex factors that shape
life for all of us might help parent, teachers, and
children to communicate more freely with each other.

a bit more relaxation, a bit more empathy,

(1971 , p. 125)

Listening

.

At conferences teachers are urged to listen so that

they comprehend the substance of what is said (Bailard and Strang, 1964,
p.

55; Chilman,

1971, p. 124; Gaines, 1976, p. 112).

Furthermore, they

communicated
are urged to attend to the emotional content of what is being
(D'Evelyn, 1954, p. 97; Grissom, 1971. p, 139; Hunter, 1967, p. 27;

Schmidt and Atlas, 1976, p. 352).

Listening for both the parent's sub-

and insights
stance and emotions is helpful in eliciting information
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which help the teacher understand and teach the child better
(Weidig,
197A, p. 77).

Active listening is one skill that teachers may learn

to help them accomplish this doubly focussed listening (Davis,
p.

1977,

15).

Along with enjoinders to listen, many hints are offered to teachers
about effective listening behaviors.

They should be aware of their

facial expression and general appearance (Weidig, 1974, p. 78).

should avoid sitting behind a desk (D'Evelyn, 1945, p. 95).

They

They should

note both parent and teacher non-verbal cues and communication (Bailard
and Strang, 1964, p. 13; Hymes, 1953, p. 150).

They should work to

clarify the understanding which both parents and teachers have of their
concerns about the child (Schmidt and Atlas, 1976,

p.

348).

In cases

of disagreement, a teacher should be willing to grant a parent his/her

point without necessarily agreeing with it (Waller, 1932, p. 74). If
the discussion strays from its purposes,

the teacher redirects it

(Langdon and Stout, 1954, p. 290) and limits complaints to those which
are useful information (p. 219).

He/she recognizes issues which are

beyond the scope of the conference and/or the teacher's expertise,
and refers the parent to appropriate resources (Allison, 1971, p. 76;

D'Evelyn, 1945, p. 96; Padzensky et al., 1975, p. 1.10).

Finally, the

Stout,
teacher respects the confidentiality of the parent (Langdon and

1954, p. 295; Padzensky et al., 1975, p. 1.10).

Presentation skills

.

reports
What the teacher presents, shares, or

of this review; rather, how he/
at the conference is not in the scope
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she presents the items on the agenda will be addressed in the following

section.

Before the conference, although Crotts and Goeldi (1974) found

both parents and teachers unenthused about a written agenda outline

(p.

24)

a number of authors suggest that the teacher list issues and concerns
to be addressed at the conference (Bailard and Strang,

1964, p. 13;

Wdidig, 1974, p. 50).

The agenda should be selective (Amherst, undated;

Hunter, 1967, p. 28).

What and how much is presented depends on the

parent (Hymes, 1953, p. 150).

The conference should also permit

parents plenty of opportunity to talk about their concerns (Langdon and
Stout, 1954, p. 296).

As to how items on the agenda should be sequenced,

Goetz (1975) recommends a 'sandwich' technique, whereby the teacher

begins and ends the conference positively, and in the middle puts areas
in which the child needs help (p. 14)

.

Hymes (1953) emphasizes that

the beginning of a conference should fill the parent's desire for good

things first - praise, compliments, achievements, success,

that part

of the picture where his youngster is strong, that part of the honest

have
story where things are going well"; however, teachers do not always
to take a
the patience to provide that sort of information and are apt

the sore spots
child's good points for granted, wanting "to dive in to

and clean them up" (p. 149).

H>mes terms this favorable view of the

child "readiness for learning" on the parent's part

(p.

149).

folders of the child's work
The teacher gathers fact and prepares
to show the parent

1964, p. 13
(Allison, 1971, p. 53: Bailard and Strang.
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Feddersen, 1972, p. 2-3; Padzensky et al

.

,

1975, p. 1.10).

He/she

checks the room to be certain of its making a
good impression (Gaines,
1976, p. 113) and to be sure the environment is
conducive to focussing

in on the child (Hunter, 1964, p. 27).

The conference should begin

punctually, lest the parent becomes anxious and it should
not last too
,

long, according to Allison (1971, p. 53) who says a
half hour is

sufficient, whereas the principal in Warren's report allocated 20
minutes,
15 for the conference and

5

for getting parents in and out (1973, p. 52).

The conference should begin with the amenities of greeting and wel-

coming the parent (Gaines, 1976, p. 113; Goetz, 1975, p. 14).
to

"It helps

think of the parents as one's guests," according to Langdon and

Stout (1954) who suggest informal chat to open a conference, providing
the preliminaries are not too lengthy and the parents do not obviously

have a lot on their minds (p. 287-288).

During the conference the teacher should steadfastly maintain "a
spirit of concern about and affection" for the child (Heffernan and
Todd, 1969, p. 66).

The object is to convey personal and professional

interest in the child as well as the intent to help him do as well as
possible (Fisk and Lindgren, 1973, p. 152).

The teacher should give

an honest report in terms the parent can understand (Weidig, 1974,
p.

77).

There should be a transfer of meaning, which is fundamental

to a productive parent conference,

according to Hunter (1967) who

stresses explaining the unfamiliar vocabulary of a non-graded school
in general and specific,

local terms (p. 27-28).

Teachers should avoid
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using professional jargon (Amherst, undated; Kindred
et al., 1976,
p.

127; Langdon and Stout, 1954, p. 295), should speak clearly
(Weidig,

1974, p. 78), and concretely (Allison, 1971, p. 53).

Their comments

should consist of "objective observations rather than subjective

characterizations

(Goetz, 1975, p. 14).

They should observe professional

ethics, avoiding discussion of anyone except the child and issues
which

concern him/her (Amherst, undated), and avoiding the temptation to use
the conference to settle scores with unruly students (Weidig, 1974,
p.

78)

.

The conference should provide an opportunity for teachers and

parents to plan mutually together (Kindred et al

.

,

The

1976, p. 127).

teacher takes into account suggestions made by parents and tries to

incorporate them if possible (D'Evelyn, 1945, p. 96).

Teachers should

offer their own suggestions with care, according to Langdon and Stout
(1954) who point out that parents may want the opportunity to consider

alternatives rather than definite suggestions

(p.

290-291).

The teacher

should be alert to signs that the interview is near its conclusion and

attempt to end it smoothly and easily (Langdon and Stout, 1954, p. 292),
on a positive note with a mutual plan for action (Kindred et al
p.

.

,

1976,

127), with a summary (Bailard and Strang, 1964, p. 58; Padzensky et

al.,

1975, p. 1.10), and with the sense that the parent is welcome and

the door is open for further visits (Bailard and Strang, 1964, p. 58).

After the conference the teacher should make notes about it (Fisk
and Lindgren, 1973, p. 155-156; Goetz, 1975, p. 15; Kindred et al.,
p.

127).

1973, p.

He/she may follow up with a note or phone call (Samuels,
38).
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There is very little evidence to show that teachers use the skills

recommended.

Gordon Hopper (1977) reports the results of a study on

how well parents remembered their children’s Stanford Achievement Test
results as interpreted by elementary teachers.

88 parents in an Iowa

city were interviewed two weeks after a conference.

The interviews

focussed on how accurately they recalled children's ten subscores which
had been reported to them in stanines.

75.1 percent of the parents'

responses were either accurate or within one stanine.

Hopper concluded

that there was "considerable parental misunderstanding and distorted

perceptions as a result of these test interpretations made by elementary
school teachers" (p. 88), although he noted that the study had its

limitations and ought to be replicated.

Perceptions of the conference

.

This section on perceptions of conferen-

ces will consider two primary aspects: a) how parents and teachers antici-

pate conferences, and b) how they react to them after they occur.

Anticipating the conference

.

How do teachers and parents view

their conferences before they happen?

Shaefer and Edgerton (1974) sur-

them to be
veyed a sample of 20 parents of preschool children and found

quite positive.

They expected to feel comfortable talking to the

them, felt free to
teacher, expected that the teacher would listen to

and saw conferences as
make suggestions about how to help their child,
a means to solve problems.

Goetz
In contradiction to this viewpoint,

conferences
staff members and parents see
(1975) says that often pre-school
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as "perfunctory - even dread - rituals"
(p. 13).

Hymes (1953) notes

the ambivalence parents feel about
the reporting aspect of conferences -

they want information and yet they fear
it (p

.

148).

They may resist

change or indiscriminately accept anything
that is said (Bailard and
Strang, p. 13).

Some of parents’ reactions may be due to
poor economic

circumstances or their own "dehumanizing and
disillusioning experiences

with the schools" (p. 37), which explains why they
view conferences as
times of friction or discomfort.

Conference Time (1970), a guide book

for teachers, predicts that parents are more eager for
conferences after

they have had a couple of positive experiences; however,
conferences

have the potential to "infuriate the parents, frustrate the teacher,
and confuse the child" (P. 5).

The negative remarks just cited are typical of the advisory literature for teachers about conferences.

Teachers are portrayed as nervous,

as feeling on the spot and judged by parents, and fearful of parents who

drop in unannounced (Bailard and Strang, 1964, p. 94, 71).

They may

fear having nothing to say, not knowing where to begin, or their social

ineptitude with adults (Langdon and Stout, 1954,

p.

13), but these

authors have also seen teachers who were able to overcome their anxieties
so that they could help their students (p.

22).

They consider the

teacher’s attitude to be the key to successful conferences.

If he/she

sees them as important, that will affect the teacher's feelings about
"the separate individual interviews themselves’

(P.

60).

Entering a

conference with respect and belief in people, and expecting that parents
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are interested in the good of their children is
the teacher's means
to a useful conference (Grissom, p. 142).

Reacti ons to conferences

Evaluations of conferences are mixed.

.

Crotts and Goeldi (1974) found their sample of twenty
teacher-parent
pairs to be quite satisfied.

Conferences were long enough and helpful.

The participants felt at ease with one another, and there was
mutual

sharing in the conference.

75% of the parents and 90% of the teachers

considered the conference as helping to establish good home-school
relations (p. 20, 22).

At an elementary school in a western city, Warren

(1973) reported conferences to be well-attended (92% of the parents

showed) and satisfying to all the teachers and most of the parents
(p.

53).

Macpherson, reporting reactions of teachers in a small New

England town, found the teachers to be negative about conferences.

doubted the usefulness of parent-teacher conferences.

whom they wanted

to see did not

attend conferences.

They

Those parents
The ones who did

attend did not listen to or help the teachers and were there to boast
about their children (p.

negatively.

128)_.

Parents’ requests for help were viewed

Teachers might consider their requests as backhanded

criticism and become defensive and hostile, or they might be seen as
evidence of true humility, which might encourage the teacher to further

humiliate the parent (p. 130).

Macpherson notes, "The parent-teacher

conferences often increased bitterness and hostility against parents
rather than understanding (p. 133).

Lortie (1975), who studied teachers

Florida, found
in five towns outside of Boston and also in Dade County,
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them to be unenthusiastic about spontaneous visits from parents.

Parents

who dropped in were usually associated with higher— status schools.

They

were depicted as "academic hypochondriacs" who worried and fussed without cause.

Parents in lower status schools often failed to meet teachers

when invited (p. 190).
Kleinf eldt (1975) surveyed 154 parents, 122 teachers, and eight

administrators in a suburban Wisconsin school district about their
expectations for, and their actual experiences of, teacher-parent
conferences.

She concluded that there was "general and widespread

dissatisfaction with the accomplishments of the Parent-Teacher Conference"
(p

.

285).

In this study teachers were more receptive to parent requests

for conferences than parents were to teachers'.

requests as evidence of parental interest

(p.

Teachers viewed such

271).

Parents preferred

candid discussions and were more receptive to discussion of intimate
topics related to the child than teachers (p. 278-278).

Teachers

preferred conferences in which there was a carefully constructed agenda.
Kleinf eldt speculates that parents felt such agendas may have raised
status issues for parents, since the agendas prohibit them from raising
issues, or engaging in discussions on an equal level with professionals
(p.

275-276).

Hertel (1977) prepared an open-ended parent questionnaire on the
and characcircumstances, importance, expectations for, comfort level,

according to parents
teristics of a meaningful parent-teacher conference,
(p.

14).

Thirty upper middle class parents responded.

She concludes
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that conferences are important to parents.

They want to know how well

their children are doing, as opposed to
teachers, whose concern is

content (p. 41).

Her conclusions are formulated around a seven-item

typology of conferences.

Dimensions of satisfaction and/or perceptions of conferences
may
be interpolated from evaluation sheets presented by Bailard
and Strang
(1964)

.

The teacher is asked about such things as the parents' coop-

erativeness, whether the teacher gained insights about the child's
behavior, and whether it was satisfying to present a true picture of
the child's work and ability to parents.

The parents' evaluation

included enjoyment of talking with the teacher, increased understanding
of the child's progress, and whether there were plans to work together.

Both were asked if they welcomed further conferences with the other
(p.

61-64).

Summary and comments on the parent-teacher conference portion of the

Review of Literature

.

The literature on parent-teacher conferences is

comprised of a limited amount of empirical research and a larger quantity
of practical applications of various theories and notions about conferences.

Conferences are seen as occasions for sharing information about

children, planning for their educations, fostering parent-teacher

relationships, and providing opportunities for parents and teachers

influence one another.

to

Satisfactory attainment of these goals is

hindered by the emotions of the participants, their views of the roles
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they fulfil, their abilities to communicate, socioeconomic and contextual

factors, and the natures of the schools in which conferences occur.

There

is a good deal of advice based on little evidence in the literature about

the skills involved in conferencing which include attitudinal set, listening,

and making presentations.

Conferences get mixed reviews from parents

and teachers in the few published evaluations, but are recognized as
important, particularly by parents.
The literature about parent-teacher conferences is disappointing
to someone who is eager to learn about them.

The lack of substantiation

for the advice and claims about conferences causes the literature to

be uninformative and unconvincing.

Both parents and teachers could use

some guidelines for conferences which are derived from the purposes,

nature, and state of conferences.
It is questionable whether written materials are the most effective

way to present information about conferences to their participants, once
the information has been obtained.

dry and remote from day-to-day life.

The advice in the literature is often

Even articles and books which

present case studies and transcribed excerpts from actual conferences
seem flat.

Perhaps the literature is directed at the wrong audience.

teachers and parents,
Rather than preparing it for a general public of
a

needs of those who
more technical literature could be focussed on the

train teachers and parents.

One thrust might be how to adapt the

particular training situations.
findings of the technical research to
skills is a common thread
The need for interpersonal communication
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in all of the literature, yet few studies address this 'heart' of

conferences in a direct fashion.

Maves (1958) and Hopper (1977) are

the two authors whose research gets at the effectiveness of communi-

cation at conferences most directly.

conference occurrences in reference

More studies which examine actual
to

interpersonal communication

behavior might produce information which is useful for conference

practitioners
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Section C:

^^troduc tion

.

Communication and Accurate Perception

Communication has been defined in many ways.

In fact,

one author has described the host of meanings attributed to the term

communication as a "definition delicatessen" (King, 1975,
is,

p.

It

7).

therefore, a practical necessity to describe a theoretical point of

view when one writes about communication.

In this paper the theory

which will prevail is the transactional view of communication.
be described in the next subsection.

It will

The second subsection will define

and describe person perception, an important aspect of communication

transactions.

It will be followed by reports of several studies in

person perception which pertain to the research in this dissertation.
The section concludes with a summary.

The Transaction View of Communication

.

William Wilmot (1975), represent-

ing the transactional perspective, defines communication as occurring

"when a person assigns meaning to the behavior of another" (p. 6).

Although his book is entitled Dyadic Communication

,

he extends the

definition of communication to include any face-to-face group.

As he
*

explains it, there are several key points to be made about communication:
a.

Communication is contextual

.

One's behavior alters from

situation to situation, depending on the event, the context,
and who is present.
list of points
*Direct quotes from Wilmot 's book are underlined in this
about communication.
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b

Participant simultane ous l y creates
and deciphers

'

cues.

The creation of such cues is
frequently unavoidable and

frequently unintentional, since people
may communicate through
all their behavior.

In other words,

"one cannot not communicate.

Activity or inactivity, words or silence
all have message value:
they influence others and these others,
in turn, cannot not

respond to these communications and are
thus themselves communieating" (Watzlawick, Beavin, and Jackson,
1967,
c

*

p.

49).

Each particip ant affects and is affected by the
other

.

It is

impossible to separate out who has one or another effect
on the
other since transactional relationships are interpenetrative.
The participants are simultaneously sending out and receiving
cues.

Stewart (1973) also notes that communicating ideas is

complicated by the host of perspectives operating simultaneously.
In each dyadic communication situation: "there are at least six
persons involved: my me, my you, my impression of the way you
see me, your you, your me, and your image of how
(p.

13).

I

see you"

This view of communication is in contrast with others

which stress communication as a one-way event or which ignore
the simultaneous quality of communication,
d

.

In a communicative transaction, any variable can be seen as

independent or dependent, contingent on one’s point of view.
The way participants organize events is termed punctuation by

Watzlawick et al

.

(1975, p. 56).

Since participants are sending
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and receiving cues simultaneously, it is not
possible to say

definitively that one cue is the stimulus and another is
response.

a

Each cue could be either stimulus or response,

depending on how one interprets or punctuates an event, although

Watzlawick and his associates point out that there are cultural
conventions of punctuation (1975, p. 56).

Dean Barnlund (1973) makes some other observations about the characteristics of communication which augment Wilmot's definition.

Barnlund

notes that communication is a process rather than a static state system.

Changes in any part of the communication system affect other parts.

Communication is circular.

Rather than a sender and a receiver posited

in a linear theory of communication, each participant is both, depending

on one’s point of view at the moment.

Barnlund also notes the complex

nature of communication, citing the many sorts of perspectives involved
in each event.

He considers communication to be irreversible and

unrepeatable, involving the total personality.

Its aim is to

increase the number and consistency of our meanings
within the limits set by patterns of evaluation that
have proven successful in the past, our emerging needs
and drives, and the demands of the physical and
social setting of the moment. (1973, p. 46-49)

Person Perception

.

The assignment of meaning, communication, occurs

when one person perceives another.

The perceptual process is known by

several terms - social perception, interpersonal perception, social
in
cognition, and person perception - the last of which will be used

"the processes
this paper. Tagiuri (1969) defines person perception as
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by which man comes to know and to think about
other persons, their

characteristics, qualities, and inner states" (p. 395).

Warr and

Knapper (1968) make a distinction between perceptions and
conceptions.
Conceptions are judgments or impressions made about a person when
he/
she is not an immediate stimulus, while perceptions are made in
the

presence of a stimulus.

They noted that the common usage of the term

person perception includes both perception and conception

(p.

5)

as

it will in this paper.

The transactional viewpoint of communication implies that both or

all parties in the communication are perceiving one another directly.
This may not be the case, as when a person observes and interprets the

behavior of someone who is unaware of being observed.

Communication in

such an instance is intrapersonal. (Such communication which Barnlund
terms "consummatory" (1973, p. 46) is outside the scope of this paper.)

Person perception, therefore, becomes

a

key issue in communication.

It also is transactional in nature, a function of the perceiver, the

person who is perceived, and the situation (Wilmot, 1975, p. 61).

An

individual bases his/her behavior on what is perceived, that which

Boulding (1973) terms one’s image of the world or subjective knowledge
(p.

34).

His/her behavior in turn alters the perception of another

person who then bases his/her behavior on what is perceived and so on.
This "recycling dyadic process" (Tagiuri, 1969. p. 426) may or may not

occur at a conscious level.

Person perception has three non-exclusive components, according

to

,
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Warr and Knapper (1968)

Attribution occurs when people make inferences

.

or judgments according to categories or frames of reference.

judgments are either episodic (specific

to a

Attributive

behavioral event) or

dispositional (not limited to a given situation)

.

Expectancy or perceptual

readiness permits people to make assumptions which influence subsequent
observations.

The affective component includes one's emotional response

to a person (p.

two,

7-16).

These three components, particularly the first

seem similar to what Wilmot terms imposing structure

through which one regularly goes in person perception.

,

a process

Another process

he mentioned as regularly followed as part of person perception is that
of attributing causality

,

assuming that people are responsible for the

effects of their behavior, at least in part.

Wilmot notes that people's

notions of causality influence their behavior (1975, p. 62-65).

Perception of persons is reciprocal; that is, the person who is
perceiving another is also being perceived.

The knowledge that one is

simultaneously in both roles adds other dimensions to the direct experience,
of
for one develops perceptions not only of self and other but also

metahow one supposes the other views self and self's other, so-called

perceptions and meta-metaperceptions.

According to Laing, Phillipson,

and Lee (1966)

may not actually be able to see myself as others
to be
see me, but I am constantly supposing them
constantly
am
I
and
ways
seeing me in particular
acting in the light of the actual or supposed
respect
attitudes, needs, and so on the other has in

I

of me.

(p.

5)
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Because person perception is an integral
part of communication, the

degree of its accuracy is an important factor
in how well one communicates
or assigns meaning to another's behavior.

The ability to perceive

persons accurately is affected by a variety of factors.

Gordon Allport

(1961) listed "breadth of personal experience, intelligence,
cognitive

complexity, self-insight, social skill and adjustment, detachment,
esthetic

attitude, and intraceptiveness" (p. 506-511) as qualifications of a good

judge of personality, as Huseman, Lahiff, and Hatfield (1976) acknowledged
the plethora of factors inhibiting or distorting perception.

Their own

list included
the individual's selective nature; 2) the individual's
past experiences; 3) the natural tendency to stereotype
persons, objects, and events; 4) the physical and psychological proximity of the individual to the item being
observed; 5) the environments in which perception occurs;
6) the individual's role or position; 7) attractiveness
of the object of perception, (p. 33)
1)

Icheiser's list (1970) includes conscious or unconscious interpretations, original or culturally transformed interpretations, collective
or individual interpretations, interpretations in principle or in fact,

and primary or secondary interpretations (p. 35).

There appear to be so many possible factors which could affect one's

perceptions that it is hard to imagine any which would not, potentially.

Tagiuri (1969) concluded that people who are accurate perceivers of
others, rather than relying on a single ability or process, are more

likely to rely on "the convergence

...

of a multitude of component

processes and abilities relevant to understanding others"

(p.

414).
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This reliance on various components would appear to serve as a way to

correct distortions.

Studies on Person Perception

.

One of the questions posed by this

dissertation is, "Are parents and teachers able to perceive one another's
reactions to the conference accurately"?
to this question,

To gather information relevant

parents and teachers will be requested to respond

directly to dimensions of conferences from their own perspectives and
also to predict one another's responses on the same dimensions.

An

individual's direct responses will be compared with the other person's

prediction to ascertain how accurate the prediction or perception has
been.
Two frequently cited studies on person perception use methodologies

The first was

similar to the research reported in this dissertation.
by Rosalind Dymond

.

In 1949 she described a

of Empathic Ability" (p. 127).

Scale for the Measurement

By empathy she meant the transposition

and
by imagination of a person's self into the thoughts, feelings,
She

does.
actions of another, thus structuring the world as the other

on six
devised a test in which a person (A) was to rate him/herself

characteristics.
B,

Then A was to rate another person

and last, A was to rate A as B would rate A.

series of ratings in reference to A.

B

(B)

as B would rate

would do the same

The measure of empathic ability

individuals' predictions
would be derived by discovering how closely

actual ratings.
of others corresponded with others'

Dymond used

t\

o

the total number of points the
types of scores: the Deviation Score, or
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individual erred in predicting the
other's score; and the Right Score

which reported how many exact matches
between predictions and reports
occurred.

She tested her procedure twice with
53 students in a social

psychology class, once after they had met
three times and again after
an eighth meeting six weeks later.

Dymond reported a high degree of

reliability (+ .60), concluding that "there is a
fairly strong tendency
for the empathy ratings to be stable"
(p. 131).

difficult to establish.

Validity was more

She used the results on the Thematic Apperception

Test (TAT) administered to the five highest and five lowest
students on
her Rating Test.

She compared the scores of how well subjects took the

roles or empathized with characters in their TAT stories with the results
on her Rating Test.
another.

The two sets of results tended to corroborate one

She cautioned that the work was preliminary in nature, so

claims about validity and reliability were not final.
Dymond

's

use of the term, empathy, to describe the outcome of the

exercise she devised is criticized by Allport (1961) who commented that
it and similar exercises measured successful judgment, not the process

of empathy (p. 536-537).
In 1966 R.D. Laing, H. Phillipson, and A.R. Lee published Inter-

personal Perception

:

a_

Theory and

Method of Research

.

Their Inter-

personal Method (IPM) was devised to investigate assumptions or

expectancies among family members, to look at the interplay between
family inter-experiential fields and the individuals who comprised
them, and specifically to examine relationships between young schizo-
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Phrenics and their parents.

The IPM contained 12 questions
about each

of 60 issues to get at the
inter-relationships in a dyad.

described dyads as having two "epicentres
of experience"
a husband

(H)

and a wife (W)

(HH, WW) and to one another

relationships (H

.

The authors
(p.

68);

e.g.,

The individuals related to themselves

(HW, WH)

.

Each had direct views of those

HH, HW, WW, WH, and W

WW, WH, HH, HW)

.

They also

had views of one another's views called metaperspectives
(e.g., H
HW)

,

W

and views of how the other viewed their views called
meta-

metaperspectives (e.g., W +

H+

W +

HW).

views of relationships against one another
ship between two points of view.

The IPM matched individuals'
to see the

profile of relation-

They administered the IPM to 12 couples

in disturbed marriages and 10 in satisfying marriages.

The authors

concluded that the IPM enabled them:
look at a reported, detailed snapshot of one dyad at one
point in time;
to compare one point in time with another;
to compare intradyadic differences;
to make interdyadic comparisons in terms of any aspect of the
patterns of conjunctions and disjunctions that the method
reveals reliably, (p. 163)
to

They found the IPM to be reliable, with most items in at least 76%

test-retest agreement.
One other study which was reported in 1951 by Jenkins and Lippitt

addresses some of the issues of person perception.

It is particularly

interesting to this research because it assessed a population with a
number of similarities.

The study was entitled, "Interpersonal Perceptions

of Teachers, Students, and Parents."

Jenkins and Lippitt addressed the
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question, "What are the interpersonal attitudes which
are present in
the relationships between teachers, students, and parents?"
(p. 27).

The basic question posed to parents of junior high students by
parent

interviewers, to junior high students by student interviewers, and to

junior high teachers by written questionnaire was "What are the things
that

(teachers, parents, students) do that

students) like?"

(p.

They also asked a parallel question about

27).

what people do not like.

(teachers, parents,

A set of questions for a student inquired

about what teachers and parents did that he/she liked and did not like,
and what he/ she did that teachers and parents liked and did not like.

The authors considered the latter question dimension valuable for

revealing distortions in interpersonal perceptions.

responses were then categorized.

The open-ended

Results were summarized to indicate

the percentage of replies in the three groups for each category.

An

example of the authors’ method of reporting scores is below:

What parents do

-

that teachers
Dislike
Like

Percent
of each group
mentioning item
*

*

Contact and confer
with teacher

T
S

P

23%
06
03

62%
32
22

T

85%

S

38
25

P

The asterisk indicated whose perceptions were being reported.

The reader

could look at these results reported from the teacher's viewpoint in

comparison with either student or parent results.
illustrated below for the sake of comparison,

(p.

Parent results are
41-42)
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What teachers do that parents
Like
Dislike

Contact and confer
with the parent

T
S

34%
10

P* 22

Percent
of each group

mentioning item

04%
00

T
S

38%
10

01

P*

23

By comparing the parent’s responses with that of the teacher, one may

discover patterns in agreements or disagreements about the values each

constituent group holds.
Jenkins and Lippitt felt that their survey method had wide applicability
and flexibility, since it could be used with various types of groups by

altering the question to fit the situation.

They considered that

communication about social relationships is essential to get a common

perception about the relationships.

Obtaining data by this method could

facilitate communication about interpersonal and intergroup relationships (p. 84-88).
The research cited illustrates work which has been done in inter-

personal perception.

The study for this dissertation probably relates

more directly to the work of Dymond and of Laing's group than to Jenkins
and Lippitt

's

research.

The latters’ work was done on a group to group

basis; i.e., a group of teachers responded to all students or parents
as a general class, rather than to specific individuals.
of opinion study with a twist,

It is a kind

since it is possible to compare a group's

direct opinion with the general perceptions of other groups.

Jenkins

to illustrate an
and Lippitt’s research is included in this review

school-related groups.
attempt to compare interpersonal perceptions of
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Elements of Dymond's research are seen
in this dissertation study

which proposes to report accurate
perceptions in terms of deviation
scores.

The study, similar to Dymond's, is
intended to look at percep-

tions and meta-perceptions.

Dymond took these two features each a step

farther since she reported not only deviation
scores but also right
scores, and she inquired into meta-meta-perceptions.

As with Dymond's

research, the present study uses the context of commonly
shared events.

Dymond's group reported on their experiences of one another in
their
classroom.

Conferences will be the shared experiences of the respondents

in the present study.
The work of Laing and his associates is cited here since it is

focussed on dyads, although parents and teachers are not likely to

constitute dyads of so intense a nature as the marital couples in the
research by Laing

's

group.

Laing, Phillipson, and Lee's work is a more

intricate study, going beyond the meta-perceptual level and reporting
responses in a profile rather than with a score.

Summary
to

.

Communication is defined here as the assignment of meaning

another's behavior, which depends on the context of the communication

and occurs reciprocally, simultaneously on the part of each participant,

and unavoidably.

In the communication process, receiving and sending

cues occurs reciprocally and involves not only direct perceptions on
the parts of the communicants but also perceptions of how each views

the other and his/her reactions.
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Transactional communication depends upon
interpersonal perception,
the process by which one knows and
thinks about other persons.

The

person perception process is comprised of making
inferences or judgments
(attribution), being ready to make assumptions
(expectancy), responding

emotionally (the affective component), and assuming
the other’s responsi-

bility for his/her behavior (attributing causality).

Accurate perceptions

are seen as dependent on many possible abilities of the
judge.
Summary of Review of Related Literature

been reviewed in this chapter.

.

Three types of literature have

The first section on parent- teacher

relations cited the oft-repeated opinion that such relations are usually

conflict-ridden due

to

role definitions, intrapsychic factors, status

differences, communication problems, and power issues.

Means by which

some authors propose to resolve parent-teacher conflicts were also

presented.

The second section of the chapter described the literature

on parent-teacher conferences.

It included descriptions of the purposes

for such conferences, factors which hinder participant satisfaction

with conferences, skills seen as useful

to conferring,

of conferences on the parts of parents and teachers.

of the chapter defined transactional communication.

and perceptions

The final section

Accurate person

perception as an important factor in successful interpersonal communication
was described, and several studies which relate to the accurate perception

portion of this dissertation were presented.

CHAPTER

HI

METHODOLOGY

This study proposed to look at how parents
and teachers perceived

certain dimensions of parent-teacher conferences
and to relate their
perceptions to their expressions of satisfaction
with the conferences.
The study was designed to address five questions:
Do parents and teachers perceive conferences as
useful in helping children and helping one another
in their roles vis a vis children?
Do parents and teachers perceive that they are able
to influence one another to help their children and

students?
Do parents and teachers perceive themselves to be

influenced by one another?
Are parents and teachers able to perceive one another's
reactions to the conference accurately?

How do Usefulness, Feeling Influential, Being Influenced,
and Accurate Perceptions each relate to satisfaction
with the conference on the parts of both parents and
teachers
There were two different methods selected to gain information
about the questions.
study.

83 parents and 12 teachers were recruited for the

Parent and teacher pairs (N = 83) were asked to complete a

survey after they conferred.

Each individual responded to either the

parent or teacher form of the Parent-Teacher Conference Survey (PTCS).
an instrument developed for this study.

In order to obtain collateral

information about how individuals arrived at their responses

to

the

PTCS and to discover the conference behaviors on which they based their
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conclusions, a selected sample of ten
parents and all of the twelve

participating teachers were interviewed
on audio tape.

The interviews

were conducted according to the
Parent-Teacher Conference Interview
Protocol (PTCIP)

,

which was also developed for this survey.

The

information obtained from the surveys and
interviews was processed and

analyzed in light of the Research Questions and
Hypotheses derived from
the original five questions.

The methods of gathering data about conferences
will be described

m

this chapter, which includes sections on the population
sample,

enlistment procedures, and field site, the instruments, the
treatment
of the data, and a brief summary of the chapter.

Population Sample

The general population of elementary school teachers and parents
is vast, and selecting a sample which could possibly represent all of

the many elements of such a population adequately is extremely difficult.

Certain conditions were judged useful to this study, however.

One was

that the parent population should not be especially involved in the

field of education, particularly in terms of occupation.

Parents should

represent, if possible, a wide spectrum of educational, occupational
and theoretical viewpoints.

A second conditions with regard to parents

was that the parent group should not have been previously polled or

surveyed extensively about educational factors - that parents not be

excessively fatigued by prior research efforts but be essentially a
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group of naive subjects.

It was hoped that teachers would
also be

previously un-surveyed regarding their
relationships with parents and
their experiences with conferences.

Also the teacher sample would

ideally include various theoretical views,
experiential backgrounds,
interests, etc.

Teachers for the study were to be elementary
classroom

teachers working in various grade levels who enlisted
voluntarily in
the research and who would, in turn, enlist parents to
participate

voluntarily.

Finally, the sample had to be located in a place accessible

to the researcher in terms of distance and time.

The author contacted a former colleague who is the principal of

Heritage School in Rivertown, a small community (population 19,000)
outside of the immediate area of the University of Massachusetts.

The

principal agreed to cooperate with the research and obtained permission

from his supervisor for it.

The field site

.

The Heritage School had a population of 460 students

in the kindergarten through the sixth grade during the school year

1977-1978.

The school is situated near the Rivertown business district

on a campus of two buildings - North, which houses the intermediate

grades and offices, and South, which houses the primary grades and

kindergarten.
areas of town.

Students came both from the neighborhood and from other

Children outside of the neighborhood were bussed in

because they were assigned to special education programs at Heritage
or because their neighborhood schools were over-enrolled.

The educational staff included a full-time principal, an assistant
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principal, who was a classroom teacher, 18 classroom teachers,
three

special education resource room teachers, a reading teacher, a fulltime psychologist, and a number of aides.

The staff was augmented by

parents in the VIP program who volunteered their services as tutors,
as library assistants, as occasional speakers, and so on.

In addition to the active parent volunteer program, the principal

described special features of the school as including the resource room
programs, innovations in the curriculum, especially individualized math,
and responsiveness to parent requests.

The school has a parent-teacher

organization which is independent of other national or regional groups.
In the Rivertown school district parents are included on curriculum

study committees.

Subsequent to this study but not necessarily because

of it, parents' comments about parent-teacher conferences were solicited,

and they were provided with a postage-paid card addressed to the super-

intendent for the purpose of making those comments.

Enlistment Procedures

A presentation was made

to the

1977 at an after-school meeting.

and endorsed the project.

classroom teachers on October 31,

The principal introduced the researcher

The researcher then described the growth of

her awareher own interest in parent-teacher relationships, stressing

may be involved
ness of both the usefulness and the difficulties which
in these relationships.

She described the research project and,

teacher, that being
explicitly, the commitment being requested of each
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1*

to fil1 out a Preliminary
questionnaire (section 1 of

the PTCS teacher form)
2.

to

that afternoon.

describe briefly the research to ten individual

parents just before the parent and teacher began a

conference and to request that the parent cooperate
by filling out the PTCS parent form as soon as

possible after the conference.
3.

to fill out

the second section of the teacher form

of the PTCS as soon as possible after each of a

maximum of ten conferences, if the parent had also
agreed to participate.
4.

to participate in a half-hour taped interview about

conferences
The researcher assured the teachers that their responses would be

absolutely confidential and asked them likewise

to

stress confidential-

ity as they enlisted parents.

Twelve teachers agreed to assist with the research.
one teacher dropped out and another teacher joined.

Subsequently

Some characteristics

of the teacher population are summarized on Table 1, Research Group

Profiles, below.

Each teacher was assigned a code number and was given

a packet with ten numbered copies of the teacher and parent PTCS along

with stamped self-addressed envelopes.

They were requested to begin

the research as soon as they held the next appropriate conference.

Three days later the researcher visited the school at the close
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Table 1.

Research Group Profiles
Parents
Percentage

N

Teachers
N
Percentage

Sex

Male
Female
No response

17
63
3

20.5
75.9
3.6

3

3.6
26.5
28.9
20.5
8.4
9.6
2.4

2

67.5
27.7
1.2
3.6

8

25.0
75.0
0.0

9

0

Age
25 or under

3

26-30
31-35
36-40
41-45
46-50
No response

22
24
17

Marital status
Presently married
Formerly married
Other
No response

7

8
2

56
23
1

3

16.7
25.0
25.0

3
3

8.3
0.0
16.7
8.3

1

0
2

1

2

1

1

66.7
16.7
8.3
8.3

Number of own children

or more

5

No response

1

0.0
9.6
39.8
26.5
15.7
2.4
6.0
1.2

11
22

13.3
26.5

0

6

7.2
25.3

0
0

16.9
7.2

4

6
3

3.6

1

0

0
8

1

4

33
22
13

5

2

2
3

6

Level of education
Did not complete high
school
Completed high school
Post high school
vocational education
Some college
Bachelor's degree
Graduate work
No response

21
14

6

4

0
1
0
1

0
0

0

7*

50.0
33.3
0.0
8.3
0.0
8.3
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
33.3
58.3
8.3

This response summarizes two response categories: 2 teachers
bachelor s
responded that they had done some graduate work past their
work beyond
degree; 5 teachers had completed a master's degree and/or
master's degree.
*

^
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of the day to respond to any question or concerns which
teachers had

about the project.

She later wrote her responses to the questions and

distributed copies of them to all the participating teachers so that
everyone received the same information (see Appendix

E)

.

During the

major portion of the data-gathering she visited the school at least
once a week, dropping in to greet and encourage teachers, to respond

to

questions or comments, and to interview them each one time.
To assure the maximum response to the parent survey, a reminder

note was sent to parents via their children if their surveys were not

received within a day or two of the teachers'.

Later, if the surveys

had still not arrived, parents were telephoned with a reminder that
their response was part of a pair, and that the teachers' responses

would be invalidated without theirs.
As a result of the recruitment and reminder procedures, 83 parents

returned their completed copies of the PTCS, parent form, and there were
83 corresponding copies of the PTCS,

teacher form, completed by teachers.

Some information about the parents who participated in the study is

reported on Table 1: Research Group Profiles.

Originally it was planned to interview all teacher participants
about their
and ten parents, five who responded extremely positively

conferences.
conferences, and five who were dissatisfied with the

As

that such a distinction
the survey forms were returned, it was apparent

parents reported that
was impossible to make, since both teachers and
they were satisfied with their conferences.

Therefore, parents were

.
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requested to participate in interviews on a random
basis.
All parents contacted agreed to be interviewed.

The researcher

visited their homes at their convenience, explained the
research,
answered questions posed by parents, and taped an interview
using the
PTCIP

.

All of the participating teachers (N = 12) were interviewed

in their classrooms after school hours.

Transcripts were typed from

the tapes of the interviews.

Instruments

There were two instruments devised for this research.

The survey

questionnaire was entitled, The Parent-Teacher Conference Survey (PTCS),

which has both parent and teacher forms.

An interview protocol, the

Parent-Teacher Conference Interview Protocol (PTCIP) was prepared in
such a way that it followed the topics of the PTCS closely.

Both

instruments are described below, and copies of each are included in the

Appendix

PTCS

.

(A,

B, and C)

The general dimensions to be considered on the PTCS were suggested

by three sources:

the author's own observations and experiences with

conferences, preliminary interviews and discussions with parents and
teachers, and examination of the literature about parent-teacher

conferences.

From these sources, the broad dimensions of support, being

spokespersons, satisfaction, and effective communication described in
Chapter
cations.

I

were selected as important aspects of parent-teacher communidimensions
It was necessary to represent each of these broad
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with specific items which would measure some aspects of
each dimension.
To do this,

the author broke down the four dimensions into
behavioral

and affective components and selected specific components
to represent

each dimension.

Thus,

the support dimension was represented by Useful-

ness, since a practical outcome of a supportive relationship was judged
to be

that it is useful to the participants in the relationship.

The

degree to which individuals feel they influence one another and are
influenced in return were deemed to be important aspects of being spokespersons.

The multifaceted nature of communication skills was at first
I

bewildering in terms of choosing a single behavioral cluster which would
indicate the effectiveness of the communications in a conference.

After

consulting with committee members, accuracy of interpersonal perceptions
was selected as a telling area of communications to be investigated.

Subsequent readings in the communications literature, as well as personal

recognition of perception as basic to effective communication, confirmed
the desirability of Accurate Perception to represent effective communi-

cation.

When the dimension of Satisfaction with the conference was

considered, its personal, reflexive nature seemed paramount; that is.

satisfaction is idiosyncratic.
fying to him/herself.

Each individual defines what is satis-

Rather than attempting to guess what components
\

might comprise satisfaction, it was decided to let individuals state
of
their satisfaction and then to find out if the other dimensions

Accurate
Usefulness, Feeling Influential and Being Influenced, and

Perceptions related to Satisfaction.

So Satisfaction as a dimension
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of parent-teacher conference represents itself.

After the components were designated, a pool of items for a Likertscale survey instrument was developed to represent each component

except Accurate Perception.

Specific items were selected for the

instrument, and other items to provide supplemental data were developed
and selected.

The supplemental data items were directed at socio-

economic factors, educational and parenting experiences of the participants,

attitudes about schools, teacher-parent relationships, and conferences,
personal characteristics such as age and marital status, and reporting
of conference events.

In addition, items which would investigate

teachers’ preparation for relationships with parents and their self-

confidence about their teaching were developed and selected.

Accurate Perception, as was previously noted, was built into the
survey instrument in a manner different from the other components and

supplemental items.

An exercise was suggested by a member of the doctoral

committee after the style of the Interpersonal Perception Method of
R.D

.

Laing et al. (1966), whereby teachers and parents were asked to

predict how the other would respond to various items on the PTCS

predictions would then be compared to the individual

s

.

The

actual responses

to see how accurate they (the predictions) were.

one for
A preliminary draft of the PTCS was devised in two forms,

parents,

the other for teachers.

Each form was subjected to a trial

district different
run by parents and teachers who were from a school
from that of the Field Site.

Revisions were subsequently made, both
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as to format and content.

One important revision was the omission of

socio-economic factors, excepting educational background.

Socio-

economic information such as employment status and income was deemed
too sensitive to be included.

For purposes of interview contacts,

people were asked to identify themselves, and it was felt they might

refuse to respond to the survey questionnaire if they considered these
topics private.

A six-point forced choice Likert scale was finally chosen for the

response portion of the PTCS after some debate as to whether to offer
a neutral point.
to make choices,

Participants in the field test indicated some reluctance
especially when responding to the perceptual exercise.

They indicated that they would have avoided -responses if the instrument
had so permitted.

On the basis of this reaction, it was felt that a

five-point scale might produce negligible results, so the original fourpoint scale (Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree, Strongly Disagree) was
expanded with Agree Slightly, Disagree Slightly to encourage respondents
to make choices.

A cover letter to parents was included with their form of the PTCS.
It also was revised after the field test.

The teacher form was divided into two sections.

The first section

onl\
included the supplementary items to which each teacher responded

once.

at
This data was obtained at the meeting on October 31, 1977,

which teachers were enlisted into the study.

The second section contained

their responses to specific individual conferences.
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The final versions of the teacher form, sections one and two, and
the parent form of the PTCS are included in the Appendix, A, B, and
C.

PTCIP.

Since the interview was intended to obtain particulars from

participants about their responses to the PTCS, the interview questions
followed the survey topics.

Preliminary questions were devised to help

the interviewee recall the conferences being discussed.

These questions

were planned to be minimally threatening and also were intended
the interviewee into the interview.

to ease

An open-ended question was included

at the close of the interview which invited teachers and parents to
talk about whatever else was on their minds regarding conferences and/
or parent- teacher relationships.

The PTCIP is included in the Appendix, section D.

Treatment of the Data

Surveys

Before describing the treatment of the data on the PTCS, it

should be noted that the data obtained from the survey questionnaire
considered
six-point Likert-type scale was ordinal in nature, but it was
treatment.
to be interval data throughout the statistical

This was

standard deviations
done so that various statistics such as means and
obtained, as well as frequencies
not available from ordinal data could be

been obtained from ordinal
and percentages of responses which could have
data treated as such.
to a frequency count
Raw Information from the PTCS was subjected
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which included calculation of percentages, means, and
standard deviations.
Degrees of Satisfaction, Usefulness, Being Influenced, and
Feeling

Influential were derived from this portion of the data treatment.
The data were treated differently with regard to the Accurate

Perception scores.

These scores represent a comparison between

individuals’ direct perceptions of the conferences and the other conferees’

predictions of those perceptions.

In order to obtain the Accurate

Perception scores, the differences between individuals' responses and
the others'

Then,

predictions were computed on seven different variables.

to eliminate the signs,

square roots were taken.

the differences were squared, and the

The square roots for parents and teachers were

summed separately, and the means for parents and teachers were calculated.

These means constitute the Accurate Perception scores.

The formula for

this procedure is as follows:

AP =

V
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+ /( e

x

- e

2
)

2
2

+

)

+ /(f

2

/ (b^ - b ? )

1
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2

2

+ /(c^

+ Ag-L

1
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+ / (d

1

z
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- g )2]
2

n

AP is the Accurate Perception score,
n is the number of cases
a-^

1

ao
b^

represents the response to the item. The teacher/parent
would probably say that overall the conference was
satisfying
.

.

.

Over all,

I

think this conference was satisfying.

The teacher/parent would probably say that overall
the conference was useful to her.
.

.

.

..
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^2
c

c

d

d
e

e

’

*

*

O yer allj

I

think thia conference was useful.

i

Durin g the conference, the teacher/parent
would
probably say she felt respected by me.

2

During the conference, I felt respected by the
teacher/ parent

i

During the conference,
spoke her mind freely.

I

think the teacher/parent

Duri ng the conference,

I

spoke my mind freely.

2

*

•

*

*

*

‘

*

*

•

*

*

*

l

During the conference, I think the teacher/parent
was influenced by what I said.

2

During the conference
teacher/parent said.

*

•

•

•

*

*

I

was influenced by what the

f^

During the conference I think the teacher/parent
felt that I did not want to hear what she had to say.

f

During the conference I felt the teacher/parent did
not want to hear what I had to say.

2

.

.

.

.

.

.

g^

During the conference
wanted suggestions from me.

I

think the teacher/parent

g2

During the conference
teacher/ parent

I

wanted suggestions from the

.

•

.

•

.

•

The mean scores of parent and teacher perceptions of their satis-

faction with the conference, its Usefulness to them, whether they were
influential with one another, whether they were influenced by one another,
and their Accurate Perception scores were compared using a

t

test to

determine where there were significant differences between the perceptions
of teachers and the perceptions of parents.

Pearson product moment correlations and tests of significance were
calculated for each of the ten Hypotheses Per Se listed at the close of
Chapter

I.
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In addition,

the sums of the unsquared differences
for each

variable in the Accurate Perception score
were calculated by hand.
These sums were examined in terms of participants*
overestimation or

underestimation of one another's responses.
All of the above statistics were computed at the
University of

Massachusetts Computer Center.

Sub-programs of the Statistical Package

for the Social Sciences (1975) were the bases of the
computations.

Interviews

.

Tapes of the interviews were transcribed.

Since the data

were intended to supplement the surveys with collateral information,
they received no statistical treatment.

The transcripts were examined

according to each of the basic questions so that quotations on each
topic could be included in the Discussion Chapter.

Summary

Chapter III describes the methods used to discover factors which
lead to satisfaction with elementary school parent-teacher conferences.

Parent and teacher responses to a survey questionnaire about conferences
were obtained as soon after conferences as possible.

All twelve teachers

and ten of the 83 parent participants were interviewed to obtain

collateral information about conferences.

The data obtained from the

surveys were subjected to statistical treatments
and relationships between, certain factors.

to

get at degrees of,

Interview data were treated

less formally since they were used to augment the survey findings.

CHAPTER

IV

RESULTS

Introduction

.

This chapter reports the findings of the research.

chapter is divided into three parts.

The

It begins by reiterating the two

classes for investigation, research questions with related hypotheses
and hypotheses per se, item by item.

The second section of the chapter

reports the results of the research questions and their related hypotheses.
It is preceded by tables which summarize the results.

The outcomes of

the hypotheses per se are reported in the third section, preceded by a
table which summarizes these results.

The chapter concludes with a

summary of the findings.

A List of the Questions and Hypotheses under Investigation

Research Questions and Related Hypotheses

I.

To what degree are parents and teachers satisfied with

their parent-teacher conferences?
II.

There is no significant difference between parents'
perceptions of the conference as satisfying and teachers'
perceptions of the conference as satisfying.

III.

To what degree do parents and teachers find such

conferences useful?
IV.

V.

There is no significant difference between parents
perceptions of the conference being useful and teachers
perceptions of the conference being useful.

^

consider themselves
To what degree do parents and teachers
conference.
a
during
influenced by one another
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VI.

here is no significant difference
between parents'
perceptions that they have been influenced
by teachers at
a conference and teachers'
perceptions that they have been
mrluenced by parents at a conference.

VII.

To what degree do parents and teachers
perceive themselves
as having influenced one another

during a conference?

VIII.

There is no significant difference between
parents'
perceptions that they have influenced teachers during
a
conference and teachers' perceptions that they have
influenced
parents during a conference.

IX.

To what degree do parents and teachers accurately
perceive
one another's reactions to the conference?

X.

There is no significant difference between parents'
abilities to perceive accurately teachers' reactions to
a conference and teachers' abilities to perceive accurately
parents' reactions to a conference.

Hypotheses per se

XI.

There is no significant relationship between parent satisfaction with the conference and the parent's perception
that the conference was useful.

XII.

There is no significant relationship between teacher satisfaction with the conference and the teacher's perception
that the conference was useful.

XIII.

There is no significant relationship between parent satisfaction with the conference and the parent's perception
that he/she was influenced by what the teacher said at
the conference.

XIV.

There is no significant relationship between teacher satisfaction with the conference and the teacher's perception
that he/she was influenced by what the parent said at the
conference

XV.

There is no significant relationship between parent satisfaction with the conference and the parent's perception
that he/she was influential at the conference.

..
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XVI.

There is no significant relationship between parent satisfaction with the conference and the teacher's perception
that he/she was influential at the conference.

XVII.

There is no significant relationship between the parent's
satisfaction with the conference and his/her ability to
perceive accurately the parent's reactions to the conference.

XVIII.

There is no significant relationship between the teacher's
satisfaction with the conference and his/her ability to
perceive accurately the parent's reaction to the conference.

XIX.

There is no significant relationship between the parent's
satisfaction with the conference and the teacher's ability
to perceive accurately the parent's reactions to the
conference

XX.

There is no significant relationship between the teacher's
satisfaction with the conference and the parent's ability
to perceive accurately the teacher's reactions to the
conference

Findings on Research Questions and their Related Hypotheses

To what degree are parents and teachers satisfied with their

I.

parent-teacher conferences?
II.

There is no significant difference between parents' perceptions
of the conference as satisfying and teachers' perceptions of
the conference as satisfying.

As reported below in Table 2, parent responses fell largely into
the Strongly Agree (51.3%) or Agree (42.5%) response categories.

mean response (see Table
.689.

4)

The

was 1.575, with a standard deviation

Similarly, teacher response fell largely into those two categories

(Strongly Agree, 33.7%; Agree, 56.6%).

Table

3

presents these data.

teachers were
This data strongly suggests that both parents and

satisfied with their conferences.
the two means is significant,

t

Furthermore, the difference between

(161)

1.940,p <.05.

Teachers are more
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Table 4.

Summary of Means and
and X

Item

_t

Tests for Hypotheses II, IV, VI, VIII,

Mean

Standard Deviation

N

Satisfaction
Parents
Teachers

1.575
1.783

.689
.682

79
82

Usefulness
Parents
Teachers

1.756
1.867

.869
.823

82
82

Being Influenced
Parents
2.114
Teachers
2.573

1.109
1.267

78
81

Feeling Influential
Parents
2.537
Teachers
2.627

1.113
1.112

79
82

Accurate Perception
Parents
5.831
Teachers
6.084

3.349
3.140

82
82

*

II.

IV.

VI.

VIII.

X.

**

indicates significant difference at the .05 level.
indicates significant difference at the .01 level.
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satisfied with conferences than parents.

HI*

Hypothesis II is not confirmed.

To what degree do parents and teachers find such
conferences

useful?

IV.

There is no significant difference between parent’s perceptions
of the conference being useful and teacher’s perceptions
of
the conference being useful.

The preponderance of parent responses about Usefulness fell into
the Strongly Agreed (41.5%) or Agree (47.6%) categories.

Teacher

responses also occurred largely in those categories (Strongly Agree,
33.7%; Agree, 50.6%).

These data are reported on Tables

2

and 3.

As

seen on Table 4, the mean for parents was 1.756 with a standard deviation
of

.869,

and the teachers' mean was higher, 1.867, with a standard

deviation of .823.

However, the difference between parent and teacher

means was not significant, so Hypothesis IV is confirmed.
V.

To what degree do parents and teachers consider themselves
influenced by one another during a conference?

VI.

There is no significant difference between parents' perceptions
that they have been influenced by teachers at a conference
and teachers’ perceptions that they have been influenced
parents at a conference.

92.4% of all parents reported that they were influenced to some

degree by the teachers at the conference (Strongly Agree, 27.8%; Agree,
49.4%; Agree Slightly, 15.2%).

The percentage of teachers reporting

themselves as being influenced by parents during a conference was
lower (76.8% total, which breaks down as follows:
19.5%; Agree, 37.8%; Agree Slightly, 19.5%).

Strongly Agree,

The means for parents

standard deviations
and teachers respectively were 2.114 and 2.573, with
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of 1.109 and 1.267.

The outcome of the

t

test which compared these

means and standard deviations was significant
Therefore, Hypothesis VI is not confirmed.

differ ence between parents

been influenced during
on Tables

2,

3,

a

(t^

(159) = 2.403, p <

.01;.

There is a significant

and teachers* perceptions that they have

conference.

The data preceding are summarized

and 4.

VII.

To what degree do parents and teachers perceive themselves
as having influenced one another during a conference?

VIII.

There is no significant difference between parents' perceptions
that they have influenced teachers during a conference and
teachers' perceptions that they have influenced parents
during a conference.

The total percent of agreement among parent responses on the

Feeling Influential question was 82.5% (Strongly Agree, 11.2%; Agree,
51.3%; Agree Slightly,

20.0%).

80.7 % of teachers perceived themselves

as influential (Strongly Agree, 10.8%; Agree, 44.6%; Agree Slightly,

25.3%).

These results are reported on Table

2

and 3.

The parent mean

was 2.537 with a standard deviation of 1.113, and the teacher mean was
2.627 with a standard deviation of 1.112.

The difference between the

means was not significant, so Hypothesis VIII is confirmed.

There is

no significant difference between parents and teachers as to their

sense of Feeling Influential with one another at a conference.

Refer

to Table 4 for a summary of these results.

IX.

perceive
To what degree do parents and teachers accurately
one another's reactions to the conference?

X.

abilities
There is no significant difference between parents
conference
a
to
to perceive accurately teachers' reactions
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and teachers' abilities to perceive accurately
parents'
reactions to a conference.

Accurate Perceptions scores were derived for each
parent and
teacher by summing the differences between their responses
on selected
items.

The mean score for parents was 5.831, with a standard deviation

of 3.349.

3.140.

For teachers the mean was 6.084, the standard deviation being

The results of the

_t

test which compared these means failed to

indicate a significant difference between them.

Hypothesis X is confirmed

there is no significant difference between the ability of parents and

teachers to perceive accurately one another's reactions at a conference.
Table 4 reports the preceding data.

Findings on the Hypotheses per se
XI.

There is no significant relationship between parent Satisfaction with the conference and the parent's perception
that the conference was useful.

XII.

There is no significant relationship between teacher satisfaction with the conference and the teacher's perception
that the conference was useful.

The relationship between parent reports of Satisfaction with the

conference and parent perceptions of the Usefulness of the conference
is

.2830.

.2830, p <

Although low, this relationship is significant,
.01.

Therefore, Hypothesis XI is not confirmed.

£(80) =
There is

a slight positive correlation between parent Satisfaction with the

conference and parent perceptions of its Usefulness.
conference
The relationship between teacher's Satisfaction with the

and teacher's perceptions of the conference as Useful is significant.
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—(82) - -5062, p

<

.001.

Hypothesis XII is not confirmed due to this

moderate correlation.
These data are summarized on Table

5.

XIII.

There is no significant relationship between parent Satisfaction with the conference and the parent's perception
that he/she was influenced by what the teacher said at the
conference

XIV.

There is no significant relationship between teacher Satisfaction with the conference and the teacher's perception
that he/she was influenced by what the :parent said at the
conference

The relationship between parent Satisfaction with a conference and

parent reports that they have been influenced by the teacher is highly
significant, _r(78) = .5391, p = .000.
not confirmed.

Therefore, Hypothesis XIII is

There is a moderate, positive correlation between parent

Satisfaction and parent's Being Influenced by the teacher.
The relationship of teacher Satisfaction with teacher's Being

Influenced by the parent, r(82) = .1852, is not significant; therefore.

Hypothesis XIV is confirmed.
Information about Hypotheses XIII and XIV is summarized on Table
XV.

XVI.

5.

There is no significant relationship between parent Satisfaction with the conference and the parent's perception
that he/she was influential in the conference.
There is no significant relationship between teacher Satisfaction with the conference and the teacher's perception
that he/she was influential in the conference.

Feeling
The relationship between parent Satisfaction and parent

moderate and
Influential in reference to a teacher at a conference is

highly significant, r(79) = .4056,
fore not confirmed.

p

=

.000.

Hypothesis XV is there-
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Table 5.

Summary of Product Moment Correlations
for Hypotheses XI
Through XX

Hypo thesis
XI

Variables

Correlation

N

Parent Satisfaction,
parent Usefulness"'

.2830

80

Teacher Satisfaction,
teacher Usefulness"'*

.5062

82

Parent Satisfaction,
parent Being Influenced"'**

.5391

78

XIV

Teacher Satisfaction,
teacher Being Influenced

.1852

82

XV

Parent Satisfaction,
parent Feeling Influential***

.4056

79

XVI

Teacher Satisfaction,
teacher Feeling Influential

.1944

82

XVII

Parent Satisfaction,
parent Accurate Perception

.2873

80

XVIII

Teacher Satisfaction,
teacher Accurate Perception****

.2781

80

XIX

Parent Satisfaction,
teacher Accurate Perception

-.1096

80

XX

Teacher Satisfaction,
parent Accurate Perception

.1730

82

XII

XIII

*

**
***

indicates
indicates
ind icates
indicates

significant
significant
significant
significant

relationship
relationship
relationship
relationship

at
at
at
at

the
the
the
the

.01 level.

.001 level.
.000 level.
.05 level.

Ill

The correlation between teacher Satisfaction
and teacher Feeling

Influential with a parent at a conference, _r(82) =
.1944^3 not
significant.
Table
XVII.

5

Hypothesis XVI is confirmed.
summarizes this data.

There is no significant relationship between the parent's
satisfaction with the conference and his/her ability to
perceive accurately the teacher's reaction to the conference

XVIII. There is no significant relationship between the
teacher's
satisfaction with the conference and his/her ability to
perceive accurately the parent's reactions to the conference

Parent Satisfaction with the conference and the parent's Accurate

Perceptions are slightly related, r(80) = .2873, p

<

.01.

Hypothesis

XVII is not confirmed.

The relationship between teacher reports of Satisfaction with the

conference and teacher's Accurate Perceptions is .2781.
this relationship is significant, £(82) = .2781, p

<

.05.

Although low,
Hypothesis

XVIII is not confirmed.

Refer to Table

5

for a summary of this data.

XIX.

There is no significant relationship between the parent's
satisfaction with the conference and the teacher's ability
to perceive accurately the parent's reactions to the
conference

XX.

There is no significant relationship between the teacher's
satisfaction with the conference and the parent's ability
to perceive accurately the teacher's reactions to the
conference

Parent Satisfaction and teacher's Accurate Perception are slightly

negatively related, r(80)
statistically significant.

= -.1096,

but this relationship is not

Hypothesis XIX is confirmed.
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The slight relationship between
teacher Satisfaction and parent

Accurate Perceptions, r<82) = .1730,
also was not significant.

Hypothesis

XX is confirmed.

A summary of this information is provided in
Table

5.

Directionality of Predictions

Subsequent to the findings on the various Research Questions and
Hypotheses, the individual variables which comprised the Accurate

Perceptions scores were examined to distinguish the directionality of
the responses; that is,

to ascertain in which situations parents and/or

teachers overestimated or underestimated one anothers' responses.

differences were summed for each variable in two ways.

The

The first sum

was the number of different points where individuals had over- or under-

estimated responses by two or more points.
sum of all difference points.

The second sum was the total

It included those situations in which

individuals over- or underestimated one anothers' responses by only one
point, as well as situations in which their predictions were off by two

or more difference points.
In this sub-section the variables of the Accurate Perception score

will first be reiterated.

Then the findings will be presented.

Variables
The teacher /parent would probably say that overall
Satisfaction
the conference sas satisfying.
:

overall the
The teacher/parent would probably say that
Usefulness
conference was useful to him/her.
:

113

Respect

During the conference, the
teacher/parent would probably
say he/she felt respected by me.
:

S uggestibility

During the conference,
wanted suggestions from me.

Speaking

:

Freely
During the conference,
spoke his/her mind freely.
:

emg

B_

Influenced
During the conference,
was influenced by what I said.
:

Receptiveness:
felt that

I

think the teacher/parent

I

think the teacher/parent

I

I

think the teacher/parent

During the conference, I think the teacher/parent
did not want to hear what he/she had to say.

Presentation

Satisfaction:

Parents showed a very slight tendency

teacher Satisfaction with the conference (see Table
of these findings).

6

to

overestimate

below for a display

Judging by their total difference points, teachers

evidenced a slight tendency to underestimate parent Satisfaction.

Usefulness

:

Parents' differences were moderate and did not indicate

a tendency either to overestimate or underestimate teacher responses.

Teachers tended to underestimate the Usefulness of conferences to parents.

Respect

:

The parent differences were slight.

They indicated no

particular tendency on the parts of parents to over- or underestimate
teacher responses.

Teachers tended to underestimate parents' sense of

feeling respected by teachers at the conferences.

1
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jL^8B est::i-bility

Parents and teachers both over- and under-

:

estimated one anothers' interest in their suggestions.

Both tended to

underestimate more than they overestimated the others' responses.
Speaking Freely

Parents showed no particular tendency to over-

:

or underestimate teachers on this variable.

Teachers tended to under-

estimate the degree to which parents felt they spoke freely, but
teacher predictions were generally only one point off the actual parent

response.

Being Influenced
these variables.

:

The sums of the differences were extreme on

Parents tended either to overestimate or underestimate

teacher reactions, as did teachers with regard to parent reactions.

The

degrees to which both underestimated one anothers' Being Influenced

were the largest sums among the Accurate Perception variables, and the
parent and teacher sums were virtually identical (parents, 65 and 84;
teachers, 65 and 82).

Receptiveness

:

Parents tended to overestimate and underestimate
They

teachers' Receptiveness to what parents had to say at conferences.

tended to overestimate more than to underestimate.

The sums of teacher

difference points were not great and indicated no particular tendency
to overestimate or underestimate parent responses.

is most
The tendency of parents to overestimate teacher responses

Receptivensss
pronounced on the variables of Being Influenced and

.

In

.

.
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descending order follow Suggestibility,
Usefulness, Speaking Freely,
Satisfaction, and Respect.
The variables on which teachers tended to
overestimate parent

responses were Suggestibility, Being Influenced,
and Receptiveness,

followed by Satisfaction, Usefulness, Speaking Freely,
and Respect.
Parents greatly underestimated teachers’ Being Influenced,
also
(to a slighter degree)

Suggestibility.

Usefulness, Receptiveness,

Respect, Satisfaction, and Speaking Freely followed.
Teachers, similarly, greatly underestimated parents' Being Influenced
and Suggestibility, followed by Speaking Freely, Usefulness, Satisfaction,

Respect, and Receptivensss

Parents tended more

to

overestimate teacher responses on four

variables. Satisfaction, Respect, Receptiveness, and Speaking Freely,
than to underestimate responses.

Teachers tended to underestimate more

than overestimate on all seven variables.

Summary of the Findings

Research Questions and Related Hypotheses
I

and II.

Both parents and teachers expressed a high degree of
satisfaction with the conferences, but parents were
significantly more satisfied (p < .05).

Ill and IV.

Parents and teachers agreed that the conferences were useThere was no significant difference between
ful to them.
their scores.

V and VI

Parents and teachers both agreed that they were influenced
by one another at the conference, but teachers were
significantly less influenced by parents (p < .01) than
the converse.
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VII and VIII.

Parents and teachers felt influential with one
another
to a slight degree.
There was no significant difference
between the means of their responses.

IX and X.

Parents and teachers were able to perceive accurately one
another s reactions at the conference. Parents were
slightly more accurate, but the difference was not
significant

Hypotheses per se
The following hypotheses per se were accepted

:

XIV.

There is no significant relationship between teacher satisfaction
with the conference and the teacher’s perception that he/she was
influenced by what the parent said at the conference.

XVI.

There is no significant relationship between teacher satisfaction
with the conference and the teacher's perception that he/she was
influential at the conference.

XIX.

There is no significant relationship between the parent satisfaction
with the conference and the teacher's ability to perceive accurately
the parent's reactions to the conference.

XX.

There is no significant relationship between the teacher's satisfaction with the conference and the parent's ability to perceive
accurately the teacher's reactions to the conference.

The following hypotheses per se were rejected:
XI.

XII.

XIII.

XV.

There is no significant relationship between parent satisfaction
with the conference and the parent's perception that the conference
was useful.
There is no significant relationship between teacher satisfaction
with the conference and the teacher's perception that the conference
was useful.
There is no significant relationship between parent satisfaction
she was
with the conference and the parent's perception that he/
influenced by what the teacher said at the conference.
satisfaction
There is no significant relationship between parent
he/she was
with the conference and the parent's perception that
influential in the conference.
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XVII.

There is no significant relationship between the parent's satisfaction with the conference and his/her ability to perceive
accurately the teacher's reactions to the conference.

XVIII. There is no significant relationship between the teacher's satisfaction with the conference and his/her ability to perceive
accurately the parent's reactions to the conference.

The factor which correlated most strongly with parents' satisfaction

with the conference was Being Influenced.

After that, in descending

order, came Feeling Influential, parents' own Accurate Perceptions, and

Usefulness.

Of the two significant correlations on the parts of teachers.

Usefulness correlated more strongly with Satisfaction than did teacher's
own Accurate Perception.

CHAPTER

V

^DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Overview

In this study the investigator attempted to
determine how certain

dimensions of parent-teacher conferences relate

expressions of satis-

to

faction with the conferences by their participants.

In order to accomplish

this purpose, 83 parents and 12 classroom teachers in an
elementary school

were surveyed about the conferences they held by means of a
questionnaire

developed for the study.

The Parent-Teacher Conference Survey (PTCS),

which used a six-point Likert-type scale, inquired into the respondent's
direct experiences of the conferences and his/her perceptions of the
reactions of the other conferee.

The topics of the PTCS included to

what degree people were satisfied with their conferences, to what degree

conferences were useful to them in their parent or teacher roles, and
to what degree they felt influential and were influenced.

participants

to

By asking

predict one another's responses to the survey, the

questionnaire also demonstrated the degree of accuracy to which individuals were able to perceive one another's reactions to the conference.

A number of parents and all teachers were interviewed
direct information about their survey responses.

to obtain more

The protocol devised

for the interview was the Parent-Teacher Conference Interview Protocol
(PTCIP)

.
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In terms of findings, parents and
teachers in this sample found

their conferences were satisfying, with
parents significantly more

satisfied than teachers.
to them.

They found conferences about equally useful

Parents considered themselves significantly
more influenced

by teachers than teachers by parents, but
about equally as influential
as teachers.

one another

The skills of parents and teachers at accurately
perceiving
s

responses to the conferences were similar.

Significant

correlations were found between parents' expressions of satisfaction

with conferences and their perceptions of conferences as useful

to them

in their parental roles, their perceptions of being both influenced by

and influential with the teachers, and their own ability to perceive

accurately the teachers

'

responses to the conferences.

For teachers,

satisfaction with the conference correlated significantly with perceptions of its usefulness to them as teachers, and with the teachers'

abilities to perceive accurately the parents' responses to the conferences.
The remainder of this chapter begins with a section on the limitations
of the study.

Then there is a discussion of the findings in reference

to the five original questions which are the focus of the research.

The

questions are reiterated below:
1.

2.

Do parents and teachers perceive conferences as useful in
helping themselves in their roles vis a vis children?
Do parents and teachers perceive that they are able to influence

one another?
3.

Do parents and teachers perceive themselves as influenced b>

one another?
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4.

Are parents and teachers able to perceive one
another's
reactions to the conference accurately?

5.

How do Usefulness, Feeling Influential, Being Influenced,
and Accurate Perceptions each relate to satisfaction
with
the conference on the parts of both parents and
teachers?

The discussion is organized so that Usefulness and Accurate

Perception are considered in separate subsections, and the influence
questions are considered jointly.

Survey data is reviewed, and the

discussion is illustrated by quotations from the interviews.

Question

five is addressed at the conclusion of each of the three subsections.

A brief concluding statement follows the discussion of the questions.
The last part of the chapter presents recommendations for further study.

A comment about the quotationsused
should be made.

to illustrate the discussion

The quotations have been edited for clarity.

Redun-

dancies and parenthetical comments such as "you know" and "you see" were
eliminated.

In some places the nouns referred to by pronouns were

inserted in brackets.

To protect the identity of the speakers, all

references to teachers use the feminine gender, since 75% of the teachers

were women.

Limitations of the Study

There were three main areas of limitation in reference to this
study - limitations of the samples, the instruments used

to

gather data,

and certain response phenomena found in social perception studies.
chapter.
three areas are described in the following section of this

The

.
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Sampling Limitations

Teachers

.

As wide a variety as possible would have been desirable

in the sample of teachers.

However, only one school was involved, and

the number of teachers participating in the study was small
(12).

The

randomness of the sample was affected by the fact that teachers

volunteered to participate.

Those who had reservations about the research

and/or parent-teacher conferences could select out.

Teachers who

decided to participate were, by self-description, confident of themselves as teachers and found teaching a satisfying profession.

Because they were asked to complete up to ten surveys and recruit
up to ten parents, some teachers may have avoided participating in the

research.

One teacher who was not present at the recruitment meeting

was prompted by the principal to participate.

This teacher received

information and directions about the project separate from the other

participants

Parents

.

The major limit to obtaining a representative sample of

parents in this school was the enlistment procedure.

Teachers were

asked to enlist parents who came alone to a conference, for each

conference the teachers held, up to a maximum of ten.

Several teachers

reported they did not follow this procedure exactly for various reasons:
they forgot;

they scheduled several conferences on a given afternoon

held many conand could not do all of their own surveys; they had

have time; they
ferences by the time of the presentation; they did not
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had a number of conferences to which
more than one parent or adult
came.

Additionally, it seems that it would be natural
for teachers to

avoid enlisting parents whom they perceived as
threatening, anxious,
or unable to understand the research.

This tendency was not reported

by the teachers
It was difficult to assure that enlistment procedures were
followed

consistently and precisely from one teacher to another.

Possible

variations might have occurred due to initial misunderstandings of the
enlistment task, due to

circumstances of individual conferences, or due

to teachers' degrees of enthusiasm for the research.

Some parents accepted survey forms which they did not return.

lack of dissatisfied parents in the survey returns leads one
that dissatisfied parents may be among the non-returnees.

to

The

speculate

How much

this might have affected the results cannot be determined.

Conferences

.

The researcher's stipulation that teachers enlist only

parents who came alone to conferences eliminated conferences involving

more than two adults.

To increase this number of conference participants

would have increased the complexity of the accurate perception task.
So conferences with more complex interpersonal situations were avoided.

Also another type of conference was eliminated from the sample by this

stipulation - the special education conference mandated by Chapter 766
of the education laws in the state of Massachusetts.

These conferences

core evaluations, revaluations, and annual reviews - usually
involve a team of school professionals as well as parents and,

-
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as they grow older, students.

Between mandated meetings, there may

be conferences which involve specific team
members and parents.

The

Heritage School had 70 children on educational
plans under Chapter 766
during the 1977-1978 year.

Few conferences reported by this research

involved parents of these children.

When parents of children with

special needs (the designation for children who are covered
by Chapter
766) were involved in the research, the conferences were not
specifically

related to the 766 process.
The timing of data collection, from October 31 to December 15, also

affected the sample and the nature of conferences.

For most people,

the

conference about which they responded was the first of two routine annual
conferences per child expected by the school system. Parents and teachers
exchanged information in what the principal described as a "sharing"

conference (the second conference in the early spring was termed
"progress report")

.

a

Information exchange occurred to a moderate or

significant degree in nearly all conferences, according to the parents
and teachers.

Other conference functions such as planning and problem-

solving also occurred, but less frequently.

Instruments and Survey Methods

The Parent-Teacher Conference Survey is an instrument created for
this research.

Although it received a limited trial run, it was not

subjected to formal tests of validity or reliability.

Some items were

suggested by other measures which had been validated and/or tested for
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reliability (Kleinfeldt, 1975; Schaefer and Edgerton, 1974), but
most
items were derived from the author's theory and experience.

.As

such,

the PTCS may be considered naive and idiosyncratic, conceived for a

specific purpose.

Rather than eliminate some possible types of information which might
cast light upon the topic of parent-teacher conferences, the author of
the PTCS tended to include them.

about 165 items.

The result was a survey which included

While no one complained about its length, teachers

who filled out a number of the surveys each requiring ten minutes of
their attention may have found the task onerous.

They also became

sophisticated about the items which may have affected their conference
behavior or survey responses. Parents filled in only one survey and were
naive to its content, and less likely to be exhausted by the task.

section on the PTCS which invited open-ended responses

to

A

the conference

might have provided data which expanded the information gained from the
survey
The varying time intervals from conference to survey completion

which occurred constituted another limitation of the PTCS.

Teachers

were instructed to encourage parents to complete the PTCS as soon as
possible after the conference and to do similarly themselves.

It was

length of time
not possible to control this variable, however, and the

parent and teacher surveys
that elapsed between conference and return of

ranged from one day to four weeks.

.
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PTCTP.

The time elapsed between conferences and interviews
also varied,

from two to five weeks.

Some of the immediacy of reactions and perceptions

of the interviewees may have been lost, thus weakening the interview

data
Since the procedure for selecting parent interviewees proved unfeasible, an arbitrary random selection process was substituted.

This

may have limited the amount and quality of information about what
satisfied and/or dissatisfied parents about their conferences.

Response Phenomena

There are several response phenomena which are likely sources of
bias or error in this study.

They were noted by Guilford (1954), who

reviewed rating scales in general and Tagiuri (1969), who reviewed
These response

approaches to determining the "ability" to judge others.

phenomena are likely to be present in the data under consideration.
They include the halo effect, logical errors, errors of leniency, errors
of central tendency, and stereotyping.

The halo effect is the tendency of respondants to rate individual

qualities or traits on the basis of an overall trait.

The first item

individual
on the PTCS is a general response as to how satisfying the

attitudinal set
found the conference, which is likely to establish an

which affects an individual’s response to other items.
effect.
Logical errors are somewhat similar to the halo
to
individual assumes that if one attribute is present

a

The

certain degree.
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another logically follows it.

This phenomenon may occur in an instance

such as items four and five on the PTCS.

The former asks the respon-

dent to estimate conference usefulness to him/herself,
the latter to

estimate whether the conference benefits the child.

One might reason

that usefulness to parent or teacher is related to benefits
to the
child, since both have their interests focussed on the child.

The

answer to item four then would probably affect the answer to item five,

although the two may not be related.
The tendency of people to rate either high on positive traits or

low on negative traits is called an error of leniency

.

This is likely

to occur when people rate others with whom they are familiar or "in

whom they are ego-involved" (Guilford, 1954,

p.

278).

raters want to give others the benefit of the doubt.

In other words,

Since many of the

participants in the research were meeting for the first time, a kind of

wait and see attitude may have engendered lenient responses about the
other person.

A general positive set toward the school and/or teachers

due to personal experience or children's reports also may have affected

Similarly teachers who usually enjoy relationships

parent responses.

with parents or empathize with them strongly may have tended

to be

lenient
The error of central tendency in which individuals tend to avoid

extremes of responses is evident in the results of this research reported in tables

Table

2),

2

and

3

where in all but one instance (Satisfaction,

the highest rating is Agree, not Strongly Agree or Agree
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Slightly.

Central tendency errors also highlight the issue of

saliency; i.e., are the items on this survey important to the
respondents?
To what degree has the researcher focussed on critical issues in the

relationships between these parents and teachers, as well as the wider

population of parents and teachers?

A small amount of research suggests

that attitudes which are salient are more likely to be extreme (Lemon,
1973, p. 194).

If scores tend to the center,

then one might question

the pertinence of the items.

One final error which may operate here is stereotyping

,

Individuals

may have notions about teachers or parents which influence their judgment
of a particular parent or teacher.

It is unlikely that anyone's judg-

ments are free of predispositions about either role.
The extent to which the various effects or errors have influenced
the data in this research is impossible to gauge.

reservations about the results.

They do provoke

With these reservations in mind, the

discussion of the results will be presented next.

Usefulness

parent
The conferences in this survey were seen as very useful to

and teachers.

In the questionnaire 97.6% of the respondents in each

category agreed with the Usefulness item.

Generally the interview data

substantiated this positive feeling.
occurring when teachers
In Chapter I Usefulness was described as
some purposes or
and/or parents find that a conference accomplishes
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meets some needs which they have in reference to
their roles.

Because

this definition depends so much on individual role-needs,
and because
the interview sample is not large, it is difficult to make
general

statements about Usefulness, except to summarize the categories which
people mentioned pertaining to Usefulness.

Teacher responses fell into two broad categories - information and
relationship.

Information could be incorporated in the on-going planning

for the child or used as a context against which teachers could contrast
the child's or the parent's behavior at a later time. Relationships

reassured the teacher of the parent's support, of the actual state of
their communication and potential for assistance in the future.

Parents

also used the conference to gain a sense of the teacher as a person who
could be trusted with their child and who would be accessible to them.

They too found information useful.

The types of information parents

mentioned included new insights about the child, concrete suggestions
for their own interaction with the child, and a view of how home and

school compared.
The various things parents mentioned they found useful at conferences

are illustrated below:
Two mentioned that they gained a sense of the teacher.

The teacher wasn't just somebody off in a classroom
I got to
someplace, somebody I had not met
know how the teacher felt, get the teacher s perspective,
and sometimes the perspective is very different from
what you get at home.
.

.

.

.

.

.
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You get to know the teacher. When your children
come home and talk about the teacher, you want to
know what he/she is like, too. You just get this
image

Another was especially reassured by her perceptions of the teacher and
found it useful to discover that the teacher was someone upon whom she
could rely.
The minute I started to talking to the teacher, I knew
the teacher was good, so I didn’t have any worries of
any kind
I was thankful for I knew right then and
there I'm not going to have to face a whole lot of
problems
.

Parents also received useful information about their children.

Some of

it was reassuring:

I’m glad that my child is doing okay. If he wasn't
So you know, either
I would have found that out.
useful.
been
have
way, probably it would
It's reassuring, I guess, to know that your child's
making progress in reading.

Some enjoyed new or enlarged perceptions of their children.
[All conferences are useful] because you do learn
a little bit from them, and you don't always know
what (the children) are like or what they're doing
It's much more than what
in school by their papers.
is
their work

There were the teacher's perceptions of my child. It
was useful to hear those. When you find out something
your
that you indeed don't know, you begin to perceive
another
like
had
She
too.
way,
different
child in a
we're
public and besides that, she has this life, and
it.
of
really not a part

between her son's behavior
Another parent noted that knowing the contrast
at home and at school was useful:
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It just showed me what the difference
between being
here and him being in school would come out to
I know what he's like at home, and it's
totally
reversed
.

Several parents mentioned concrete suggestions as useful
to them.
I know he needs to do some reading at home.
was useful to me that way.

So it

The teacher did tell about her [the child's] kind of
assertive position with her classmates. I was glad
to hear about it so that I could nip it before anything gets to be a problem.
He could use a little bit of help at home, and the
teacher told me just what he needed the help in,
and I work with him for a while, and then his sister
takes over

One parent mentioned the importance of the child's sense of cooperation

between home and school.
I think that it makes the child feel good and want to
do even better when the two heads got together and they
both affirmed the same facts. The child goes to school,
and teacher says he's doing good, papers come home, and
It's a lot
I look at them and I say you're doing good.
better for the children when they're both together and
they both say the same thing about the same person.

A final category which some parents noted was useful to them was the

potential for further communication.
just felt the teacher is a person who's involved with
my child and I could talk about her at anytime about
anything that involved the child.
I

It helps teachers and parents to talk once in a while
even though you may not really accomplish anything.
We can count
At least you stand by each other
I can
something
with
help
on each other, so if I need
me.
call her, and she can call
.

.

.

that was not use
Only one parent described a feature of her conference

.
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ful to her.
It s a waste of time to go to a conference and have
the teacher tell you how great the kid is. We all
know our kids are great, and we all know that they're
not so great, too.

The conference which is not useful was on two teacher's minds.
One mentioned unsatisfactory communication as a criterion.

There are conferences where there are agendas that
do not come out, when the communication is not as
frank or as open as it was in this one. It will
definitely have a great effect on how useful the
conference is.
If the parent is not open and direct
with me, then no matter how I am towards the parent,
the conference is not going to be as useful as it
could be.
The other teacher found a disagreement in perspective on schooling to
be damaging to conference usefulness.
If the parent is not as concerned as I am about the
child's progress, and gives me that old stock phrase
of 'well, I was never very good at math either,' it
is very discouraging because it shows you the parent
That is where I feel
really has no concern
poles.
opposite
that parent and I are at
.

.

.

In contrast to that last teacher's point of view, other teachers

cited gaining or learning of the parent's support as useful.
I could send [work] home with a
She was supportive.
redo it with her child;
would
note to her and she
and the child was
one-to-one,
therefore, it was
getting support at home.

frustrating dealing with his emotional needs
All we did was share different ideas that we could
possibly do, [not] a definite plan of action.
[It was]

.

.

.

to define use
Rapport was another term used by a teacher, who used it

fulness
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Usefulness is just a rapport you get from having
contact with a parent and knowing you have seen
him, talked with him, and if any problems arise,
it's not like you're going into something blind.
It makes it a little easier if something arises.
You can contact him again and call him in. Just
eases tensions and anxieties once you know the
parent and talked with him. If something else
comes along, you're a little less anxious to talk
about problems
Several teachers found information and insight gained from talking

with parents useful.
From talking to the parent I can understand a little
bit more what her child's home life is like, the kinds
of structure and rules that her mother operates under,
so I have a little better understanding of why the
child behaves the way she does.
I realized he was a reflection of his mother, where
he got his behavior and his roughness and his flippant
manner

felt better about the child ... It was interesting
the mother say she had brought her to a
physician, that she was concerned because the child
never did sit down. His choices were, live with it,
or put her on drugs. We both agreed we would rather
live with it.
I

to hear

[I gained] a kind of background information that helps
you anticipate things that might happen.

It gave me a little bit more insight on the relationship
between the mother and daughter, without coming up with
any definite conclusions.
in the interFinally, a new teacher saw the conference discussed

view as a training experience which was self-affirming.
of conferences.
have not been in a position to have a lot
respond to
Just meeting parents and being able to
felt pleased with
their needs and to their questions, I
how to
[It was useful] getting to know
myself
conference.
present a conference, how to perform in a
I

.

.

.

.
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The comments of both parents and teachers indicate
that they find

information about children when the children are in another
context
useful.

The parents and teachers interviewed here want that information

straight.

They judge one another's candor.

They also note whether

the other person is someone who is approachable, a person who can be

contacted if needs arise.

In discussing Usefulness, some parents

wanted suggestions as well as information.

Teachers did not indicate

a desire for suggestions from parents.

The Correlation between Usefulness and Satisfaction

The significant correlations between Usefulness and Satisfaction

with the conference were .2830 for parents and .5062 for teachers.

The

latter was the strongest correlation with Satusfaction on the part of
teachers
The design of the survey must be mentioned in reference to the
teachers' Usefulness correlation.

The first item of the parent and

teacher forms of the PTCS was, "Over all

satisfying."

I

think this conference was

It was placed at the beginning so that respondents would

give it their first attention without being biassed by other reactions
to the conference evoked by the survey.

It was intended to get at the

respondents' global personal reactions to the conference.

item was close by in the same box.
"Overall

I

think this conference was

It,

too,

..."

The Usefulness

came under the heading,
and concluded,

useful to
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me as a teacher (or parent)".*

Because the two items were close to one

another and under the same heading in the same box, there may have been
a tendency for respondents to lump them together.

This tendency could

have become more pronounced as teachers 'learned' the survey by doing
it a number of times.

Teachers may also have given less care to making

fine discriminations on the PTCS as they filled out more of the surveys
and became weary of the task.

This could account for the degree of

correlation on this item for teachers.

Making allowances for the foregoing, still it would seem that the
degree to which people feel their needs and purposes were met in these

conferences had a relationship to how satisfied they were with the
conferences.

Since the research did not inquire more specifically or

extensively into what they found useful, and since the definition of
the term useful was intended to be idiosyncratic, this finding is not

particularly informative.

It does, however, reinforce the notion that

teachers, particularly, want to feel that their efforts and time have
some outcomes which they value.

Feeling Influential and Being Influenced
will
The two general questions about influence posed by this study
be discussed together in the following subsection.

Specifically they

are
*

PTCS, for a graphic
Refer to Appendix B, the teacher form of the
representation of this.
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Do parents and teachers perceive that they are able
to influence one another to help their children and
students?
(this is referred to in the research as

Feeling Influential.)
Do parents and teachers perceive themselves as
influenced by one another?
(Being Influenced.)

Both parents and teachers responded affirmatively to these questions.

They were in close agreement about the degree to which they perceived

themselves as influencing one another, with no significant difference

between the means.

There was, however, a significant difference between

the means of their Being Influenced scores.

Parents perceived them-

selves as being influenced to a significantly greater degree than teachers.

Parents’ responses correlated more highly and significantly with Satis-

faction with the conference than did teachers’, which failed to meet

significance for both Feeling Influential and Being Influenced.
In the interviews about their conferences, parents and teachers

commented on what they were trying to influence one another about.

One

parent mentioned a practical matter - trying to get a teacher to agree
to zip up her child's jacket.

Other parents wanted the teacher to be

aware of their children's physical condition:
The teacher should be aware of the fact that sometimes
my child has real headaches.
or the parent's view of the child:
I
I

wanted the teacher to be aware of the type child
think he is.

in the child, she would
One parent felt that by signifying her interest

the child.
ensure that the teacher would be more aware of

Somehow it says to a teacher when a parent does care
that there's just a little bit more to this kid than
meets the eye.
Parents also wanted to increase the teacher's self-awareness, by making
the teacher alert to the effect of his/her teaching methods or by

reinforcing the teacher.

A couple of parents remarked that during the

conference under discussion in the interview they did not feel that
they particularly needed to influence the teacher since either the

communication about and perceptions of the child were congruent.
I felt I could be completely honest with the teacher,
and I think the teacher also felt the same. There was
no need to play any influencing kind of game. I think
my child is the kind of kid that speaks for herself,
and the teacher and I were getting the same message
from her

or there were no special issues or disagreements between parent and
teacher, or the parent left decisions to the teacher whose judgment

can be trusted.

In situations where the parent did not try to in-

fluence the teacher, some reported that they felt they could, were a

problem to arise.

It was sufficient for them to know that the teacher

was accessible in an emergency.
I ve
This teacher was like the rest of the teachers
problem,
a
there's
If
listen.
to
willing
talked with
you and
present it. You discuss it between the two of
cause.
the
find out what's

I think
see the teacher as wanting to be responsive.
out, wants the
the teacher would really hear a parent
So
interest.
best thing for that child, and has great
m
I
to go and say, gee,
I don't think I would hesitate
that.
upset about this or I'm worried about
I

Influential dimension
When teachers discussed the Feeling

.
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conferences, some said they made suggestions for academic
activities
to be done at home,

writing.

to

bolster children's reading or improve hand-

They attempted to reassure parents about their children's

behavior or to alert parents to the need for extra interest and support
of the child.
I just wanted to make her very aware of the progress
he had been making - that the plan we now have for the
child academically is succeeding very, very well. And
I wanted to let her know that, because she was concerned

about it.
was able to make her see that her child's work habits
are a problem.
She was able to agree with me and see
that from my perspective.
I think the mother will be
a lot more supportive of the child when she comes home
and she didn't finish her work.
I

One teacher emphasized the necessity of gaining parent support for the

classroom program.
I'm sure I was selling my goods. We do not have a very
definite curriculum in a lot of areas. It is important
for me as a teacher to make certain the parent knows what
I am doing and understands that I have a program and I
have reasons for what I am doing.
Some teachers made specific recommendations for parents to carry out,

usually focussed on reading activities.
I

tried to encourage his reading.

suggested anything - any reading she did at home
oral reading, reading stories to her, that type of
the
I made those suggestions and stressed
thing.
improved.
it
and
concerned,
very
was
I
fact that
I

reads
usually suggest things to do at home. She
be somewell as it is, and I think it would have to
suggestion)
thing dramatic (the effect of the teacher's
to show up
I
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We agreed that he was very sloppy in his handwriting
and that she was going to have him practice at home.
There was also one specific teacher recommendation that was more in the
family domain than the academic.
tried to influence her that it was okay to take the
child out of school for that trip.
I

Another teacher attempted to influence a parent to alter her relationship with her daughter by making specific suggestions.

was trying to get the parent to get more involved with
the child.
It was just a feeling that she wasn't really
totally involved.
It was a feeler for me to ask her if
she would get more involved with the reading, give some
kind of a reward system for doing something around the
house even.
I

When teachers discussed their expectations of how well parents would

follow through on suggestions, some seemed to guard their optimism.
don't know that in 45 minutes whether I have succeeded
I think that would show in a couple of months
when I would see the parent again. Or in a time of
frustration, if there was a problem, if the parent was
working with me to solve it, then I would know that, yes,
I have their support ... In this instance I felt good
about things, but I don't know. It's okay not to know.
I

or not.

It was a very non- threatening, very honest discussion.
Since we were talking on that level, what I would say
And
to her, I think, would have some significance.
what she would say to me would have some significance.

had.
Other teachers were unable to discern the effect their influence

didn't get any sign whether there was a good thing
given to the parent or it was bad. I just didn t get
others.
a real warm feeling as I did with some of the
I

because
This conference left me open, befogged a little
get any
didn't
I
I didn't know exactly what I did ...
feeling of her reaction.
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didn't want to push something on her. I feel that
she’s very respecting of anything I'm doing at school
.
I just prefer to be a little more relaxed with
my parents and kids that I have.
I

.

.

One teacher commented that there was a difference in the child after
the conference but discounted the role that the conference and teacher

influence played in the change.
Some conferences I could say very truthfully, yes,
I was very satisfied with ideas I put forth hoping
that they'd be followed through, but this was just
a nice pleasant meeting about a boy who can be
generally very nice, but when rubbed the wrong way
becomes very unlikeable ... I don't know whether
it has anything to do with the conference.
I doubt
it.
But I haven't seen any of the real anger coming
out in him, and the sullenness that transpired before.
Two teachers mentioned that their influence had a positive effect as

measured by the children's behavior.
There was a case of follow-up and in her reading, just
from November to now, there has been a marked improvement.
[I didn't note changes] in the parent's behavior or
plans ... In the child's behavior, yes, because of
the parent's support with the work.

As to Being Influenced, some parents cited specific actions they

took as a result of the conference.

We talked to him about [too much socializing with

a

friend], to pay attention to the teacher and not what
When we find out something
the other kids are doing.
right
like this, we sit down and have a talk about it
away,

try to get it corrected.

told
spoke to her about trying not to be too bossy,
over
went
We
her I discussed it with the teacher.
be careful
that, and I told her, you know you've got to
I

now.

always used to hound him. Now I realize that he
is doing the best he can, and I don't hound him any
more.
.
I've backed off from making him do everything in front of me.
If he wants to go and color,
I let him go by himself, and I don't watch him.
I

.

told my child I had a nice conversation with her
teacher, and I told my husband about it. I brought
home the paper, and he read it, and we were both
very positive with her about it,
I

went out and got reading books to help
told him
that when he wrote he had to write neat, that I would
not take his sloppiness. He's improved all kinds of ways.
I

.

.

.

talked to him a little bit about the conference, not
the full details
just what I think would affect him.

I

.

.

.

Generally parents did not mention being influenced about their own
ideas or attitudes.

A couple of parents were doubtful about the effect

of the conference on their thinking.
It may have excited my viewpoint, maybe, but I don't
know that you could say that it felt like I moved
from this camp to that camp.

If everything seems to be going fine, then you have no
cause to want to change everything. And since there

was nothing really negative about the conference,
no reason to change my mind about anything.

I

had

When teachers discussed Being Influenced, some acknowledged
alterations in their thinking.
All of a sudden I’m seeing more maturity and more
responsibility and I think it's because I ve become
more aware of it from some things that her mother said.
to
found it easier to accept her, rather than to try
her.
about
something
change
could
I
hope that this year
that
Fortunately the changes are coming about. Maybe
comes when you relax and accept the child.
I

and the
became more aware of the student’s behavior
reason for it

I
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They gave me a reinforced idea that the student
is
an active physical person, that he and [another
child]
are very close friends, I didn't know how close
before.
It also made known how he is at home so I know
if he
comes in on a bad day or something.

A few teachers mentioned actions which they took which resulted
from the conference.

Afterwards I became more aware of his behavior and the
reason for it, and [I changed] the approach.
I might have let an assignment slide by ... In this
case I will not let any slide by ... in light of what
the parent said.

[There are some changes] in the way that I interact with
her daily ... We sort of got a little thing going back
and forth between us.

I've noticed I've given her more attention.

I

give her

a little hug, or she always likes to kiss me on the way
out the door . . . She comes from a large family. She's
sensitive, likes to be touched, so I adhered to that a
little bit more freely than maybe I did prior to that.

Several teachers mentioned that they were not influenced by the

conference or were influenced only to a limited degree because their

viewpoints were verified by the parents.
If anything, we verified each other as far as where
he was at and where we wanted to see him go.

with a child in class I stick to, unless
I get a difference of opinion with a parent or a feeling
that change must take place. For this child I didn t
feel I had to change my ways because my way right now
some kind of guide, a person to make
is to become
That was the
the child more interested in school.
mother's main concern.

Whatever

I do

.

.

.

The parent pretty much agreed with what I had to say
and felt that whatever way I was relating to her was
no problem.
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did not do a turn-about. Because I had an idea
that he was pretty much like I said he was, and he is.

I

In these interviews, then, parents reported they felt little need
to

influence teachers because there were no pressing issues and because

they trusted the teachers' judgment and felt teachers were accessible
in time of need.

Only three parents mentioned specific attempts to

influence the teachers' views or behaviors.

Teachers tried

to get

parents to take specific actions and/or tried to influence parental

views of the children.

As to Being Influenced, parents tended to

minimize the effect teachers had on their thinking.

They related

specific actions they took as a result of conferring with teachers.
Teachers, on the other hand, noted frequent changes in their thinking

and in their views of children.

There were only a few reports of

specific actions on the parts of teachers resulting from conferences.

Several conclusions may be drawn from the data about the issue of
influence, both Being Influenced and Feeling Influential at conferences.

Judging by the results of the interviews, any apparent statistical

discrepancy between parents and teachers in this research sample is
not a source of critical issue.

On the survey, a high percentage, 82.5%

influential,
of the parents and 80.5% of the teachers, felt

fact or potentially.

either in

Most parents (92.4%) reported they were influenced,

teachers who agreed
which differs significantly from the 76.8% of the

with their Being Influenced item.

Because of this imbalance, one might

particularly who perceive
look for signs of discontent among parents,
,

their children's educations
themselves as able to make decisions about
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fas

teacher experts and wish to play a more
direct role in the decision-

making about their children’s schooling.

Such discontent did not emerge

in the interview discussions, and other survey data
suggest that the

parent interview sample represents the research population
accurately.
On the survey 91.5% of the parents reported they liked the
school and
100% agreed that the teacher was doing a good job with their children.
So there was a general climate of approval of the school and the
teacher.

Both teachers and parents felt respected by one another (100% and 98.8%,

respectively)

.

Virtually everyone reported that they spoke their minds

freely (teachers, 97.6%; parents, 96.2%).

Most disagreed that the other

did not want to hear what they had to say (teachers, 96.4%; parents,

96.2%).

These were survey responses to specific items about the

conferences.

Responses to general belief statements were also quite

similar, from teacher to parent.

For example, 68.3% of the parents and

75% of the teachers disagreed that 'parents should leave decisions about

their schooling up to educators.'

On the item,

'Teachers should not

concern themselves with what goes on in the child's life outside of
school,' 85.4% of the parents and 9.% of the teachers disagreed.

These

statements indicate people who appear to be prepared to some degree
accept one another's influence on their role behavior.

to

Moreover, the

school is seen by 100% of the teachers and 91.5% of the parents as

encouraging parents to become involved in their children

s

schooling.

This climate of encouragement is likely to make exchanges of opinion

legitimate among parents and teachers.
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The conflict cited in the literature reviewed in Chapter II is
not

corroborated by this research, which may be due to several factors.

One

has just been cited: these people agree substantially in their perceptions
of one another and their beliefs about appropriate role behavior.

Another

possible factor in the lack of conflict is that at the time of year these
conferences were held, most parents and teachers are getting acquainted
or renewing acquaintances, and possible conflicts had not emerged or

were in a tentative formulative stage.

The time of year may also have

had an effect on people's ability to relax with one another.

Several

parents commented on how eager, pleasant, relaxed, and enthusiastic
they found teachers to be.

Teachers noted that they looked for a relaxed

comfortable parent as a sign of receptiveness to ideas or suggestions

made by the teacher.

Another possible reason for the lack of conflict

shown in this research is that these parents and teachers may have a

complementary view of their roles, especially in regard

to

Being Influenced.

Parents indicated that they were open to suggestions and being influenced.
They saw the teachers as a source of advice about their children.

were socialized to be recipients of teacher influence.

They

Teachers, on

people
the other hand, viewed themselves as reporters of information,

who could be consulted about schooling and child development.

reverse may be true, as well.

The

Teachers may perceive parents as having

valuable information and influence on children, access

to

which permits

effectively: however, because of
the teachers to enact their roles more
to recognize that they
their roles as experts, they may not be able
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themselves are being influenced by
parents or they may be unwilling
to
acknowledge when that is the case.

The Correlations of Influence Items with
Satisfaction

With parents, the high correlations of the
influence items with
Satisfaction with the conferences seem to indicate
that the needs of
parents to have a voice in their children’s education
are being met.
This may not ensure satisfaction but it appears to have
a relationship
to

it.

Were their needs as spokespersons not being met, it is conceivable

that the school would be a more polarized community, given the interest

in issues of influence the parents seem to have.

apathetic or politicized.

As it was,

Parents might become

the distinction between parents

and teachers was seldom mentioned in the interviews.

Rather, parents

and teachers often commented that when there was a specific problem,
they worked on it together.

Parents also felt reassured that teachers

were accessible if needs arose, and some teachers hoped that parents
would contact them if there was a need.

Without these complementary

reassurances, parent satisfaction with conferences might not have been
as high.

With the reassurances and with the context of

a

wider school

community which values parent involvement, it seems that parent-teacher

relationships are generally on a give and take basis.
Although the correlations of influence items and satisfaction for
teachers did not achieve significance, there may be some mis-apprehension
of what constitutes influence.

When teachers responded in the inter-
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views to questions, which were not ostensibly
about influence, some of
their responses could have been interpreted
as having to do with

influence
[The teacher felt satisfied that the mother]
agreed
with me, or could see for the first time that
her
daughter did have some problems with her work
habits.
[In reference to the teacher’s satisfaction] This
is a
very interested, very concerned parent who you just
knew that any suggestion made, she was going to follow
through.

A bad case - a parent just refused to accept what the
staff, myself, and the counselors had to say about the
child
One teacher tried to change some parents' attitudes or perceptions by

communicating often in a non- threatening way, thus making it possible
to confer more comfortably with some parents.

There was that air of formality where everyone's trying
to please everybody.
You're not really communicating
I had two conferences I did not like at all.
I found
an excuse to call these parents up. People are a lot
more relaxed on the phone. So next time they come in
I hope we have enough of a relationship so that we can
talk over things
.

.

.

Were parents not as receptive to teacher suggestions and were they
to be more assertive and perhaps more defined in their viewpoints about

the education of their children,

there could be a stronger negative

correlation between influence and teacher satisfaction, based on the
teachers' underlying desire to influence parents indicated in the

preceding interview comments.
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Accurate Perception

The research in this dissertation study posed a
question about

interpersonal perception which was, "Are parents and teachers able
to

perceive one another's reactions to the conference?"

An accurate

perception score was derived from the PTCS by comparing individuals'
reports of their own reactions on seven items with the other conferees'

perceptions of those reactions.

In other words, parents were asked to

judge how teachers were perceiving the conference, and vice versa.
parent

mean accurate perceptions score was 5.831 with

of 3.349.

a standard

The

deviation

The teacher score was 6.084 with a standard deviation of 3.140.

There was no significant difference between the means.
It is difficult to comment definitively on these scores.

There is

nothing with which to compare them except one another or the maximum

possible number of deviation points.

As to the latter, were the scores

on all seven items to be at the farthest point of deviation from one

another, their sum would be 35.

Thus, it is conceivable but unlikely

that parents or teachers who completely misperceived one another could
be off by 35 points.

When one considers the means achieved by these

parents and teachers in the light of the possible maximum, they look good.

Despite some resistance to the task, the results would seem

to

indicate

observations.
that these people are fairly astute in their interpersonal

parents
The difference between the accurate perception scores of
and teachers is negligible.

It is interesting to note that these

profession for
teachers, as people who are engaged in a human-service
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which they have been trained, score at about
the same level as do
parents who may or may not have been trained for
human services.

To

better explain the high degree of similarity in
the scores, one might

consider a number of factors such as the degree of similarity
between
parents and teachers in such dimensions as educational and
professional

backgrounds, the length of time they have lived in the community and
been

associated with the school, marital status, sex, age, and the degree of

homogeneity of their respective world views.
to look at the

Also it might prove interesting

hiring practices in the school system to see what attempts

are made to employ people whose views synchronize with the general out-

look of the community (if there is such a thine)
It is possible that how people arrived at their iudements and how

they reacted to the prediction task may help to account for some of the

One of the questions asked at the interview was, "How was

similarity.

it for you to predict the teacher's/parent's reactions to the conference?"

Both parents and teachers felt it was difficult; in fact, one parent
Others' comments follow:

characterized it as a test.

because my purpose in most
Very difficult
conferences is information. Out of that a
relationship develops but not a very deep relationship normally.
.

.

.

That's probably the hardest part of the questionnaires,
because I'm not a parent.
It's been really difficult.
somebody else is thinking.

One doesn't know what

have a problem trying to read people without having
them inform me as to what they think ... I have to
see it right out before I can make a judgment.

I

.
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^ icult to do
I do know this parent on a
superficial level.
I keep thinking that maybe
there s things going on in her head that I don't
know about at all. I don't know her well enough.
.

Some people disliked the task.

One parent cited role distinctions and

the novelty of the task as a problem.
I didn't like to have to try and think what someone
else might be thinking. In a relatable situation I
think I could have empathy, but you're kind of parent
and teacher.
It's two different ends with a meeting
ground in the middle, the child. Before this thing
happened, I hadn't even thought about how the teacher
thought of the conference or anything. It was a
whole different thought for me.

Two teachers stated that they disliked the task.

One of them spoke

emphatically:

don't like it at all. I feel really uncomfortable
trying to project what someone's saying about me. It's
like it's none of mv business. Everv time I come to
that question. How does a parent feel, I feel like xine
it out because I can't project what somebody else is
Rather than
feeling.
It doesn't seem real to me.
thinking about how the parent might have perceived» I'd
rather know how the parent perceived it. I'd rather
have them come in and say, this is how I felt about this
interview.
I

One teacher commented that accurate perceptions of parents' viewpoints

were of no particular importance.

Another teacher and a parent termed

the task guesswork.

Not everyone was negative about the task, however.
commented, "It doesn't bother me in any way.

I

A teacher

feel comfortable.

parents
Another teacher’s conference routine indicated an interest in

views
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The first question I ask them is if they
have any
concerns or questions for me ... It was fairly
obvious to me how they felt. I don't know what
they
actually put down on the survey, but I didn't
find
it difficult.

Learning about one's self was an advantage noted by a
teacher who
felt that self-awareness was a result of trying to figure
out how

parents reacted.

Another wished to have some reactions and saw the

task as providing them.
It's really important for me to consider exactly how
my conferences are going.
I've never had a lot of
voiced dissatisfaction. I don't know if that falls
into the no news is good news category.
I hope to
find out [from the survey] how parents honestly feel
about the conference.

People relied on various mechanisms by which to make their judgments.
Guessing has already been mentioned.

Intuition was another.

You can kind of feel what else somebody else is thinking.
If you weigh it with the vibes, the vibes were good.
So
[The
I based my answers on that feeling that I had.
vibes were] the intuitive feeling that we were talking
to each other.
It's just basic feelings that

I

have, my gut reaction.

Others relied on projecting their own experience onto the other person.
I think it went so well on my part that possibly it
did on her part, too.

said if I have a strong feeling that's good, I
think she will, too. And I said, I'm never going to
complain, so I figured [the teacher] thinks, as well
as I do, that everything is just fine.

I

But a teacher avoided projection as a means of making judgments.

Why should they be charmed just because I thought it
went off rather well? Just because I felt comfortable

.

.
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in quite a few of these interviews,
for them to feel the same way.

there’s no reason

A lack of reaction or feedback made the task difficult for one
teacher who wished to use it in verifying judgments.
Did I spend all that time talking just to hear myself
talk? Did they get anything out of it? The ones that
I couldn't figure out what the parent was thinking, I
realized, they didn't give me any information either.

Prior acquaintance reassured some people about their judgments.
Two parents said they did not know the teacher well enough to feel

comfortable about the accuracy of their predictions.

Another commented,

"I know the other teacher better, and it lust made it easier."

A teacher

also relied on that mechanism to make -judgments.
It isn't wild guessing with parents I know better,
because I've had two or three vears of contacts and
I know when thev tell me something, that is what they

mean
Having prior experience in the world of the school as a volunteer in
the classroom reassured one mother about her perceptions.
I understand a little bit how a teacher sees things
and would look at situations.

Discomfort with the teacher was cited bv two parents as interfering with their -judgments.

(One might infer that the converse,

them to be more
feeling comfortable with the teacher, would enable

astute.)
because I
had an awful hard time filling this out
teacher
the
with
just didn't feel very comfortable
her
thumbing
At first, the teacher just sat there
hard
s
it
And
fingers, and that makes me nervous.
to put it all together.
I
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Other teachers I could pretty well answer
it
I felt like the teacher disagreed
with everything
I talked about
This parent also felt that the teacher implied
the parent was not trying

hard enough to do well for the child.

The same parent was sensitive to

role definitions.
It s funny how people put labels on other people.
You
walk in here, and I'm the teacher and you're the parent.
Right away it's either panic, or what am I going to do
next?

Overall, parents and teachers were uneasy about the Accurate

Perception task.

They relied on various devices to assist them in

making predictions - guessing, intuition, projection, and prior

acquaintance

-

but the degree of resistance and the negative reaction

to the task mentioned in the interviews were greater in reference to

this task than to the rest of the survey activity.

The Correlation of Accurate Perceptions

S

cores with Satisfaction

.

The

research found a significant, positive, low correlation between parents'
and teachers' satisfaction with the conference and their own abilities
to perceive accurately the other persons'

reactions to the conference.

Apparently, for these people, person perception has some relationship
to

satisfaction, although what the relationship may be is not established

by this research.

Laing et al

.

(.1966)

considered it to be causal.

There is a peculiar satisfaction in feeling that one
understands another person, and in feeling that one
is being understood, (p. 38)
(The last clause of this quotation will be considered later in this
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section)

.

One may speculate that people gain a sense of competence

from astute observations of others, a kind of assurance about their

communication transaction which
are inaccurate.

is

weakened when their metaperceptions

Several respondents already cited noted discomfort or

annoyance when they could not discern the other person's reactions.
a situation

where misperception occurs or where the other person in

In
a

transaction does not emit the cues which one has formerly interpreted
accurately, a basic ingredient of the communication is altered.

As

noted by Jenkins and Lippitt (1951), subsequent actions are largely

based on direct perceptions and metaperceptions of relationships.
If he knows accurately how the other person interprets
the situation, then he will be able to predict the
effects and meaning of his own behavior. But if, as
is usually the case, he is unable to determine directly
how the other person regards the situation, confusion
He must fall back upon his past
is sure to arise.

experience by recalling previous situations until he
feels he does know what the other person is thinking
of the relationship. Cp. 17-18)

Considering the positive correlation between one's own accurate perceptions
and satisfaction with the conference in the light of Jenkins' and

Lippitt 's remarks, these teachers and parents may be satisfied because
they know how to act with one another.

They glean from their perceptions

and that
and metaperceptions clear directions for their behavior,

behavior and the response to it is satisfying to them.
with the conference
The correlations between one's own satisfaction
accurately how one responded
and the other person's ability to perceive
did not reach levels of significance.

The teachers' correlation was
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positive,

.1780.

The parents’ was negative, -.1096.

While it was not

statistically significant, the parents’ score stood out as
the only

negative correlation among those reported in this dissertation.

It

seems contrary to Laing's group's comments mentioned above about
satis-

faction in feeling that one is being understood.

The researcher wonders

if a high degree of perceptual accuracy on the part of teachers, of

feeling understood by those teachers, may be discomforting to some
parents.

They may feel exposed or scrutinized.

the other person controls the communication.

Or they may feel that

These are only speculations.

Perhaps they are worth investigating.

Directionality of Predictions on Accurate Perceptions Task.

One

further attempt to glean information from the Accurate Perception data

was made, subsequent to the above discussion.

The seven component

variables were examined item by item

participants tended to

to see if

overestimate or underestimate one anothers' responses.
reported on Table

6,

page 114.

The results are

The most outstanding finding was the

strong tendency for both parents and teachers to overestimate and

especially to underestimate the degree to which each felt the other

would be influenced by him/herself.

On a related variable, Suggestibility,

again parents and teachers both overestimated and underestimated, with
a stronger tendency to underestimate.

Thus, peoples' reports that they

one another
were influenced and their desire to receive suggestions from

one another)
(which may be seen as their desire to be influenced by
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were difficult for others to gauge.
The difficulty in perceiving accurately the desire to receive

another’s viewpoint may be due to individuals’ failures to indicate
that they are open to advice from one another.

It may also be due to

the effect of the cultural norm against not proffering advice except

when a person requests it, a norm the strength of which could interfere
with perceiving fleeting or minimal cues which individuals might present.
Another possible explanation of these results is a change of opinion
over time.

Participants responded to the survey after the conference

and apart from one another.

In retrospect they may have realized that

advice and/or suggestions would have been helpful to them, although
they may not have been aware of this during the conference.

Their survey

responses may have been predicted on this retrospective view; whereas,
their predictions of the others’ reactions to Being Influenced and

Suggestibility were based on the behavior of the other at the conference.
Generally teachers tended more to underestimate parents' responses
than to overestimate them.

This would seem to indicate a somewhat

greater degree of predictive conservatism on the part of teachers than
on
on the part of parents, who overestimated more than underestimated

four variables.

Conclusion

reasonable
Upon consideration of the findings, it seems

to term

relating to participant
this study an exploration of possible factors
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satisfaction with parent-teacher conferences.
icant findings.

There were some signif-

There might have been others if other dimensions had

been the subject of inquiry.

Because of this, there is a question about

the salience of the factors explored.
a rich complex field.

Interpersonal communication is

Parent-teacher conferences provide fascinating

interpersonal communication units for study, but selecting research
variables is a most difficult task.

Perhaps questions of Usefulness,

Influence, Accurate Perception, and Satisfaction are pre-eminent.

Certainly they struck a chord with various parents and teachers.

Only

after further study in this and other schools would it be safe to

conclude that these are the most important issues on the minds of

parents and teachers in reference to their conferences.

Recommendations for Further Research

Since there has been so little research on parent— teacher conferences,

potential investigations abound.
1.

A few are briefly described below.

A replication of portions of this study could be done for
findings
purposes of verification and/or comparison of its

with other population samples.

If the study were to be replicated,

the author recommends several modifications.

First, that only

that the replication
pertinent dimensions be focussed upon; i.e.,
in greater detail.
have a more limited focus which is studied

on the PTCS could be
To do this, specific single dimensions

represented by several component items.

Also enlistment

.

.
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procedures for both teachers and parents should be more random
in nature, and teachers should respond to only one questionnaire
to eliminate a possible fatigue factor.

Finally, the research

could be conducted throughout the school year in order to include

different types of conferences.
2.

A more direct look at conferences might be gained by observing
them directly or by means of recordings (preferably videotapes)

Parents and teachers could be interviewed before they left the

conference site, and their responses about certain dimensions
could be compared with the recordings or direct observations.
The accurate perceptions dimension of the present study might

prove to be more reliable and illuminating under such conditions,

depending on how unobtrusive the observations were made.
3.

The use of specific communications skills might be investigated
and compared with satisfaction and/or influence factors in the

conference
4.

The effect of socioeconomic, institutional, and political
factors on parent-teacher relationships might prove to be a

fruitful ground for study.

This research might address such

and
questions as, the effect upon communication of similar

beliefs of parents
varied socioeconomic backgrounds or political
and teachers;

childthe relationship of conferees' similar

effect of various
rearing beliefs to their communication; the

relationships.
school contexts upon parent- teacher
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5.

The imbalance between parents' and teachers' perceptions
about

influencing one another at conferences deserves attention.
Is this universal?

What is the nature of the balance of

influence in schools where participants are of similar or

different marital, economic, education, racial, or age levels?
If mutual influence is acknowledged as a virtue, how do teachers

and schools accommodate the varying views of the many parents

with whom they are in contact?
6.

Someone might synthesize what research findings there are in
reference to conferences, implement the findings in some form
of teacher training, and investigate whether incorporating the

findings in conferencing makes a difference as to participants'

perceptions of their conferences.
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APPENDIX A

The Parent-Teacher Conference Survey Parent Form

W
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To the parent:

Parent-teacher conferences are a vital part of the communication between
home and school.
There is a great deal to be learned about conferences so
that they can be made as helpful to both parents and teachers as possible.
You are being asked to take a few minutes to fill out this survey about your
conference with the teacher. Your answers will help us learn about what
satisfies teachers and parents at conferences and what dissatisfies them. The
survey is part of the dissertation research of Carol Rundberg, a doctoral candidate at the University of Massachusetts.
Your personal answers to the survey will be kept confidential.
Only the
researcher, Mrs. Rundberg, will know who has written the answers on your form
of the survey. After the information is collected and analyzed, all of it will
be summarized in reports which will be shared with the school and with parents
who participated in the survey. No names will appear in the reports. Every
precaution will be taken to ensure that your personal answers will be kept
private.
A few
The survey does ask for your name, address, and phone number.
people will be asked to participate in a brief interview with Mrs. R'.'ntiberg so
You are being asked to identify yourthat more information may be obtained.
self so that you may be contacted personally.

Your help with this important research

is

very much appreciated.

—

Your name

—

Your address

Best times to call

Your phone number
Date when conference took place
Date you are filling in this survey_

Name of child for whom you held the conference

Age of child,

Grade,

Your relationship to the child

Thank ycu.

1
DIRECTIONS FOR FILLING OUT THIS SECTION OF THE SURVEY

1

Please read, each of the statements below by reading the heading of the
section each time you read one of the numbered endings. There are six
categories of responses next to each statement, which read from left to right
this way:
strongly agree
agree
agree slightly
disagree slightly
disagree
strongly disagree

a.

b.
c.

d.
e.
f.

After you read each statement, place an X in the slot which most closely
describes your reaction to the statement. Please do not omit any responses.
It is important for you to answer every item.

Over all, I think this conference was
1.

satisfying

2.

a positive experience

3.

unpleasant

1*.

useful to me as a parent

5.

likely to benefit my child

6.

unproductive

During the conference

.

....

I felt

.

.

.

7.

respected by the teacher

.

8.

understood by the teacher

.

9.

criticized by the teacher

.

helped by the teacher

.

10.

During the conference
11.

I

.

.

.

.

was interested in what the teacher
had to say

....

13.

wanted suggestions from the teacher
wanted information from the teacher

lU.

got what I wanted from the teacher

15.

spoke my mind freely

16

was influenced by what the teacher
said

12.

.

.

»
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11

HXto
During the conference I

.

.
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found the teacher to he a person whom
I could ask for advice about my child

18 .

agreed with the teacher about most
educational matters

19*

felt the teacher did not want to
hear what I had to say .
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d to
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03
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DIRECTION'S FOR MARKING THE IIEXT PART OF THE SURVEY

Respond to the following statements with your best guess of what you think the
teacher would say about the conference. Please do not emit any responses, even
if you are not completely sure.
The teacher would probably say that overall the conference was
20.

satisfying

21.

a positive experience

22.

unpleasant

23*

useful to her

2U.

likely to benefit my child

25.

unproductive

.

.

.

........
.......
....

During the conference, the teacher would probably say she felt
26 .

respected by me

:

27.

understood by me

:

28.

criticized by me

:

29.

helped by me

:

During the conference

I

.

.

.

—
—

think the teacher
to say

31.

wanted suggestions from me

32.

wanted information from me

33.

got what she wanted from me

.

;

;

!

!

•
•
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During the conference I think the teacher

03
.

.

34.

spoke her mind freely

35-

was influenced by what I said

36.

found me to be a person whom she could
ask for advice about the child

37.

agreed with me about most educational

38.

felt that I did not want to hear what
she had to say

.
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DIRECTIONS FOR THE NEXT SECTION OF THE SURVEY
The following section asks for you to give your own general opinions about the
relationships between school and home.
39.

I have been satisfied with ay

child's schooling in the past.
Uo.

1*1.

....

I think this school is giving my
child a good education.

The teacher seems to be doing a
good job with my child this year.

1*2.

Parents should leave decisions
about their children's schooling

43.

Teachers should not concern
themselves with what goes on in
the child's life outside of school.

1*1*.

.

.

•

•

•

.

•

•

In my experience teachers do not
really care about what parents
say.

45.

This school encourages parents
to become involved in their
children's schooling.

....

•

•

«
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DIRECTIONS FOR MARKING THE NEXT PART OF THE SURVEY

Please read the following statements about what happened at the conference.
Decide to what degree each item occurred, and mark the appropriate response
slot.
Reading from left to right, the response slots stand for:
a.

b.
c.
d.

this
this
this
this

did not occur
occurred to a
occurred to a
occurred to a

at all

slight decree
moderate degree
significant degree

p
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1*6.

The teacher reported information
to me

1*7.

I reported information to the
teacher.

1*

8.

1*9.

There was a problem we attempted
to solve together

....

We planned together for the child's
school program.

50 .

The teacher made suggestions to me.

51 .

I

52 .

The teacher asked me for information.

53.

I

made suggestions to the teacher.

asked the teacher for information.
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In order to get a more complete view of
the relationships between parents and
teachers, the next part of the survey asks you
for some information about
yourself.

56.

Who requested this conference?

57.

teacher
parent

How well did you know this
teacher before the conference?
not at all
a little
fairly well
very well

other: please describe

58.

Please check any of the following who were present at the conference.

mother
father
guardian
the child about whom the
conference was held
classroom teacher
teacher aide
intern or practice
teacher

school nurse
resource room teacher
reading specialist
speech specialist
principal
counselor
other: please specify below

59-

How long did the conference last?

60.

Which of the following describes the length of the conference?

minutes

long enough
too short
too long

6 l.

62 .

You are male

female

married, living with spouse
separated, divorced. widowed
other

63.

Your age:
25 or under

1*1-15

26-30
31-35

1*6-50

36-1*0

61*.

Ages of your children

65 .

Please check the phrase that best describes your education
did not complete high school
completed high school
post high school vocational training
some college
bachelor's degree
graduate work

51 or older

APPENDIX
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You are male

female

Your age:
U1-U5
16-50
51 or older

25 or under

married, living with spouse
separated, divorced, widowed
single, never married

26-30
31-35
36-10

Hov many children do you have of your cvn
Please circle the grade level you currently teach.

K123“56T8

Number of years you have taught

,

including this year

Number of years you have taught in this school
Please check level of education that test describes you.

bachelor's degree
some graduate credits , no degree
master's degree
advanced graduate work
other: please describe
Please check off any of the following experiences you have had which
prepared you for working with parents.

'

being a parent yourself
talking with friends or relatives who are parents
experiences with oarenos as a teacr.er of -.heir chi— — - en
past experiences with parents in another capacity
advice from colleagues
advice from supervisors or administrators
personal readings and studies
undergraduate course work
graduate course work
inservice workshops
vork with parents when you did practice teaching
.
please describe
other:

—

above
Please star the one type of experience listed
parents.
with
work
most helpful in your

v.-.icr.

you

1

Please read each of the statements below. Then mark X in the response slot
which most nearly represents your opinion. The response slots, reading from
left to right, stand for the following:
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

strongly agree
agree
agree slightly
disagree slightly
disagree
strongly disagree

X

rH
iH
<D

C ^
O t0
u Cd
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03

1.

Teaching is a satisfying profession to me.

2.

I feel I am a

3.

Conferences with parents are helpful to me
as a teacher.

U.

Parents should leave decisions about their
children's schooling up to educators.

5.

Teachers should not concern themselves with
what goes on in a child's life outside of
school.

10.
11.

successful teacher.

6.

In my experience parents really don't care
about what teachers say.

7.

Teachers should have some training for
working with parents.

8.

I would like to have more training for
working with parents.

9.

In our school the principal considers
parent conferences to be important.

Required conferences are enough contact
between teachers and parents.
Conferences should be used to work out
problems that relate to a child's schooling.
12.

13.

lU.

15.

Conferences should be used to report
information to parents.
Conferences should be used to provide
parents an opportunity to give teachers
information.

Conferences should be used for planning by
teachers and parents together for the
child's schooling.

Our school encourages parents to become
involved in their children's schooling.
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disagree
strongly

1-6
What kinds of experiences, if any, would you like to
have which would be helpful
in your future work with parents?

What questions do you have about working with parents? What problems or issues,
if any, have you experienced in teacher-parents relations?

DIRECTIONS FOR THIS SECTION
Please
you read on
the slot
categories,

m

read each statement by reading the headings of the
section each time
of the numbered endings. After you read each
statement, place an X
which most closely describes your reaction to the
statement.
The
reading left to right, are:

strongly agree
agree
agree slightly
disagree slightly
disagree
strongly disagree

a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

6.
>>
rH
to

0
C <D
O U
u to

Over all I think this conference was
1.
2.
3.
10.

-p
.

.

.

cn

satisfying
a positive experience

unpleasant

U.

useful to me as a teacher

5-

likely to benefit the student

unproductive
During the conference

I

felt

.

7.

respected by the parent.

8.

understood by the parent

9.

criticized by the parent

.

.

helped by the parent
During the conference I

.

.

.

11.

was interested in what the parent said

12.

wanted suggestions from the parent

.

13.

wanted information from the parent

.

lU.

got what I wanted from the parent

15*

spoke ny mind freely

16

was influenced by what the parent
said

.

17.

.

found the parent to be a person whom
could ask for advice about the student

I

18 .

agreed with the parent about most
educational natters

19.

felt the parent did not want to
hear what I had to say
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DIRECTIONS FOR THE NEXT PART
Please respond to the following statements with your best guess of what you
think ohe parent would say about the conference. Please do not omit any
responses,
even if you are not completely sure.

X

X
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satisfying

21.

a positive experience

22.

unpleasant

23.

useful to him/her as a parent

.

.

.

2U.

likely to benefit the child

.

.

.

25.

unproductive

r—1

CO
.

respected by me

27.

understood by me

28.

criticized by me

29-

helped by me

...

During the conference, I think the parent
30.

vas interested in what

31.

wanted suggestions from me

.

32.

wanted information from me

.

33.

got what he/she wanted from me

I

.

.

said

3U.

spoke his/her mind freely

35.

was influenced by what

36.

found me to be a person whom he/she
could ask for advice about the student

37.

agreed with me about most education
matters

38.

felt what I did not want to he ar
what he/she had to say

I

.

said

.

to
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:
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During the conference, the parent would probably say he/she felt
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DIRECTIONS FOR MARKING THE NEXT PART OF THE SURVEY
Please read the following statements about what happened at the conference.
Decide to what degree each item occurred, and mark the appropriate response slot.
Reading from left to right, the response slots stand for:
a.

b.
c.
d.

this
this
this
this

did not occur
occurred to a
occurred to a
occurred to a

at all

slight degree
moderate degree
significant degree

p
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reported information to the parent.

39-

I

1*0.

The parent reported information to me.

1*1.

There was a problem we attempted to solve
together.

1*2.

We planned together for the child's school
program.

1*3.

I

UU.

The parent made suggestions to me.

1*5.

I

1*6.

The parent asked me for information.

made suggestions to the parent.

asked the parent for information.
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Date of conference

Who attended this conference?
during the conference.

Date of survey response

Please check any of the following who were present

mother
^father
_guardian
_the child about

whom the conference
was held
_classroom teacher
_teacher aide
_intern or practice teacher

Who requested this conference?

teacher
parent
other:

please describe

How long did the conference last?
This was
_long enough

too short
too long

_school nurse
_resource room teacher
_reading specialist
_speech specialist
jprincipal
_counselor
_other: please specify below

How well did you know this parent
before the conference?
not at all
a little
fairly well
very well

minutes

APPENDIX C

The Parent-Teacher Conference Interview Protocol

PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCE INTERVIEW PROTOCOL

Where did you hold the conference?
What time of day did you hold the conference?

What were some of the things that you discussed?
Your response to the questionnaire indicated that you were satisfied with the conference. Looking back, do you still feel that
way? What was it that made you feel so satisfied with it? Were
there any other things that satisfied you about the conference?
Was there any thing that was not so satisfactory about the
conference?
Was the conference useful to you as a parent/ teacher
Do you think that the parent/teacher found it useful?

Sometimes people say that what a teacher or a parent says at a
conference influences them. They might change their opinions or
plans, or take some action as a result of the conference. Do you
feel that your own opinions, plans, or actions changed as a result
of this conference?
Did you try to persuade the parent/ teacher about anything?

Are you satisfied with the amount of influence you feel you could
have with this parent/ teacher
a
Some people say that they consider the relationship between
as
of
think
you
teacher and parent very important. What would
generall>
teachers
parents/
being the ideal relationship for you with

have with this
How would you describe the relationship that you
parent/ teacher?
describe the relationHow do you think the parent/ teacher would
ship between you both?

have asked you how you perceive
This interview and the questionnaire
respond to certam questions.
how the other person would react or
of figuring out how the other
How has it been for you, that process
person would react?

15.

I made the questionnaire and constructed the questions for
this interview, I kept thinking that it really was impossible to
hit everything that was important to people about conferences and
about relationships between teachers and parents. I wonder if
there have been things on your mind that have not been touched on
about how things go between teachers and parents.

When

APPENDIX D

Reminder Letter to Parents

Dear Parent,
At your recent parent-teacher conference, you agreed
to answer a questionnaire about the conference.
The information will he lo us learn more about what is important to
parents and teachers, so that conference may be as useful
as possible.
I realize I sen asking you to take time out of your
schedule to reply to the questionnaire and I am appreciative
The research is
of your efforts in this research project.
important, and your ideas are an essential part of it.
Please answer the questionnaire (if you have not done it yen)
and mail it in the stamped envelop to:

Carol Rundberg
Rocky Hill Road
Hadley, KA 01035

llj.6

Thanks very much for your help

APPENDIX E

Follow-up on Teachers’ Questions

.
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October 31st.
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you to keo p In nind
1

.

only v.’hen veu alone r.eet
For thi 2 na search please
or.lt conferences in which you and cr.e cr more cclies.
(such as specialists, resource roor. personnel, etc.
confer with a parent.
:q
;

.

Exceptions
If an aide or an intern sits in on a
conference, you nay include that ccnfercr.se in t.
research if no other school staff r.enber is tree
Likewise, if a child attends (the child about v:h
the conference is held cr criidrcn for when the
parent has not arranged childcare), such a ccr.:':r.ay be included.
:

introduce the research to parer.es at the
outset cf conferences please stress the i~rcrtar.cc
If a
cf the research and its confidential nature.
parent hesitates or wants -ore ir.f orr.ation, you nisuc-cst that he or she look over the letter on tr.e
front of the buff -colored parent fern.

V.Tien '*ou

,

3.

As soon as the parent a.rrees to particirate, fill i
the bright rela slip attached to the teacr.er fern,
that wo can be sure to ;et a record of tae parent's
-

;

identity for follcw-ups.
an in the process cf setting u" the schedule i cr
teacher interviews and villi try hard to acccnncdat.
your tine preferences.
I

0

5.

^
a:
cn Tuesday, Ucvenber
I'll stop by next w
rlc
ions
,
If you have any particular cue st
school.
centac.
leave word in the office, and I’ll tryj:o
j.*i*
hone oh cr.e nunoer
that day or call you later.
-7 F CV1 have cressir.p question
Kadley is 3- c?"o377.
call collect.

Thanks arair..

Carol Rundberc

